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The Need For More Homes

KEN

IS

IN CITY ELECTION

Clovis city election will be hi'ld
next Tuesday. At this time a mayor,
a city clerk, city treasurer and five
aldermen art- to bo elected anil two
tickets have been filed the Citizen's
Ticket and the Peoples' Ticket. The
candidates on those two tickets are
k follows:
Peoples' Ticket
Kor Mayor Joe- C. McClelland.
For Clerk E. K. Tagadcr.
Kor Treasurer Walter Stalcup.
For Alderman, Ward
J. V.
Mordeeai.
C.
For Alilerinan, Wavil
Johnson.
0.
For Aldermen Ward
I'ritchard and (;. R. tanner.
For Alderman Ward I K. T.
-

1

ALL PRIMARIES

There is a crying need in Clovis for more
homes. It is true that many new homes arc
being cm-teall the time but apparently the

EARLY

early this year.

Curry County will
select her nominees this month and
all the o'her strong democratic coun
ties will do likewipe. Tho consensus
of opinion is that getting the primaries over will contribute toward everyone getting in the harness and hclp-iiito put over the entire state Democratic ticket this full.

21.

residence and sell it on long terms. A movement of this kind would contribute to Ihe

K

future welfare of Clovis.

Farm loans promptly closed,
er Bros. Agency..

Choice residence lots. Priced right,
linker Bros. & Shcpard.

ON STREET PAVING

SALE IN CLOVIS

For Alderman Ward 2 - I.. J. Morton.
For Aldermen Ward 3 C. Anthony and J. I). Looper.
For Alderman Ward 4 1). ('.
IL.uk.
The Bond luue.
In addition to city official, tin- following bond issues will be put up to
tho voters:
$ 50,000
ity Hall
33,000
Sewer Extension
20,000
Street Crossings
15,000
Water and Light Meters
Water Works Improvement 100,000
Voting Placet.
The following are the designated
(.oiling places at which places votes
may be cast in said election:
Ward No. 1 Barry Hardware Co.
Ward No. 2 I'nion Mortgage Co.
Ward No. 8 -- Steed's Undertaking
Parlor.
Ward No. 4 City Hall.
-

GETS

I
March 31. Albuquerque
was selected as the place for the next
convention of tho New Mexico Cittlc
nd Horse Growers' association which
adjourned here this afternoon. There
was a spirited fight, considerable ob- jection being made to Albuquerque
because of insufficient hutel accomI.a Vegas had a strong
modations.
a
following and at the last minute
jumped into the fight and had
considerable following. The final vote
however, gave the 1021 meeting to
Albuquerque.

At a meeting" of the City Council
Monday night paving protests were
heard from property owners who objected to the present paving program.
There were quite a few protests
from the owners of property on
Washington avenue, some of the ob
jection coming from those who had
formerly signed the petition. These
objectors appeared
in person and
through attorneys, all of whom were
heard by the council.
Thero were no protests to paving
of Main street, everyone seemingly
being unanimously in favor of thi
improvement.
One property owner
objected to pav ig on Grand Avenue
and one on Monroe Avenue.
After hearing all the objections
the council went into executive session and after a discussion of the
matter decided to over-rul- e
all pro?
tests and ask for bids on the paving
to be opened next Monday night,
April 5th.
There seems to be just a little
doubt as to whether the council will
get a satisfactory bid at this time.
There is much paving going on all
over the country and the condition
of the bond market Is such now that
paving bonds are not finding a very
ready sale.

One of the biggest bunches of registered Herefords ever sold in eastern New Mexico will be sold in Clovis on Wednesday. April 7th.
The
sale will be held at the Tom Ross
horse and mule barn and buyers are
expected from all parts of eastern
New Mexico.
This excellent bunch
of Herefords to be offered will afford an opportunity for buyers to get
the pick from the best "herds in the
state. A number of the. best breed
ers in this section have entered their
best cattle in this sale. There will be
in the neighborhood of sixty-fiv- e
head
offered that will be sold by the auctioneers to the highest bidders. This
includes cows, heifers and bulls, and
the buyer will have no trouble in getting just what he is looking for.
Pr. W. M. Lancaster, who will be
manager of the sale, says that everything is in readiness for the big event
to be pulled off and that tabulated
pedigrees can now be secured of all
the animals that will be offered.

Mag-dalen-

BOUGHT FINCHER GROCERY
W. R. Fincher has sold his grocery

business next door to the poatofficc
A. 8. Johnson and H. E. Sullivan.
Both men are experienced in the
grocery business and will succeed
with the business they have just pur
chased. Mr. Johnson was traveling
salesman in this section for several
years, and has, lived in Clovis for the
past few years.
Mr. Fincher has sold his business,
he says, in order to be outside for
a while and recuperate front the recent severe attack of pneumonia
from which he suffered. He plans to
make a visit to points in Texas but
will not move away from Clovis
EASTER EGG HUNT

is on the eve of a
boom which will be
stalled just as soon as building material can be placed on the ground.
Probably the first tullding to be
erected will be the rebuilding of the
Farwcll Inn, which was destroyed by
fire early in the winter. We understand this building will not be erected
on the original site, hut will be built
on tho corner opposite tho Tribune
office. It will be a modern
f
Klructure two or three stories, the
plans for which are being drawn in
Chicago.
The Texas State Bank will build a
y
brick on Avenue "A" or
near the railroad crowing just north
of Kemp Lumber Company's yard,
nuns and apecuicalions are being
drawn by J. C. Berry & Co., of Amar- illo, and actual construction is to be
started at the earliest possible date
In the same block, the local Mason
ic Lodge will erect a
y
brick,
the lower fLor to be used for metchandising and the second floor for a
lodge hall.
U.' A. Hawkins will erect, in the
same block, one
and one
y
brick
buildings.
The
ground floor to be used for merchan
dising purposes, the upper story of
y
tho
structure to be used
l
for offices.
Tribune.
ll

big building

fire-proo-

two-stor-

two-ator-

two-stor- y

one-stor-

.There will be an Easter egg hunt
for Beginners and Primary Depart
mcnt of the Baptist Sunday School
next Saturday afternoon. Tho chil
Clovis has parsed the village stage
dren will meet at the Church ot 2 :30. and needs more sidewalks. Vote for
It is tho desire that all the children be tho bond Ibsuc to provide street cross-thpresent.
bond issue to provide street cross
ings.
T. H. Mace of Hereford was a
Candidate! of the Peoples' Ticket
Clovis visitor this week. Mr. Mace
formerly conducted an auto top fac will give Clovis a clean cut, honest,
tory here and Is now In a like business efficient .business
administration
T
Vote the Peoples' Ticket.
at Hereford.
(adv.)
two-stor-

Fat-wel-

o

ti

March 31.

WELL

Her-

HURT BY FALL FROM
MOTORCYCLE WEDNESDAY

Bak-

MAKES

SHOWING

it and it Is demanded of me."
Mr. Hoover said:
"If the republican party with the
Independent element of which I am
naturally affiliated adopts a forward looking, liberal, conservative
platform on the treaty and on our
economic issues and if the party pro
poses measure for sound business administration of the country, and is
neither reactionary nor radical in its
approach to our great domestic questions and is backed by men who undoubtedly assure the consumation of
these policies and measures, I will
give it my entire support.
"I do not and will not myself seek
the nomination,"

FOR OIL

IN FULL

11

i

The Auto Show is now in full
swing, Thursday night being the first ,
night of the program.
All day
Thursday was spent by the exhibitors
in getting ready for the exhibition.
The program closes Saturday night
and Friday and Saturday nights are
expected to be the biggest ones with
the largest attendance.
Notes of the Show.
The U. S. Army Male Quartette
will sing each night.
Dancing eacl. evening from 9:00
to 11.00.
The program begins promptly at
8:00 o'clock each evening and running until 9:00, when the dancing
begins.
Chaplain Zimmerman will give an
address Saturday night.
,
Miss Marie Maynard of San Diego
will sing at the Auto Show, substituting for Mr. Gcake, whd is seriously ill at Albuquerque. Miss Maynard
has a rich contralto voice and splen- - '
did control.
She will delight the
visitors to the show.
The Program.
Following is the outline of the program that will be carried out each
night:
Exhibition of cars, trucks and industries.
Miss Maynard in Contralto Solos.
0
Army Male Quartette.
Mr.
0
Boyd, baritone

Tucumcari, N. M., March 30. Oil
showings in the McGce No. 1, a well
twelve, miles from Tucumcari, are
drawing the eyes of oil men throughout the Panhandle as well as the Tucumcari field. Conservative oil men
of Amnrillo said today that they
would not be at all surprised to hear
of a well being brought in any day.
The well ia now down more than
3,000 feet, and drilling is progressing rapidly. Blossoms of oil, and inBolos.
dications of a pool of the liquid have
8:40-8:5Miss Maynard.
been encountered for the last thous
. 8 :B0-:00 Army Male Quartette.
and feet. It is certain that this well
9 :00-- l 1 :00 Dancing.
is now the center of attraction of oil
men in the plains country.
COURT IN" SESSION
The well is said by geologists to
have been located in structure as
District Court is in session this
promising or even more so than any
ll
Judge C. R. Brice of
they know outside of proven fields. week with
presiding. All the business will
strucDrillers have encountered a
likely be completed by the end ot
ture, a lime formation in the McGee
week.
the
well at a depth of 1,000 feet less
than the same structure has been en
countered in other wells of the cap
rock region. This leads some oil men
ID
to believe that a pool will be found
at considerably less depth than it
can be found in other wells now
drilling.
8:00-8:1-

5

8:15-8:3-

8:30-8:4-

0
9

Ros-we-

Earl Young was painfully injured
a
fall from a motorcycle
The big revival meeting being con on North Mitchell Street Wednesday
ducted at the Christian Church will afternoon.
His injuries are not ser
close next Sunday. There have been ious, however, and he is getting along
ADVOCATED HOSPITAL
about thirty additions to the church nicely.
Th.- - New Mexico Cattle and Horse
nnd the revival hat been a most suc
Growers' Association at its meeting
cessful one.
AMARILLO'S NEW DAILY
at Roswell last week passed the fol
ARBOR DAY
Amanlloi new daily newspaper lowing resolution:
"The New Mexico Cattle and Horse
made its appearance on last Sunday
Gov. Larrazolo has by a special with a big Introductory issue. The Growers' Association has heard with
proclamation named Fridjay April Tribune is under tha management of interest the address of Dr. C. E. Luk- 9th, at Arbor Day. Clovis needs some of Texas' most prominent news ens, in regard to the proposed Char
more shade trees and would be well paper men and will be an evening ity Hospital to care for the crippled
children of the
for this day to be observed here.
and handicapped
publication. '
Southwest State. We believe the pre
servation and conservation of the children is of paramount importance in
the great program of the conservation,
of our natural resources, and we bethe poor are
TO CLOVIS
EASIER SERMON lieve tho children of advantage
of
entitled to the same
Hospital and surgical care, looking
to their restoration to health and useAn .interesting meeting cf local
The Clovis Commamlery will attend fulness, as the children of the well- Republicans was held at the Elks the Methodist Church next Sunday
and w believe the saving of
Home Wednesday evening. The meet morning to hear an Easter Sermon such children, who would otherwise
ing was presided over by W. H. Duck- - by Rev. R. B. Freeman.
While the be burdens to themselves nnd to Soworth, president of the Curry County sermon will bo especially interesting ciety, to be a
social and
Republican Club and was held in lion - ' to the Knights Templar, all Masons economic advantage to the State.
or of Lieutennnt Governor Pankey, are especially invited to bo present
"Therefore, we heartily endorse
who was in the city.
at these services. They will meet at tho program of the Executive ComSpeeches were made by Gov. Pnnk- - the Masonic Hall and go from there mittee of the Children's Charity Hos
pital which is to be locate'1 at Albu
ey, Assistant Attorney General Harry to the church In a body.
querque as a central poinf, and in
Bowman of Santa Fc and C. M. BarBAD STORM IN THE EAST
response to the Mother's Day Cajl,
ber of Albuquerque, beoides local republicans. Gov. Pankey is a candiMav 3rd to 9th. we pledge our as
On Fridny and Saturday ot last sistance "In Honor and Memory of
date for the Republican nomination
Mother" to do it for some Mother's
for Congress and will likely have the week this section got a very disagreesolid support of the Curry County able wind storm, The dust blew and child."
A call for. funds for the hospital
it possibly made some folks feel like
Republicans.
disagreeable
was
most
the
go to all counties in tho state.
about
this
will
view
of
In
the fact that woman's
country
However,
if
map.
the
on
W.
Harrison has been named for
C.
suffrage is likely to come by fall,
county.
the ladies of the county will likely these same folks who thought this chairman of the work in this
the
bad
was
read
have
storm
a
one
bo organized into a cluh. Mrs, W. H.
Albert Vohs of El Paso was in Clo
Duckworth will be chairman of the papers carefully they have noticed
that the north and cast suffered vis the first of the week looking after
woman's organization.
from an awful storm that carried business.
Mr. Vohs is one of the
and death in its wake, ana owners of the Mandell store here.
terror
Rev. Raymond Van Zandt, pastor
after all the cKmato of eastern New
of the Muleshoo Methodist Circuit,
Mexico, even on exceptionally bad
J. B. Briscoe, trainmaster, returned
was 'n Clovli last Saturday. Mr. Van
days is not near as bad as some
tho first of the week from Denver,
Zandt says money has recently been
places.
where he has been attending a meet
subscribed to build a new Methodist
parsonage there.
ing of Santa Fe officials.
Phono No. 97 for job printing.
by

CONTEMPLATED BUILDING
OPERATIONS AT FARWELL
Texico-Farwc-

San Francisco,

ran

bert Hoover yesterday telegraphed
the Hoover Republican Club of California that he would accept the republican nomination for presidency
"if it is felt that the issues necessitate

SUCCESSFUL REVIVAL AT
CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Uoswell,

i

ii

0.

1

Griffith.

to

VEEE

10

Citizent' Ticket.
For Mayor A. li. Austin.
For Clerk Urn A. Wright.
For .Treasurer L. 'J. Gregg.
M.
For Alderman Ward

Clli

To the best old time fiddler at the
Auto Show will be awarded a prize
of $10.00, the award to be made by
competent judges. V.'e want six old
time fiddlers to play Friday night.
The best two will play for the prize
Saturday night. Hand nanvs to R.
M. Barber.
The judges will be Airs.
Stonehill, S. A. Jones an.l W. II.
Duckworth.
THE MANAGEMENT.

a "JJuild a Home" movement in which a number of citizens pledged themselves to erect a

Jernigan.

E

PRIZE FOR BEST FIDDLER

demand grows faster than the number of
homes built. A Texas town last year adopted

All the counties on the east side
will have their democratic primaries

M

!

HSU

to-d-

A juvenile band consisting of boys
from the ages of 12 to 15 is being
organized in Clovis under the direction of A. W. Johnson. About thirty boys have already enrolled for
membership and as soon as the instruments arrive practicing will comAssisting Mr.
mence in earnest.
Johnson in. the direction of the boys'
band will be E. C. Eastin, D. W. and
L. W. Johnson and other member
of the Johnson band.

DISTRICT ROAD ENGINEER
GOES TO SANTA ROSA
Easter, district road engineer,
his office to Santa Rosa
next week., Mr. Easter is making the
muve on account of Santa Rosa being
nearer the center of the district and
the road work can be better handled
from that point.
J.

B.

will move

MARRYING AND
Mary Pickford, evidently doesn't
believe in long engagement.
a few brief weeks
She recently
ago secured a divorce from a husband of some years' standing, proceeded at once to Los Angeles and
now she is known to the world as
Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks, she having
wedded her partner in a moving picture corporation venture.
One might call this rather mixuig
business and ploasure.
That strange atmosphere which
pervades the region of the stage evidently causes those who live within
its confines to regard marriago lightly, for the higher they go in their
chosen profession, the more frequentAmar-ill- o
ly they marry and
News.

'

The men are of sound business
judgment, cnpible. Vote that Peo(adv.)
ples' Ticket.

THE CL0V1S NEWS.

THURSDAY, APRIL 1, 1920.

principally to the predatory rich. It
forbids the purchase of offices. It ::
makes debauchery of the ballot-bo- x
::
Official Paper of Curry County.
a crime. The verdict against Newberry and his crowd, therefore, is a
vindication of the basic principle of
EDWARD L. MANSON
,
FOR SHERIFF
democracy, that the law is no
Editor and Publisher
I hereby announce my candidacy
of persons and that it is aim- for
to the office of Sheriff
ed at desperate wealth no less than of Curry County, subject
to the will
Entered at the postofflce at Clovis, desperate poverty.
, of the Democratic party.
New Mexico, at second class matter
All the evidence in this case showed
S. D. DEAN.
uder the act of March 8, 1879.
an almost incredible disregard by the
I hereby announce as a candidate
defendants not only of national and
State law but of common honesty and for sheriff of Curry County subject
TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION
decency. Sums of money largely in to the action of the Democratic party
One Tear
i.S0
excess of the total amount lawfully and solicit the votes of all.
Six Months
,75
to be used in the state were spent in
F.E.SADLER.
single counties and cities. The outJ. H. Stanfield of Grady authorizes
The women voters of the county lay brazenly admitted was $178,000,
have the candidates guessing now. whereas good judges estimate it at the News to announce his candidacy
They will participate in the coming four or five times that figure. No for the office of Sheriff of Curry
Democratic primary'elcction and can- other Senatorial election, even in the County subject to the action of the
Democratic primary.
didates will be found courting their old
n
days, ever developed
favor during the next three weeks.
a scandal of such magnitude.
FOR COUNTY CLERK
Personal ambition and vanity had
The News is authorized
to anMore water and light meters will much to do with this bacchanal of nounce the name of Roy McMillen as
enable the city to get paid for all the boodle, but party necessity was up- a candidate for the office of County
aervice it furnishes.
Vote for the permost. The control of the United Clerk, subject to the action of the
bond issue that will enable the city States Senate was at stake. All the Democratic party.
to buy these meters.
funds so lavishly used did not come
The News is authorized to anfrom one man or one family.
It
Vote for the Water Works Bond turned out, exactly as was foreseen, nounce Daniel Boone as a candidate
Issue next Tuesday. It means a vote that the election of Newberry was for the office of County Clerk, subfor a greater Clovis. No town can necessary to give the Republicans a ject to the action of the Democratic
grow into a city us Clovis is doing majority in the Senate. If Henry party.
without adequate water and light Ford had been chosen, that body
FOR TAX ASSESSOR
facilities.
would huve been tied politically and
The News is authorized
to anits then existing Democratic organi- nounce George Roach as a candidate
Would you like to sec Clovis have zation would have been continued
to the office of Tax
to for
free city mail delivery? Would you this day.
Assessor of Curry County, subject to
like to see sidewalks over the princiThus it was the bought election of the action of the Democratic party.
pal residence districts?
Would you Newberry that enabled the Republilike to be able to wulk to vour nlace cans to puck the
FOR COUNTY TREASURER
Committee on Forof business or your work without get eign Relations with laat ditchers and
I hereby announce as a candidate
ting in the mud or dirt? You enn't bitter enders opposed to
to the office of Coun
for
the peace;
ty Treasurer, subject to the will of
do this until we have sidewalks. Vote thut brought Henry
Cabot Lodge into
the Democratic party.
for the bond issue thut will enable the
leadership which has
J. S. MORGAN.
the city to build the street crossings. humiliuted the United States with
petty revenges and standpat obstrucCOUNTY SUPERINTENDENT
Another year of the house short- tion, and that accounts for the
fact
I hereby announce my candidacy
age and Clovis will be a city of
that we alone are among the beliger-ent- s for the office of County Superinten
A big majority of the peoresponsible for the overthrow dent of schools, subject to the action
ple now own their own homes. Man;, of autocracy are still in a stute
of of the Democratic party.
of them would no doubt still be rent- war. On the one vote of Newberry,
JAS. C. RHOTON.
ers if houses had been easily obtained. purchased at a great price of cash
I
hereby announce as a candidate
They huve been forced to
and conscience, the whole miserable
but it has been a good thing parisan conspiracy has depended. for County Superintendent of schools
for the town and a good thing for Without that vote we should have subject to the action of the Democratic primary election.
the individual. Rent money is gone been at peace long ago.
MRS. LENA MAXWELL.
forever, while that applied on paying
Newberry's guilt is personal, but
for a home is not only a good in- morally the judgment passed upon
I hereby announce as a candidate
vestment, but after a man becomes him must fasten itself upon
the for County Superintendent, subject
he becomes a more spurious majority of the
United to the action of th Deno!HY.t!c
satisfied, as well as a mere prosper States Senato whose
election on April 24, and solicit
misused power
ous citizen.
was gained by the very practices that the votes of all.
consign him deservedly to prison.
MRS. C. V. STEED.
NEWBERRY AND HIS USES
New York World.
FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
Senator Newberry of Michigan and
J. D. Flemming authorizes the
Notice to Farmers The St Vrain
News to announce his candidacy for
his lawyers pretend to be confident
National Farm Loan Association
as County Commisisoncr
that, in spito of his conviction of vio- amended Territory covers all Curry
lating the Corrupt-PracticAct. he County west of Range 35. If you for District No. 1, subject to the ac
never will serve a day in prison or desire a
loan, call on or write for tion of the Democratic Party.
pay a dollar fine which may be set further information.
J. L. Hincs,
I announce
as a candidate for
down as a gesture of defiance and a Secretary-TreasurCounty
Commissioner from District
prophecy that is only a boast. For
No. 1, subject to the action of the
the moment the outstanding fact is
Senator Full is not as strong for Democratic primary election on April
that an honest jury has found a Sen- Gen. Wood as the majority of the
THOS. W. JONES.
ator of the United States guilty and Republicans of the State. When it 24th.
a fearless Judge has sentenced him became certain thut the Republican FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
to two years in the penitentiary and convention was going to pick Wood
I hereby announce my candidacy
to pay a fine of $10,000. Sixteen against the field and instruct for him for
to the office of Counof the culprit's associates share in lust week, Senutor Fall withdrew us ty Commissioner from District No. 2,
his punishment.
a candidate to the Republican conven subject to the action of the Democra
We huve laws which operate chiefly tion.
tic party.
to restrain the predatory poor. There
G. W. RYLE.
are laws that penalize words spoken
NOTICE OF SUIT
I announce
as a candidate for
or written that may bo construed as To J. A. HUNT:
County Commissioner from District
a menace to the Government. In You will hereby take notice
that a No. 2, subject to the action of the
ome cases these laws have been used
suit has been filed and is now pending Democratic primary election on April
to stifle opinion. Designed to safe- in the District Court of Curry Coun24th.
F. E. DENT.
guard Government from assaults ty, New Mexico, in which Dora
Hunt
more deadly because they are secret, is plaintiff and you, the said
FOR
COUNTY
COMMISSIONER
J. A.
the Corrupt-PracticAct applies Hunt, are defendant, and that said
I hereby announce as a candidate
for County Commissioner of District
No. 3, subject to the action of the
Democratic party.
J. W. MANNING.

The Clovis News
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As sure as you
are a foot high

Announcements i
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..JSi..

you will like this Camel Turkish

wide-ope-

never got such

er

pii-nitt-

Fulfilled Promises

Jr., of Portal
Candidate for District Attorney of
the Fifth Judicial District, in and for
the Counties of Roosevelt, Curry
and De Baca. Subject to Democratic
Primaries. Your support will bo appreciated.
C. M. COMPTON,

cause Is numbered 1585 on the civil
docket of said court.
You will further take notice that
the objects of said suit are to obtain
a decree of divorce against you unon
the grounds of desertion and
and thut Patton and Hatch,
whose business and post office address is Clovis, New Mexico, are attorneys for plaintiff.
You will further take notice that
unlcu you appear and answer In said
cause on or before the 29th dny of
April, 1920, judgment by default
will ho rendered against you and
pluintiff will apply to the court for
the relief prayed for In her complaint,
filed in said suit.
In witness whereof, I hnvo hereunto sot my hand and affixed the seal
of snld court, this tho 13th day of
February, 1920.
(Seal)
W. C. ZERWER.
County Clerk and
X!lcrk
of th Di trict Court of Curry Coun-

Some banks make a practice of mak-

ing all kinds of promises in order to
secure your account and then, when the
"pinch" comes will not fulfill them.
This bank has established an enviable

reputation for living up to its promises.

The Clovis National Bank

io

"The Bank that Accommodates"
Capital $50,000.00

Burplua '$27,800.00

ty,
i

l

New

as Camels hand
Camels quality and expert
blend of choice Turkish and choice
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Domestic Tobaccos make this
goodness possible-a- nd
ma ke vou
prefer this Camel blend to either

kmdoftobaccosmokedstraight!
Camels

mellow-mildne-

r

is a

ss

revelation! Smoke them with
freedom without tiring your taste
They leave no unpleasant
y
!

ciga-rett-

t

aftertaste nor unpleasant
cigaretty eder

:

'

V

.:

V

4

.v'v:.

!

Give Camels every test then
compare them
with
any cigarette in ths world !

J

K

puff-for-pu- ff

Land office at Fort Sumner, N. M.,
March 17, 1920.
Notice is hereby given thut William F. Newton, of Texico, N. M.,
who, on Jany. 15, 1917, made Additional Homestead Entry, No. 014995,
for. Lots 6, 6, 11, and Lot 12, Section
4, Township 1 S., Range 36 E, N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Three year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before C. A. Scheu- rich, U. S. Commissioner, in his office
at Clovis, N. M., on the 28th day of
April, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses: J.
W. Bradley, Joseph Cook, Cicero
Isham, Haydcn Jennings, all of Tex-

RESULTS TELL

ANNOUNCEMENT

There Can Be No Doubt About the
I hereby announce that I am not
Results in ClovU.
taking any active part in the city
election, us I have barely enough tiino
Results tell the talc.
to tukc cure of my own business.
All doubt is removed.
2tp
A. ROMERO.
The testimony of a Clovis citizen
Can easily be investigated.
PROCLAMATION
What better proof can bo had?
R. T. Holton. tinner at Farwell.
Whereas, the mayor of the village
Texas, says: "Doan's Kidney Pills are of Texico, N. M.,
by tho authority
a fine remedy. Some time ago when vested in him
has ordered this day
I was living in Tcjcns, I had a bad
Murch 1st, 1920, A. D., an election
case of kidney trouble. Doan's Kid- to be held in the village
tf Texico, K.
ney Pills fixed me up in good iihnpe M., ut the
office of F. G. Avery, on
and cured me. I got into an accident the Cth day of April,
1920, A. D., for
which hurt my back rnd caused an- the purpose of electing
a Mayor,
ico, N. M.
other attack. My kidneys beenmo Clerk and Treasurer, and
Alderfour
W. R. McGill, Register.
weak and irregulur in nctbn and the men. Officers to
conduct election
kidney secretions were unnatural, ure namely
NOTICE OF SUIT
too. I felt all out of sarts and could
Clerks Bob Williams, Dr. Mirael.
hardly get about. I again uwd
For Judges-Mar- tin
Crnnfill, M. L.
In the District Court of Curry Coun- Doan's Kidney Pills, getting them lingers and fi. W.
Landers.
from tho Southwestern Drug Co., and
ty, New Mexico.
J. F. Mcli RE W, Mayor.
they fixed mo up in l shape. Attest: J. n.
W. T. Noles, Pluintiff.
t'OLTHARP, Clerk.
Donn's Kidney Pills are fine."
vs.
No. 1582
(Seal)
()0c, at nil dealers.
Eunice Noles, Defendant.
To tho defendant, Eunice Noles, in Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
4
Phone 97 for your Job Printing.
the above suit:
You will tako notice thnt a suit
has been filed against you and is
now pending in the District Court of
Curry County, New Mexico, in which
W. T. Noles is plaintiff and Eunice
Noles is defendant and numbered
1582 on the docket of said court.
You are further notified that the
general objects of said suit are as
follows: to procure a decree of di
vorce dissolving the marriaea rela
tions existing between the plaintiff
and defendant.
You are further notified that if vou
fail to appear or plead in this cause
on or beforo the 10th day of May,
We are erecting a building at Ike
1920, judgment
will bo rendered
against you in said cause by default
corner of Pile and East Grand Ave.
and the plaintiff will apply to the
and will Install an up.to-d.t- e
Filling
court for the relief sought for in
the complaint herein.
Station and will also handle all kind
W. A. Havener is attorney for the
of Automobile Accessories.
plaintiff and his post office and busiWatch
ness address is Clovis, Now Mexico.
for our announcement of
opening.
In witness whereof I have here
unto set my hand and affixed the seal
of said court this 12th day of March,
1

t,

A--

3-- 1

Foster-Milbur-

n

Electric Filling
Station

irvo.
(Seal)

W. C. ZERWER.
County Clerk.

C. H. SCOTT & SON,

Prop.

NOTICE OF FINAL SETTLEMENT
Notice is hereby given thnt Isom
Eblcn, administrator of the estate
of Cora L. Eblcn, deceased, has filed
his final report, and the probate court
has set the 3rd dny of Mn7, 1920, at
the County Clerk's office In Clovis,
New Mexico, at 2 P. M., as the timo 1
and plncc for hearing objections, if
any, to said report, and all persons
wishing to object thereto shall nppenr
in person or file same with the Coun
ty Clerk.
W. C. ZERWER,
County Clerk.

liiinif

If its news The News wants It
Phone us. No. 07.
uepanmeni or tne Interior, U. S.
Phone No. 07 for job printing.
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MONUMENTS

r
anu Granite
Memorials
5iSaJ?M1, W1orimanshiP Fully Guaranteed,
Cemetery Iron Fencing.
YOU WILL SAVE MONEY BY
SEEING US
BEFORE BUYING.
Avtiotin

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
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Rapp Monument Co.

West Grand Ave
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rights-of-wa-

We're Ready

BLACKMORE-ZERWE- R

secure money to be used in enlarging, Improving and extending the
water works system of the City of
Clovis and in the acquiring of water
or water rights, necessary real
privileges, and
and easements, and the necessary
for said system.
Bo It Further Ordained, that such
hmwln
if ixmiiwl. shall bo issued in
denomination of Ono Hundred Dollars ($100) or any multiple thereof,
and shiill bear irtercst at the rate not
to exceed Six Percent IC1?, ) nor an
and
mini, payable
shall become duo and payable tt such
time or times, not exceeding Fifty
(50) years from that date, and at
uch place or pieces within or without
the State as the City Council shall determine. Provided that the City
Council shull have the right to pay
any such bonds at any time after
Twenty (20) veurs from their date.
He It Further Ordain' d, that the
hul lota enst at said election shall be
deposit c(l in a separate ballot box and
shall rend:
e,

Let's Go, Boys!
1

FOH WATER WORKS

liOND ISSUE

Opposite First National Bank

Salieyt SiiC

AGAINST WATER WORKS
BOND ISSUE

?!

Such ballots shall be of uniform
size and color and anyone desiring to
vote in favor of the issuance of paid'
bonds chiill place a cross in the first!
square, while anyone desiring to vote!
against tlie issuance of the bonds shull
place a cross in the second square.
The City Clerk is instructed to pre- pure the ballot mid to give notice of
law.
said election as required

Abstracts

'

Our assurance that in whatever manner we may be
able to serve you, we shall spare no effort to serve
you well.

:::::

approximate cost of imnrovirg, en-- 1
buying and extending the wnt'-rworks system of said ( ity, and
Whereas, the sum of One Hundred
Fifteen 'lliousand Dollars ($115,000)
does not excied that estimate which
i.i in an amount of $117,200, and
Whereas, before the said improvement can lie made, it will be neces-- i
sary for the City of Clovis to borrow!
the sum of Ono Hundred Fifteen
Thousand Dollars, ($1 15,000) and to,
i.:uo negotiable bonds therefor, and
Pursuant to Law the following
Whereas, prior to the borrowing of named residents of the City of
Haiti sum of money it is necessary that Clovis, New Mexico, were heretofore
the said Council thiill cause the ques-- i by resolution of the said City Countion of issuing si. id bonds to be sub cil appointed Judges and Clerks of
mitted to a vote of the qualified the said election to be held for the
elector of the City of Clovis as have election of municipal officer.
paid a property tax therein during
Ward No. 1 Judges John
C. W. Cole and J. P. Noble.
the preceding year:
Now, Tlierefere, He It Ordained by;
Clerks Bert Curless and W. E.
the C:ty Council of the City of Clovis, Marsh,
New Mexico:
Ward No. 2 Judges S. L. Itick-ettW. li. Davis and W. C. Kads.
That at the time of the holding of
on
the next regular election,
Clerks Ralph Martin and J. R.
the first Tuesday in April, being Walton.
April Sixth, Nineteen Hundred and1
Ward No. 3 Judges M. W. Page,
Twenty, there be submitted to thoj C. V. Steetl and W. D. Sutherlin.
vote of the qualified electors of the
Clerks I. N. Jett and M. L. Lynn.
City of Clovis as have paid a property
Ward No. 4 Judges .John Wiltax therein during the preceding' son, T. S. Teeter nnd Ed De Berrv.
year, the question as to whether or, Clerks (i. F. Cornell and II. Bell.
not there shall lie issued by the City
That the polling places for the said
of Clovis negotiable bonds of said election will be as follows:
City in the sum of One Hundred FifBarry Hardware Co.
Ward No.
teen Thousand Dollars ($115,000) to
Ward No. 2 Union Mortgage Co
j

An Onlimince riillilu.' a:i elretion to

vote upon the issue of $ ".,(') of
bonds for the purpose of enlarging,
improving and extending the system
of Water Works for the City of Clovis and for the .tcquisition of further
water and witter rights, necessary
reel estate, rights of way. privileges
appurand casements, and in
tenances for such syst"iu.
Whereas, the City Council of the
C.ily of Clovis, New Mexico heli ves
that for thv public hee.Mi anil safety
mid in anticipation of the growth of
the City of Clovis it is in eessary and
is for the best interests of suid i ity
that the sum of One Hundred
Fifteen Thousand Hollari (? ,".,000 )
be spent in enlarging, improving and
extending the water woiks system of
the said City and in the requisition of
further water or wnter rights, neces,
privsary real estate,
ileges and easements, and the necessary appurtenances for said system,
and
Whereas, the said City of Cl'ivis
has not available funds to pay the
cost of enlarging, improving and extending the water works system of
paid City, and
When as. Oscar Polibs, the City
'
Engineer of said City of Cli.vis has
fib ij with the City Clerk of said City,
a carefully prepared estimate of the
1
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It insures you greater pride and joy
in ownership of a fint. uiotor car
body beauwith a hand-buitiful, comfortable and luxurious.

qualities, features and acts of
performance, are the basis of the
greater value and the greater
It delivers you greater service,
service of the Stephens,
made possible by the remarkable
Stephens enjine rated at 25.3
The Salient motor car, that brings
Horso Fower (S. A. E.), yet
the height of satisfaction in owner- develops 57.
snip.
"That is salient which
End your search for
The most powerf aland
is strikingly manifest
most economical
motor car satisfneon
or uliich catches the
fc$ its size in pass-ciby seeing and via: ui
ctUntion at once''
cXcrncbilcs;
WLBbTER.
the Stephens Salient
Stephmakes
Six. Arrange today.
the
That
cn-gi-

rr

Fisk

Corel Tires Regular Equipment on All Model

ODOM & YELVERTON
NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

j

A GREATER SERVICE

A GREATER VALUE
MiWttfiii
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turtJ ly Stephens Motor

Works

of Mount Phw

Company
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of the City Clerk and words
OFUCIAL BALLOT
Water Works Bond Election
Tuesday, April Cth, 1920
In witness whereof, the City Coun
cil of the City of Clovis, New Mexico,
has duly authorized the issuance nnd
e
loirul publication of the foregoing
and proclamation by the affirmative vote of five duly qunlified mem- tiers of the said City Council this
First day of March. 1920. in regular
session of the said Council.
LESTER STONE, Mayor.
Attest: ROY McMILLEN, City Clerk.
Approved by me this Second day of
March, 1920.
LESTER STONE, Mayor.
no-tir-

-

h

m

No.

No.
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Citv of Clovis. New Mexico, elec
tion unon the Question of incurring
an indebtedness in the amount of One
Hundred Fifteen Thousand Uollars
($115,000) by the issuance of bonds
in said amount for the purpose of improving, enlarging and extending the
water works system oi sam iny.
INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
Election. Tuesday. April 6th. 1920
If vou are a nualified elector in
the City of Clovis, New Mexico, and
have paid a property tax therein during the orccedinir year, you have a
right to vote on the question herein-

high

There will be a meeting of the
stockholders of the Clovis Union
Laundry on Saturday, March 27th,
at 7:00 p. m. at the Labor Hall for
the purpose of hearing the report of
the auditor of the books and to decide
on a definite plan of building and for
future progress. All stockholders are
earnestly requested to be present
without fail.
J. D. LOOPER, President

If its news The News wants
favor of authorizing rhone us. No. 97.
the Issuance of the bonds in accordance with the question hereinafter
stated, place an X in the square fol

after stated.
If you are

Stewed fruits, candied sweet potatoes,
brown bread, muffins, coffee cake, pudding
hundreds of foods are now prepared by
the best cooks with Karo.
NOTE: Your grocer it telling Blu Label Karo
by tha dofn cant the but and cheapest way
Ask him the price.

3

m

it

in

lowing the words
For Water Works Bond Issue
If you are opposed to the issuance
of the bonds place an X in the square
following the words:
Airainst Water Works Bond Issue
Shall the Citv of Clovis. New Mex
ico incur an indebtedness oi Une,
Hundred Fifteen Thousand Dollars
(Jl 15,000) to be evidenced by negotiable bonds payable not exceeding
fifty years from inetr aaie ana vo
bear Interest not to exceed six
per annum (Oft) for the purpose of enlarging, improving and extending the water works system and
for the acquisition of water or water
right, necessary real estate, right of
wuv. nrivileires and easements, and
necessary appurtenances for said sys
tem?

for economy.
Many women have learned that Blue
Label Karo is not only a delicious spread
for pancakes, but will sweeten their food at
much less cost than sugar, and make the
most wholesome Home-mad- e
Candy.

CORN PRODUCTS REFINING COMPANY
17 Battery PUw
Nw Ywk

voter.

At llw,
luv

of the City of Clovis bhall be privi- Ward No. 4 City Hall.
The said polls will be open fromjlcged to vote for the election of the
nine o'clock A. M. until six o'clock! said Municipal Officers, but none but
I'. M. on the Sixth day of April, 1920.! such qualified voters, us defined by
and Laws of the
The ballots which will be used at the Constitution
the said election will be supplied by State of New Mexico, who have paid
the City Clerk to the Judges of said a property tax in said City during the
I lectioii and by them furnished to- preceding year will be permitted to
vote upon the question oi tne issu- ance of the bonds.
That at the said election the bal
lots to be cast on the said bond eloc
tion shall be deposited in a separate
ballot box in each of the said polling
places.
That the ballots to bo furnished to
the nualified voters at such bond
election are to be printed and to be NOTICE OF STOCK
in substantially the following lorm
HOLDERS MEETING
OFFICIAL BALLOT

nor the high price for store candy.
Use Kara
the Great American Sweet
for every purpose. Karo is another word

it

er

lt

to pay the present
YOU don't
for your jams, jellies and preserves

to buy

road-perform-

Six ownership means.

j

mm.

If I

I

ens a Salient
due
to its vast reserve power;
And yields a more economical service due to its ability to burn all
the gasoline, regardless of the
grades you supply it.
These in part, with many other,

y

N
m

The "Height of Motor Car Satisfaction."
That's just what Stephens Salient

(C)

r

I

Its Greater Value Its Greater Service

Tuesday, April 6th, 1920.
Notice is hereby given, that pur
suant to "Ordinance No. 132 dnlyi
passed by the ('ity Council of the
I. ity of
lovui, fdi-.Mexico, approved
by the Mayor of said ( ity and attest-- j
ed by the't'ity Clerk and heretofore,
published in accordance with law, a!
mind election is hereby called in the!
City of Clovis, New Mexico, at tin
time and at the places hereinafter pet
forth, lit v hieli election there will be;
submitted to the qualified electors of
the City of Clovii, who have paid a
property tax therein during the preceding year, the following question:
Shall the City of Clovin, New
incUr an indebtedness
Mexico
of One Hundred Fifteen Thous-- !
and Dollan ($115,000) to he
evidenced by negotiable bondt
payable not c eroding fifty
yean from their date and to bear
interest not to exceed ix
for the
per annum
purpose of enlarging, improving,
and extending the water world
lyttcm and for the acquisition of
water or water righlt, neceonry
real estate, right of way, privi-ri;- e
and eatemonti, and nccot-arappurtenances for said

i

NUMBER 132

Possession Brings Enjoyment of

j

PURL1C NOTICE AND PROCLAMATION
0v WATER WORKS
BOND ELECTION

Fire and Hail Insurance

ORDINANCE

1, 1820.

FOR WATER WORKS
BOND ISSUE
AGAINST WATER WORKS
BOND ISSUE

That on the back of each ballot
signature
shall appear the
fac-simi-

Clovis Marble

Works
Dad Dwight, Manager.
Patronize Home Industry and
select your work from a horns
concern,
Quick sarvica ann good
Satufactioa
Material.
or no pay.
Guarantaad
We can save you the agents
commission as n- - agent is allowed to sell for us. Came look
over my stock of Vermont
I am a citizen of
Marble.
Clovis.

Dad Dwright
Grand

Avtnu,

CtovU, N. M.

THE CL0V1S
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Baker Bros. Agency for farm loans.
J. M. Love of Amarillo is her;
tending the automobile show.

"Don't you like my picture ?" said "Lillians," the
chorus pirl to Maxwell, the woman hating novelist
bachelor, 'I like your hook."
"Yes,M said ho, "but my book had a cover on.'

h 1

at-

ok for the

A'-

-

WerJhM

Its either a t wn of size and importance or an overgrown country town.
Vote that Peoples' Ticket.
(adv)
Mi
Mildred Whiting returned
Sunday from several weeks visit at
Arkansas City.

Constance Talmadg e

Of course you want that wheat
crop protected.
Insure with Baker
Bros. Agency.

IN

-

Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Jackman left
Thursdiiy morning for a trip to Dallas, Texas.

"TWO WEEKS"

Tinware, Graniteware,
I
ware.

f

-

Symphony Xawn

and

That's the Title of the play
Lee McConnell of Faaija. Tews,
has been in Clovis for a visit as th
home of his uncle W. H.

wijh Genuine Humor
Just Naughty Enough to be
and Piquant, Spicy Fun But Never Overstepping the
Border of Good Taste
Nice-ScintiIlatin-

Which

concerns

g

" Lillians," the

chorus lady, who, running away for a

party,

Don't forsret that promise to

fem- -

V

J. W. Boyle reports the sale of the
Quinby Sewell land near Tolar, N.
M , to S. J. Reid of Prairie Grove.
3 Arkansas.

Joe Martin Comedy
Joe Martin the monkey, is everybody's favorite and
you'll enjoy this two reel comedy.

s,

rvh

0. E. White has recently moved to
Gov's from Pampa, Texas, and he
and his brother, I. V. White are build-- I
'

IN

JVj

IN

ing two new residences on East
roe Street.

Mon--

;

Clovis is growing.
It needs the
same attention and efficient manage-- 1
ment as the growing child. Vote the
Peoples' Ticket and be assured that
Clovis get that attention.
(adv.)

AY MIGHT

I

Wouldn't it break your heart to have
that wheat pounded int the ground
by one of those severe hail storms?
Better insure it with Baker Eros.
Agency and be safe.

AT THE

IVJ

Columbia Grafonolas

Violins, Mandolins, Guitars, Ukeu-klePlayer Rolls, Records, Music
Satchels, Sheet Music, etc.
CROFT MUSIC CO.

MUTT AND JEFF CARTOON

Jil

ii-- J,
to meet every dictate of good taste.
Also correspondence curds, wk.li envelopes to
match.

Every man of them is able to give
Clovis an honest, efficient business
administration.
Vote that Peoples'
Ticket.
(ajv)

inine touch. You'll like it.

rH

Symphony Lawn Writing Paper can be
obtained in packages containing one quire
or enc pound. Made in several styles and

Sunday School next Sunday momir.g.
Superintendent.

three old woman hating bachelors. But two weeks

"Lillums" to inject the

trirg

some one with you to the Christian

takes refuge for two whole weeks in the baliwick of
is enough for the saucy

of refinement appreciate the
of Symphony Lawn Writing
Piper a quality expressed in the rrmnrk-t!- y
f.ne texture of the paprr, the splendid
writing sarfacc, the opportunity
sdrctisn permitted by its vancri finishes and
delicate tints.

WOMEN

Save money on yoar bajiisj by
letting A. komero buila cf adob. for
information see A. Romero.

salamander

too-ga- y

The Writing Paper with
the Delightful Surface

m

TRY TO GET

7i

.

-

.

f
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Your neighbor has one
Sold on easy payments
New Records Each Week
Take some home with you

What would you do if your house
or goods should burn? You can pro-- i
tect yourself by getting one of our
fire insurance policies. It will cost
just a few dollars. Baker Bros,

APRIL 3rd.

i

r

Eastman Kodaks

Agency.

Just unloading car Weber Wagons
and Trucks.
A

better Clovis for. you as she
Vote that Peoples' Ticket.

grows.

PERSONAL MENTION

4adv)

Mrs. J. E. Houchen returned last
week from a visit with relatives in
Mrs. E. M. Chapman will leave next Oklahoma.
Mrs. Mary Lyons returned the first
week
for a visit to Dallas, Texas.
Amarillo.
to
trip
f the week from a
Modern four room home, good lo" A better Clovis for you as she
One of the best homes In Clovis, cation, 12,600. Terms. Baker Bros,
and Sbepard.
(rows. Vote that Peoples' Ticket. 18000. Terms. Baker Bros. &
fy

(dv)

Insure', your automobile against
fire and;', theft with Baker Bros.

Agency.',
J. Summers of Ocina, Okla., has
been here this week looking after
property interests.

3

Misses Maurine, Thelma and Mary
Lillian Reagan, who are attending
college at Fort Worth, Texas, are
spending this week visiting home
folks.

'n

Try our finishing department.

Uncle Sam had confidence in the
ability of Walter J. Sulcup, promot- - j
Cwing to sickness in the Mission, ed from private to Lieutenant. You
Save money on your building by the Woman's Guild Sale of Aprons can make use of that ability. Vote
the Peoples' Ticket
letting A. Romero build of adobe, for has been postponed.
(adv)
information see A. Romero.
For loans on farms, see First MortIf you see them you will be sure
Mr. and Mrs. S. I. Roberts of Carls- gage Loan Co., at First Natioi.al to buy one or two they are so pretty.
Those aprons on sain next Saturday,
bad have been visitors 'this week at Bank. Loans closed promptly.
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
April 3rd, nt Barry Hardware Store.
the home of their son, G. O. Roberts,
Oscar
Dobbs
returned the latter Sale opens at 10 a. m.
e
Hardmanager of
ware Co. Mr. Roberts returned to part of last week from a business trip
John F. Smithion of Grady, who
Carbbad Tuesday but Mrs. Roberts to Dallas and other points in Texas.
G. L. Reesa of Portales attended
Mrs. J. R. Walton and Mrs. S. I
was in t own the lant of the week, says
will remain here for a visit the re
Harness, Wagons and Farm Trucks the First National Bank of Grady will District Court here the first of the' Sutter were visitors to Tin.w'nil m
jmaindor of the week.
at
first of the week.
be ready for business in n few weeks. week.
The Institution will commence busiKvery interest of the taxpayer will1
ness wilh a capital stock of $25,000.
It won't cost much to have your
will be safeguarded by the men of the! buxx wagon insured against
fire and
Western Electric Washers sold on Peoples' Ticket. Vote the Peoples' theft with' Baker Bro.
Ticket.
(adv.)
F. S. Donnell, a prominent oil man trial.

SOUTHWESTERN

dIgCO,

Roberts-Dearborn-

No town can progress without

water and light facilities. The
bond issue for this purpose should
pass next Tuesday. Vote for it.

Am-ne- v

We are never out of Hot Shot Batteries. Don't lay up your ear while your
battery is out.
BUT do not run your car with battery out unless your generator is
PROPERLY grounded.
We gladly give you this service free.

J. R. WHITE
Motor Ignition
Hagerman & Pile Streets

of Santa Fc, was in Clovis on business
the first of the week.

District Attorney- Bnh Dnur v- . .
.
?.L I
amun
nns -moved lo nis Carlsbad . is here this week attending
new nuiiiu muv hub junt receimy District Court.
been completed on North Kencher St.

ur.r.-

AM..

v,iyn

C

I

"

.

Clovis is growing.
It needs the
same attention and efficient manageVote the Peoples' Ticket and get
For Innna nn
n
i w
ment as the growing child. Vote the the benefit of the past experience of
Save money on your building by,
!.
x"- - " i'ii h national
"
Peoples' Ticket and be assured that E. T. Jcrnignn at present Alderman letting A. Romero build of adobe, for. Bank. Loans
closed promptly.
Clovis gets that attention.
(adv.) from Ward Four.
(adv) information sco A. Romero.
!

r

My 130,000 equity
For Exchange
in Amnrillo city property for farm or
ranch lund in Panhnndlc or eastern
New Mexico. W. S. Clayton, 1002
Johnson St., Amarillo, Texas.
Up
Ask anyone of the grjat numbers
of farmers who have insured their
wheat against hail with us and see if
they are not entirely satisfied.
It
will pay you to see us before you
have that wheat crop insured. Baker
Bros. Agency.

In answer to thi mibliclty in regard to the fact ti.at Clovis citizens
were agitating the hotel proposition,
a prominent hotel man of Kansas
City who desired to move to this section for his health, called on the
Chamber of Commerce this week with
the view of furnishing and operating
a hotel should one be built. Furnish
ing a high class hotel is one of the
big Items of expense and this kind of
a plan would help Clovis to carry out
her hotel building hopes.

Make them happier.
first.

If you think you don't need an
Build a home apron
Just come to sco the pretty,
springy looking ones on snlo at Barry

Kemp Cumlxy (bmixmu

Hnrdwarc Store next Saturday, April
3rd, by tho Indies of tho Catholic
Church, and you will want one. Also
lot- - of good things to eat.
Sale opens

Mrs. Jeff Roberts and daughter,
at 10 a. m.
jU
Edith, who live on North Connelly
Street, returned the first of the week
Own your own home, it's cheaper
from California,
where they have
been attending the bedside of Mrs. than paying rent
Roberts' father who has been quite
sick but la much improved.

SECOND SECTION

Oldest Established Paper in Curry County
VOL. 13, NUMBER 40.
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The demand for automobiles is
amazing. Though its introduction is
o recent it has become one of the
common factors in our everyday life
and of the building of automobiles
there in no end.
An authoiily in the trade cstiniati s
thut at present there are over 7.500,-00motor cars in operation in the
United States and that this year's
output will total 1,000,000 more.
Though the United Slates has only
the population of the
world it has 10 ti'iv.-- us muny auto- mohilefl us all the le:it of the World
combined. I'id not these vehicles wear
out it is apparent that the point of
reucht d
domestic saturation would
shortly.
Two or three states have an average of one car to eveiy six p"uplo.
This would certainly about eitiul any
possible demand were not a constant
demand for replacement of the old
with new ones, though naturally such
ales would constitute a smaller volume of business than a virgin field
where the craze for a car is virulent.
But after the domestic demand is
met to the point of saturation there
remains the world at large, so that
the authority referred to believes that
there is a market for 40,000,000 cars
Just as soon as they can be built
With present facilities this would in
sure manufacturers active business
for decades to come. What was once
estceinend a toy hus demonstrated
its utility. Albuquerque Journal
0

OF POPULATION IN
CHICAGO COMPOSED OF
, FOREIGN-BORPERSONS

GLOVIS

10

Paper of U. S. Land Office

THURSDAY, APRIL 1, 1920.
BILL IS INDRODUCED
AT DENVER TO BANISH
HORSE FROM STREET

HAVE

Chicago, March 30. More than
per cent of Chicago's total population, based on unofficial and I incomplete census figures, is composed
of persons of foreign birth or parentage. Of the estimated .total of
fourteen pe'reent uro Germans, the count of that nationality
being given as 40:J,78'i. Approximately 940,425 native white Americans
are Chicagoiuns. The second largest
group of foreign nationality, as dis
closed by the figures, is the Polish
population, with a count of 288,482.
Russians arc third with a total of
201, K"S, while the Iridi take fourth
place wilh m.OH'J.

07

The Executive Committee of the
American Red Cross met Friday afternoon at the Chamber of Commerce
Building, and among other business
transacted, appropriated $1,000 for
the maintenance of a Public Health
Nurse for Clovis for six months, the
date on which her employment is to
begin to be determined later ind
;iol)ably dependent on how soon one
can lo nectirrri, as TUd Croa num-w!;h iv:'.inii'K in community work are
and hard to get, the demand
being far in access of the supply.
This action on the part of the Red
SKIPPING
Cross marks an advance on the purt
of Clovis. Progressive as this city is
We saw u boy reading u book the in every other way, it is only right
other day.' He started at the begin- and filting Hint it shall be equally
ning and in less than an hour was progressive in health matters.
halfway through. He thought he was
Letter Stone, former manager of
leading that book actually. As a
v. ill
matter of fact he wasn't reading at the Clovis Mill & Elevator Co.,
in
brokerage
business
grain
open
a
grab
all, he was making a lazy man's
Mr. Stone will be a wholefor the story in it.. He really read Clovis.
He- - is one of the
about one word in ten, and skipped sale dealer only.
Mexthe rest. For goodness euke never best grain men in eastern New
get that rotten habit. It will ruin ico, and it goes without saying that he
your ability to read; it will deprive will make a success in his new
A
of any benefit.
worth reading at all is
all worth reading. Every word has
been put there for a purpose, and you
are cheating yourself. You might as
well take a dollar, change it into four
dimes, nine nickels and fifteen pen
nies, and then throw away every
thing except the dimes. American

Some Idea of the growth of Clovis
is obtained from the statement from
the city water and light office that
twenty-thre- e
new light customers
wore added during the month of
March up until the close of business
on the 27th, and March has not been
a particularly big month either as
compared to those of the past year.
It is intimated nt the city hall that
n new water and light customer is
added to the load at the power plant
each day. To take care of this load
is the reason the city is proposing to
vote the bond issue of $100,000 next
Tuesday.
Should the issue fail to
pass it will be impossible to cope with
the demand for new customerj for
the plant during the coming year.
WESTEPN UNION APPRECIATION
Mr. E. E. McClintock, Commercial
Superintendent of the Western Union
Telegraph Company, with headquarters at Denver, writes to the Secretary of the Chamber of Commerce:
"Wish to avail myself of this op
portunity in extending to the Clovis
Chamber of Comrerce and poursclf,
our thanks for the, very kind consid
eration extended to us in the matter
of providing a meeting place and en
tertaining us at luncheon upon the
occasion of our recent conference
held lit Clovis. Such hospitality is in
deed greatly appreciated not only by
the undersigned, but by the interests
I represent."

your reading
book

that

is

Boy.

$1.50 PER YEAR

Candidates for county office huve
got to get in a hurry now. They have
to announce their candidacy by April
14th in order to be on the ballot.
Clovis has passed the village stage
und needs more sidewalks. Vote for
4lie bond issue to provide street cross
ings.

GET IN

Denver, Colo., March 23. The
horse will be practically banished
from Denver's streets on January 1st,
1025, if a bill introduced at lust
night's meeting of the council be
comes a law. The ordinance provides'
no horses, cattle, sheep, or swine shall
be kept within the corporntc limits of
Denver or ridden upon the main

"If there is any discord as to the
present incumbent in the governor's
'
chair put him aside,"
Governor Larrazolo offered his
chance to renomination as a sacrifice
for the sake of harmony in the party's ranks at the republican state convention and, in so doing gave rise to
the most intensely dramatic moments
of the convention.
It was the governor's first recognition in public of the opposition that
has sprung up against his renomination in parts of the slate, and he
madu his uttitude clear. He said he
never had been a candidate for office
and that he would not ask for office

streets.
CLOVIS CHURCH OF CHRIST
Brother J. R. Jones of Roswell was
wilh us last Lord's Day. His lesson
was from the fifth chapter of Ephc
bians. These old "Veterans of the
cross are always welcome to our
visiting
Several
services.
other
brethern were present, thus making
the day all the more enjoyable.
We plan to meet rhursday, Friday
Saturday cvofiings at four o'clock
for practice in our new song books.
Let all remember and make arrange-- ,
ments to be there for this work.
Much depends on the songs of a meet-- 1
ing.
All things are ready for the "Home
Force" meeting which begins next'
Sunday at ctn o'clock. We have arranged for three most interesting services. Brother Mickey will speak at
the morning service on "The Measuring Reed," in the afternoon on
"The Unjust Steward," and in the
evening on "A Doctrinal
Sermon."
Let every member be present on time
with prayerful hearts. Work, insist,
plead, pray that a great victory may
be ours. Let everybody feel at home.
REPORTER.

now.

j

"If I stand in tho woy of harmony,
forget me," said the governor. "I am
fjrmy 0f tho opinion that the welfure
of the people of New Mexico is inse- parably linked with the welfare of
the republican party. We are all but
little fractions of that party. If I
stand in the way, get together and
name a man you can elect.
The governor gave what lie termed
a brief ttnd incomplete accounting of
the work of the state administration
summarizing legislation passed by
the legislature and outlining his plan
for the cession of federal lands to
the state,

Rev. J. F. Nix has accepted a call
to become pastor of the Baptist
church at Fortales, N. M., and will
preach his last sermon at the Baptist
Sunday
church of
evening, march ZKth. rarweu
.

Texico-Farwo-

W. I. Luikart

8C

TIE

ll

Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Apple of Hunt- -'
ingburg, Indiana, were in Clovis Friday and Saturday for a short visit at
the home of Dan K. Uscry, operator
at tho News office. Mrs. Apple is a
niece to Mr. Uscry. Thfy were on
their way to Albuquerque, where Mr.
Apple, who is a machinist, has accepted a position with the Santa Fe.

The Chamber of Commerce is now
located in its new home in the Warri-ne- r
Building. This will make excepquate water and light facilities. The
bond issue for this purpose should tionally comfortable quarters for the
organization.
pass next Tuesday. Vote for it.

Co:

No town can progress without ade

CLOVIS

For Young Men Who Are Thinking
About Their Easter Suits
Wecarru

lORSCHBAUM CLOTHE
THEY'RE

HERE IN THE

SMART

line

hifi-grad- e

or

STYLES

NEW

a

Vafcfies,

Clocte

In these suits you

(Pi'1

f

will see clothes

designing at its newest and best.
You will see fabrics and tailoring
which will delight a keen judge of
good clothing. You will see the
kind of clothes that, insure smart
style long wear- - good value

all three!
i

J?e'

I

Jo

repealing wid. our"
price? are reyonatle.

1HE

uS

We can supply your needs in clocks. We lwve a
d
e
clocks from
complete line of
mantle eloeks to the regular type.We have for milady's boudoir dainty Ivory clocks
that will add to the attractiveness of her dresser.
If you are having trouble with your clock, come to
our store and select a new one. We guarantee to
give satisfaction.
Our PRICES will accord with your purse.
soft-chime-

high-grad-

-

The prices on Kirschbaum
Clothes range front $50 to $75

TajK M&H

a?Ai

61
vtf

jewelry.

id i

y

iff.

Our WORD is our BOND

DEN H

O F

Jewelry Co.

.......
'

JEWELERS AND OPTOMETERISTS
A. T. & S. P. WATCH INSPECTORS
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"When good fellows get
together, I'm right there'

tourists from California and from the
south and west of this section radiate
We frenorthward and eastward.
quently succeed in diverting east
bound travelers from the route north
by Albuquerque, Raton and La Junta
to the Postal route going directly
cast from Belcn. We are in a position to helg popularize this route considerably. We trust and expect In return that from your end of tho line
you will routo tourists westward directly to Belcn. We believe that cooperation in this matter will be mutually beneficial."

PLEASANT HILL ITEMS

Chesterfield

The wind and sand uwtnn to be
doing
their best to blow thu Pleasant
'T'HB most companionable bunch of
Hill community over into Texas latetobacco ever rolled into a cigarette
ly. Everyone will be glad when the
silky, aromatic Turkish, and fine,
wind quits blowing io liurd.
Domestic, expertly chocn
The three basketball teams from
and expertly blended. That's Chester
Pleasant Hill went to Ilovjua Friday
field. And they ure do "satisfy!"
and brought home three victories.
Bovinn came to Pleasant Hill two
weeks ago and went home defeated.
The homo teams have won every game
they played this year. It lu not known
whether any more basketball will be
played this term or not as the boys
nro busy practicing for the track
meet.
All of the girU and beys are working hard for there crq only four more
weeks of school.
Quito a crowd from here went to
Mr. Lucy's entertainment at Texico.
They reported a good time.
'
r
Mr. Grnham, Miss Allen's visitor,
spent the week-en- d
iu this commun
ed horns soon.
ity.
All of Mrs. Maxwell's room expect
Tho library books ordered some
HAVENER ITEMS
to attend the track meet primary at time ago, are coming In a few at a
Rnnchvale on Friday.
t'mv, wh:le thro are quite a number
Mr. and Mrs. Myers of Clovis vis si ll on the road.
SAL.
ited here Sunday afternoon.
chanpol
grain
business has
The
Mrs. Jim Willis is visithu; in Kan
DIVERTS TRAVEL TO CLOVIS
hands aguin. J. C. Nelson and Mr.
sas. He writes back that things look
out.
having
sold
Shorct
bum. Yes, old fellow, you're like the
Belen, Now Mexico, has a live wire
Mrs. Libhy visited here sister, Mrs.
rest of us love New Mexico.
booster in John Becker, Jr. Mr Beck'
Frank Hurley.
On Friday afternoon Blacktower or writes to the Chamber of Com
Dome Wynn is expected home this Kave Havener a basketball licking, the merce as follows:
week.
scores standing 14 to 22 in favor of
"We nolo in the daily papers that
Mrs.
Oscar Ruckman, after a Blacktower in the girls team. The you are actively engaged, at tho presweek's visit to her mother, Mrs. Ruck-ma- boys are not tolling their score. Yet ent time, in publicity work concernreturned home Saturday.
Mr. Rogers told m it was an un- ing Automob'le Highways radiating
The party at the home of Mr. and equal selection as Havener s'r?
o
city. We
from
that in
Mrs. Terferteller on last Friday eveyet did fine tenm work,
connect'on therewith you are perhaps
ning was an enjoyable affair.
Havener girls will be larger ri'ttirir out a I.cff Book or something
Borders Young of Texico attended by next year and will try you again. of 'hat kii'd
th tourists. We are
singing here Sunday evening.
Wo know we want you anoiher year nuiilinv yon today several copies of
Miss Elizabeth Hurley is clerking if the samo nice sot of boys and girl? tht 1918 Official Log Book of tho
for W. C. Tharp this week.
and fine teacher will come. ' We Postal Ilifh'vay ai a reminder of what
Stanley Ledbettcr and Bill Mickey phould see more of each othr then !vm bc-- done in tho pat to nmke th!
spent Saturday night in Clovis with we'd like each other better. Many of
mul vest highway through Clovis
friends. Stanley was in such a rush the hard thoughts in this world ore and Amarllo an advertise end well
to get home he took t'..c morning caurod by people not being butter t"t voled route.
train, not waiting for the Ford.
acquainted.
"Ve trust in your publicity mork
Jako Eller hns more attraction at
you will be:tr thi
o'lte in rchd with
Havener than at Blacktower, judging
Clovis has passed the village stage a v!pw to furthering the work herefrom the time he spends here.
and needs more sidewalks. Vote for tofore done in connection with this
Helen and Clovis Willis spent Sat- the bond issue to provido street
particular route.
urday in Clovis with Mrs. Lee Willis.
"You will note that wo are at tho
Mrs. Chester McGee, who is visiting
extn me western end on this Postal
her son in New York City, is expect
Phone 97 for your Job Printing.
H!rV,;:y and it is from here that th

Of Clovis
Capital and Surplus.$120,000.00

First Mortgage Loan Co.
Of Clovis
Capital and Surplus,.
Combined Capital

$185,000.00

vs.
Sam C. McMurray, Defendant.
To Sam C. McMurray,
tho above

named defendant:
You are hereby notified that suit
has been filed and is now pending in
the Justice Court in and for Precinct
Number One, Curry County, State of
New Mexico, and in which said suit
A. B. Austin, Is plaintiff and you the
said Sam C. McMurray, are defendant.
You are further notified that the
general objects of said suit are to
recover judgment against you for the
sum of $82.50 on account for Groceries, together with interest thereon
from February 1st, 1!I18.
You are further notified that unless you appear, answer, demur, or
otherwise plead in said suit on or before the 3rd day of May, 1020, that
the plaintiff will apply to tho court
for and take default judgment
against you for the above said sum
of $82.50, and interest from the said
1st day of February, 1918, together
with the costs of su:t. you 'vi.'l therefore govern yourself accordingly.
Dated this the 27th day of March,
A. D. 1920.
J. P. NOBLE,
Justice of the Peace.

pvc-um-

fr

Wo arc in a position to handle

your business and want you to
know that wc appreciate the accounts of those who do business
with us, and want as many new
ones as we can get. No matter bow
small your deposit may be, wc want
you to deposit your cheeks or cash
with us so we may get better

,

,

ac-

quainted, even if you are compelled
to cheek out every dollar the same
day.

YOUU CHECKS

MAKE

,

THE BEST IJECEIl'TS.

See Us For Farm Loans

No town can progress without adequate water and light facilities. The
bond issue for this purpose should
pass next Tuesday. Vote for it.

1

We pay you the money the same
day we make the loan.

LISTEN You men who have to
sir your shoes from Saturday night
till Monday morning to get the odor
out. One box of Baker's Foot Ease
will stop all that trouble.
For sale,
at Shoe Shop,

Every Housekeeper
Will Welcome This News
.

65,000.00

for Precinct

Number One, Curry County, Stute
of New Mexico.
A. B. Austin, Plaintiff,

"'

in

ln

In Justice Court in and

First National Bank

Denhof Jewelry Co.
Registered Optometrists

When it seems as if the high cost of living was ever
going up and up, isn't it like a ray of sunshine to
hear of a saving in cost?
Every housekeeper will welcome the news that
owing to scientific methods of production with
PURE PHOSPHATE

EYES TESTED

GLASSES FITTED
ALL WORE GUARANTEED

'

DR. PRICE'S
along Powder

Let Us Take Care Of Your Eyes

is now sold at about HALF the price charged
when the powder contained Cream of Tartan

Every Farmer Needs

When such a saving in cost is supported by a name

famous for 60 years it means something which no
thoughtful woman can afford to overlook,

t

HERE ARE THE PRICES?

And there is no more independent way to get it than
J
a comn.inv whom tl.o
i
tape is cut out and the borrower gets all the money
he applies for without miscellaneous deductions.
J
ask me aoout it.

15c for 6 oz.
FULL WEIGHT CANS

Tho Price is Right
Not CWpened With Alum

t

H. F. YOUNG

10c for 4 oz.

No Citter Taste

j

I through a farm loan with

25c for 12 oz.

Leave

Money At Some Time!

t

Always Who!esom

J

FARM LOANS
Representing the F. B. Collins Investment Co.,
of Oklahoma City
.
CLOVIS
VPTTT irnvtnn

'
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The News gives all the news and is only $1.50 per year.
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THE CLOVIS NEWS.
of two years.
One member of the City Council
from ward four to serve for a term
of four years.
Each of said members of tho City
Council to bo chosen by the qualified
electors residing within their respective wards.
The following are the designated
polling places at which places votes
may be cast in said election:
Ward No. 1 Barry Hardware Co.
Word No. 2 Union Mortgage Co.
Ward No. 3 Steed's Undertaking
.

"I help

take the tire out

of tire trouble"
Chesterfield

7

up! Attaboy! Even

LIGHTtoughest

job seems
easier if you can "draw" on

Chesterfield.
Those fine Turkish and
Domestic tobaccos and that
can't be copied Chesterfield

1

Whereas, by virtue of the luws of
Mute of New Mexico, mid the
Ordinances of the City of Clovis, an
election should be held in mid city
on Tuesday, April Cth, 1920, for the
purpose of choosing a mayor, a clerk,
n treasurer and members of the City
Council from the various wards of
iiaid city, notice is hereby given that
n election will be held in said city
ii nd In each of the four wards thereof
on Tuesday, April Cth, 1020, for the
purpose of choosing the following of
ficers to serve for the following

terms:
A Mayor to serve for the term of
two years.

City Clerk to serve for the term
of two years.
A Treasurer to serve for tho term
of two years.
All the above men'ioncd officers
to be chosen by tho qualified electors
residing within the limits of the said
city of Clovisj ulso,
One member of the City Council
from ward one to serve for a term of
four years.
One member of tho City Council
from ward two to serve for a term of
four years.
One member of tho City Council
from ward three to serve for a term
of four years.
One member of the City Council
from ward three to serve for a term
A

Ward No. 1 John McMlnn, C. W.
Cole, Tom Smith.
Ward No. 2 S. L. Rickets, G. E.
Jones, W. H. Duckworth.
Ward Nn. 3 L N. Jett, C. V.
Steed, M. W. Page.
Ward No. 4 F. B. Herod, W. I.
Luikart, John II. Lewis,
The registration books for each
of said wards will be kept open for
tho length of time required by law
at the following places in each of said
Ward No. 1,
wards, respectively:
Barry Hdw. Co.j Ward No. 2, Nunn
Electric Co.: Ward No. 3, Steed's
UneY'taking Parlor; Ward No. 4,
City Hall.
Tho following person have been selected by the City Council to serve
as Judges and Clerks in the various
wards in said City for said Election
Ward No. 1 Judges: John McMinn, C. W. Cole, J. P. Noble; Clerks
Bert Curlcss, W. E. Marsh.
Ward No. 2 Judges: S. L. Rickets,
W. B. Davis. W. C. Eads; Clerks: R.
S. Martin, J. R. Walton.
Word No. 3 Judges: M. W. Page
C. V. Steed, W. D. Sutherlin; Clerks
I. N. Jett, M. L. Lynn.
Ward No. 4 Judges: John Wilson
Thos. S. Teeter, Ed DeBerry; Clerics
G. F. Cornell. H. Bell.
Tho polls at said election will be
open at the various places in said
wards as herein stated from 0 o'clock
a. m.. until 6 o'clock p. m. on said
Tuesday, April Cth, 1920.
Dated at Clovis, N. M., this 1st day
of March, 1020.
Lester Stone, Mayor.
(Seal)
Attest :Roy McMillen, Clerk.
NOTICE FOR BIDS FOR
ERECTING SCHOOL BUILDING

In2000CountiesThis Month
The Forces of the Church of Christ
Will Gather To Face the Facts
2000 counties in the United States the pastors
laymen of 30. great denominations will meet
in conference this month.

IN

It is the kind of conference that generals hold
before a critical engagement; that business men
hold before entering a new market. A conference
facing of
of judgment, not emotion; a clear-eye- d
the facts.
A Survey that Business Men Must Admire
For more than a year hundreds of workers have been
quietly engaged in making a scientific survey of the mission
fields, and of America county by bounty.
The facts developed are startling. No such picture of
America's religious situation has ever before been drawn.
On the basis of these surveys thirty Protestant
nominations are uniting in a

de- -

Nation Wide Cooperative Campaign

It is the agency which the churches have created to
avoid duplication, to foster cooperation and make sure that
every man and dollar render the utmost service possible.
The month of April will be devoted to making
the fucts of the survey known to America; in the week of
April 25th May 2nd, will come a united simultaneous
financial campaign.
--

Whether You Are Inside the Church or Out
To every man and every woman who loves his country,
these 2000 county conferences are vitally important.
For the facts developed by this great survey show
vividly what forces are at work in America and what kind
of a country this country is to be.

'

lOTEFXMURCe
WORLD MOVEMENT
4J WE8T

lllh STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Th publication of thli drttittmnt is tnada postMs
throvfh th coopiritlon of 30 dtoomlna Hons.

y,

NOTICE FOR SALE
OF SCHOOL BONDS

Each of the thirty denominations has ha own "Forward Movement" organized and officered. The Interchurch
World Movement is the clearing house for all of these,

See that the pastor of your church appoints
deleiatea. Any pastor can tell you the con
rence place and date. Or write direct to the

Whereas, the electors of Hollene
School District No. 68, Curry County,
day of
New Mexico, on the
March, 1920, duly voted bonds, in the
amount of 116,000.00 for the purpose of erecting and equipping a
the
school house in said DistricW-an- d
plans and specifications for said
building are now completed and may
be obtained by anyone desiring to
bid thereon from Jas. M. Bickley at
his office in Clovis, New Mexico.
Now therefore notice is hereby
given that sealed bids will be received
by the Board of Education of Curry
County, New Mexico, at the office of
County School SupJas. M. Bicli-erintendent, for the building of said
school building as per plans and spec
ifications, and same will be opened at
said office on the 26th day of April,
1920, at the hour of 2 P. M. and said
contract shall be let to the lowest
responsible bidder, but with the right
to reject all bids.
Witness our hands this 24th day of
March, 1920.
JAS. M. BICKLEY,
County Superintendent
Attest.
Una M. Steed, Secretary.

Notice is hereby given that the
electors of Hollene School District,
No. 58, Curry County, New Mexico,
have duly voted bonds in the amount
of $16,500.00 to run 30 yean from
date of issuance, at six percent interest payable
at Clovis,
New Mexico, with the option to re
deem after ten years from date, the
funds to be used for the purpose of
erecting and equipping a school build
ing in said district.
Now therefore, notice is hereby
given that tho undersigned County
Treasurer of Curry County, New
Mexico, will receive scaled bids for
said bonds and will open same at his
office on the 26th day of April, 1920,
at the hour of 10 o'clock A. M., and
will sell said bonds to the best re
sponsible bidder therefor, but re
serves the right to reject any and
all bids, and will require a certified
check for $ 1000.00 to accompany
aid bids.
J. SIMrSON MORGAN,
County Treasurer.
STATE DEMOCRATIC MEETING
To the members of the Democratic
State Central Committee, Advisory
Committee,
Committee, Executive
County Chairman and Committeemen

t Large:

Mew

larfeFsl
)

-

"

We are nowflocated in the Klein corner,
across the street west of Barry's Hardware store.

Ward No. 4 City Hall.
The following persons have been
selected by the City Council of said
City to servo as a registration board
in each of the wards of said city,

before.

the

Hi

Parlor.

blend "satisfy" as no other
blend of tobaccos evet did

ELECTION PROCLAMATION

g)00
THURSDAY, APRIL 1, 1920.

have a good roomy office and want our friends to call in
when in the city and have a rest and a visit whet her 'you have any
business to transact or not.
"We

Sometime ago we told you in our advertisement that if you
ever expected to huy the farm adjoining you, not to wait too
long, as it would go higher. Ask yourself if it has not already
proven true. We think it has and we think it is still going higher,
if you want it, hettcr buy it now. If you are fortunate enough to
have the money, use it; if you don't happen to have enough, come
in and talk it oV.-- with us. We think we can help you we have
r

helped others. Ask your neighbor about us.
We buy, sell and trade farms and city property and cattle.
Clerk sales and buy sale paper. When in need of our services in

C0)

vy

any of our lines, call on us or write a letter explaining your wants.
Yours for business,

Union Mortgage Co.i

1

.
Monday, April 12, lf"V, in the city
of Albuquerque, at Jtierson Hall,
110 North Third Street, at ten
o'clock, A. M., for the purpose of
naming the time and place for hold-in- ?
the State Convention to elect delegates and alternates to the National
Democratic Convention at San Francisco, and for the disposition of any
other matters which may come before
the meeting.
may give their
Committeemen
proxies to women of their County and
they will be recognised by the Chair1
man.
e have a full at
May I urge
tendance.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Chairman.
--
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Real
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all

kinds

Ranch

In the Probate Court of Curry Coun
ty, New Mexico.
In the matter of the Estate of Rosa
No. 285.
N. Ellison, deceased.
Notice is hereby given that S. A.
Jones was appointed Administrator of
the estate of Rosa N. Ellison, deceased, on the 26th day of March, 1920,
by the probate court of Curry County
New Mexico, and that he has duly
qualified and all persons having
claims against the estate of the said
decedent are required to present the
same within the time required by law,
Dated this 26th day of March,
S. A. JONES,
1920.
Administrator.
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New Mexico Land. Oil &
Cattle Co

FOR 12 YEARS

WOULD YOU BELIEVE IT7
The first New York automobile

RELIABLE

show was held in 1900.

In 1898 gasoline sold for six cents

RESPECTFUL

a gallon.

The first four cylinder car was
brought out in 1900.
In 1896 Barnum & Bailey announced that they would exhibit a horseless
carriage.
In 1898 Gen. Nelson A. Miles,
Chauncey M. DePew and John Jacob
Astor were judges of the second auto
mobile contest held in this country.
There were only four automobiles
in the United States in 1896.
The first long distance auto tour
from Cleveland to New York was
made in 10 days.
Tho
first transcontinental run
from New York to San Francisco was
made in two months.

If Its news The News wants
The Democratic State Central Com
us. No. 97.
Phone
mlttce Is hereby called to meet on

it

REASONABLE
FREE USE OF CHAPEL

PRIVATE AMBULANCE
I Magic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.
JOHNSON BROS.
'
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may provide. The power to make,
alter, amend and repeal all
of this corporation shall be in the
Board of Directors. The officers shall
be a president, a vice president, and a
secretary and treasurer, who shall be
chosen from among the directors, and
the board of directors shall have authority from time to time to appoint
such other officers and agents as'
may be necessary.
That the changes and amendments
herein made are with the unanimous
s
consent of all stockholders and
in interest in this corporation,
the directors hnving first passed a
resolution declaring the changes and
amendments herein made advisable
end culled a meeting of the stockholders to take action thereon, having first given notice of such meeting as required by law, and at said
meeting all stockholders were present
and voted unanimously for the
changes and amendments
herein
made.
In Witness Whereof, The City
Drug Company by order of its board
of directors has caused these First
Amended Articles of Incorporation
to be signed in its name by its president, attested by its secretary and
its corporate seal to be hereto attached this 10th day of March, 1020.
(Corporate Seal)
JOE C. McCLELLAND,
Attest:
President.
J. FOSTER SCOTT, Jr.,
Secretary.
State of New Mexico, County of.
Curry.
On this 19th day of March, 1920,
before me personally appeared Joe
Kj. McClelland,
to mo personally
known, who being by me duly sworn
upon oath states that he is the president of The City Drug Company, a
corporation, and that the seal affixed to said instrument is the seal of
said corporation, and that said instrument was signed a..d sealed in
behalf of said corporation by authority of its board of directors, and the
said Joe C, McClelland acknowledged
said instrument to be the free act
and deed of said corporation.
In witness whereof. I have here
unto set my hand and affixed my of- -'
ficinl seal the day and year in this
certificate first nhovn written
CASH RAMEY,
(Notarial Seal)
Notary Public.
My commission exnires Aug. 2(5, 1920.
ASSENT OF STOCKHOLDERS
We, the undersigned, being all the
stockholders of The City Drug Company, and owning all the stock and
Interest in and of said company and
corporation, do hereby stnto that we
give our unanimous assent to the fore
going First Amended Articles of Incorporation of the City Drug Co.,
including all the changes and amendments therein made, and we do further state that we voted for the same
at a meeting of the stockholders called by the directors in a resolution declaring the same advisable and called
as the law provides and for the purpose of taking action thereon.
Witness our hands thii 19th day of
by-la-

Time To Brighten Up

The Home

pur-tic-

Spring is here and it is a good time to brighten
up the home. When spring house cleaning time
comes the housewife always finds

that

she needs

bit of furniture that will add to the appearance
as well as the comfort of the home. Our line was
never more complete and remember that the quality
of the furniture we sell is there a long time after the
some

price is forgotten.

TRULY A REPRESENTATIVE DISPLAY OF
THE SPRING SEASON'S LATEST FASHIONS
for women and misses as they are best expressed in

Hats, Suits, Dresses, Blouses,
Skirts, Etc.
Styles possessing only those; graees charaeterized
by refinement and good taste. Modes that are the
inspirations of foremost style creators.
Complete displays are bore pffering a vast selection of original conceptions, expressed in numerous
variations of style, fabric and coloring.

Mrs. W. G. Broome
MILLINERY AND

READY-TO-WEA- R

South Main Street

i

Dont the Spring dust storms remind you that you
would like to have a HOOVER Vaccum Cleaner?
We will gladly demonstrate them.

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
Quality Home Furnishers
JOHNSON BROS.

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

Attest

:

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Corporation
Commission of
New Mexico.
Certificate of Comparison.
United States of America, State of
New Mexico, ss.
It is hereby certified, that the annexed is a full, true and complete
transcript of the
Amendment to Certificnte of Incorporation of
THE CITY DRUG COMPANY
Relative to Change in Articles of
Incorporation.
(No. 10469).
witn the endorsements thereon, as
tame appears on file and of record in
the office of the State Corporation
Commission.
In testimony whereof, the State
Corporation Commission of the State
of New Mexico has caused this certificate to be signed by its Chairman
and the seal of said Commission, to
be affixed at the city of Santa Fe
on tnis zznd day or March. A. D.
1920.
(Seal)
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,

our store a visit. It will pay you.

Commission of New Mexico, Mar.
March, 1920.
22, 1920, 3:30 P. M.
Joe C. McClelland,
Willie II. McClelland,
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
J, For.ter Scott, Jr.
Compared JJO to MIL
State of New Mexico, County of
Curry.
On this 19th day of March, 1920,
before me personally appeared Joe
C. McClelland and J. Foster Scott,
Jr., and Willie II. McClelland, to me
known to be the persons described in
and who executed the foregoing instrument and acknowledged Unit they
After you eat always talcs
executed the same as their free act
and deed.
(
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my ofL"g (Tor your acTdstomacS)
ficial seal the day and year in this
certificate first above written.
Instantly relieves Heartburn, Bloat-dGaFeeling. Stops food souring;
CASH RAMEY
(Notarial Seal)
repeating, and all stomach miseries.
Notary Public.
atonucb
Aw diiMtioa tad appctU. Vitality
My commission expires Aug. 20, 1920.
KN aad
twMiaiuiairenf. Inaaiii
ENDORSED:
EATON IC U tha
romadr. TrM f
No. 10469
wonderfully brttld. Only aaata ami
ar twoa day to um It. Pnaltiwlf guaranteed
Cor. Rec'd. Vc'. 6, Page 640, AmendfaplMoorwill
ifua4 pxuxjr.
lc
ment to Certificate of IncorporaWa today, XoawtUeea,
tion of The City Drug Company,
Relative to changes in Articles of
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.,
Incorporation.
Filed in office of State Corporation
Clevis, N. M.

ATONIC

ny

ts

bt

taoa-aan- dt

(ta

Chairman.

A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.

State

led. Shall htt thA t
in Mlnrfra nf
aid corporation at said place, upon
whom service of process against said
OF corporation may be had.

Don't forget while visiting the Auto Show to pay

FIRST AMENDED ARTICLES
. INCORPORATION OF
"THE CITY DRUG COMPANY"
OF CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO.
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE
PRESENTS:
That we, the undersigned, whose names are subscribed
hereto, do by virtue of the laws of the
Stutc of New Mexico hereby associate
and form ourselves, our successors
and assigns into a corporation, unWr
the following FIRST AMENDED
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
t:

I.
The name of this corporation shall
be: the City Drug Company.
The location of its principal office
state, and the pluce of busi
ness of said corporation shall be at
Clovis, New Mexico, and which place
tins corporation shall keep and main'
tain an office for the transaction of
business, and that Joe C. McClelland,
wnose residence u uovis, Mew Mexin this

nr.

That thn nhWt ami
which said corporation is formed, in
auumon to me general powers conierrcd ny law, are as follows:
To own. oueratn. rnntrnl. niiiwtinaia
sell, manage and run Drug Stores
in tne state or New Mexico, for the
wholesale and rntiil nf nil !
chrmirnU. anmlrii. ' I fivtnina
anA all
trtWM.V
HI.U fill
classes of general merchandise.
10 compound, prepare, advertise
and sell all kinds of proprietory
medicines and aunHrina
To buy, hold, sell, convey, lease,
own and control real estate, and all
classes of personal property, chattels
and commercial paper; to borrow
money and to pledge real estate, personal property or persona security
mereior; to maKO and perform agreements and contracts of every form
ana uesenpuon.
IV.
The amount nf th total
capital stock of this corporation is
the sum of Forty Thousand Dollars,
($40,000.00) and the number of
shares into which the same is divided is Four Hundred (400) shares,
and the par value of each share is
the sum of One Hundred ($100.00)
Dollars, and that said shares are fully paid up and said corporation shall
continue business under the first
amended articles of incorporation
with its Four Hundred (400) shares
of stock fully paid un.
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is ready to advisa you on any belting problems you
may have. We are the representatives of the Good-

year Tire and Belting Co., and arc ready at all times
to secure expert advice for you from their Engineering Department. Our stock will supply every size
belt you may need.
We also have the Wingfoot brand hose, the best
money can buy. Why not start your garden this
Fence your garden now while you can get
the wire it won't last much longer.

month.

V.

&mmm.

1

It Is A Big

Responsibility

to provide hvo or three meals a day that will tempt
the appetite of the rest of the family.
We share that responsibility with you and stand
ready to offer you appetizing suggestions at any and
all times.
How well we arc sueeeeding, the steady growth of
this business reveals.
i

n

j
i;

r.i j.

.vi7
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The name and the postofficc addresses of the incorporators and
rtockholdcrs In this corporation, and
the number of shares subscribed for,
owned and hold by each of them aro
us follows:
Joe C. McClelland, Clovis, New
Mericn, 100 fhares.
J. Fostor Scott, Jr., Clovis, New
Me'co, 200 rhares.
Willie IT. MeClelland, Clovis, New
Mexico, 100 shares.
VI.
This corporation
shiil exir.t and
continue for a period of Fifty year?
VII.
The Hon-- d of Directors of said
until the next election, aid
their postoffice addre-sc- s
aro as fol
lows :
Toe C. McClelland,
CloviB, New

See Qur Electric Washing Machines
at $105

Mexico.

T.
Foster Scott, Jr., Clovis, New
Mexico.
Willie H. McClelland, Clovis, Now
Mexico.

VIII.
The officers of this corporntion until the next election nvo as follows:
Joe C. McPMland, Clovis, New
M"xlco, President.
Willie H. MeClflland, Clovis, New
Mexico, Vlco President.
J. Foster Scott, Jr., Clovis, Now
Mexico,

Secretary-Treasure-

.

Roberts-Dea- r

borne

Hardware Co.

r.

IX.

The fully paid up shares of the enn-Itstock of this corporation shall
he
and 'hull be
forable on the books of the corpora-tio- n
only, or otherwise as the bylaws

nl

tnn.

Your Money Back if You Want It.

THIRD SECTION
I
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Accompanied by Johnson's orchestra, remember the Faster Egg hunt for
also a vocal solo by Mrs. Isles, at Saturday afternoon. Meet at the
the 11 a. m. service.
church at 1 :.'!0.
R. B. FREEMAN, Pastor.
CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Bishop Miller is giving fine talks.
Good Friday ser His sermons are helpful and inspirThree
Hour
The
resurrection is emphasized in an
will commence at 12 o'clock noon ing, attracting very large crowds.
especial manner. We need you to vice
and
close at 3 p. m. At .this service Meetings continue over next Sunday.
help. Come with your prayers, and
On Monday evening
will bo addresses on the "Sev
after Easter
there
smiles and a willing, working spirit.
Sunday we will hold our Love feast,
interspers
cross
Words"
from
the
en
Don't disappoint us.
ed with the hymns and prayers suit- - consisting of Feet washing, Lord's
REPORTER.
able to the Passion of Our Blessed Supper and Communion, with a short
sermon proceeding. Everybody wel-cLord.
METHODIST CHURCH
It is hoped that many of the town
( but owing to the large crowds
if you want to get inside the house
of
the
themselves
people,
will
avail
Easter Sesvices will be observed at
first opportunity to attend a service you must come early. The sermon
tne Methodist Church Sunday.
will likely be preached about 7:15.
such spiritual uplift.
with
SimdiiV school ut the usuul hour,
The Easter Day services will be
9 :4.r. We ure seeking this week thru
The men are of sound business
bright and joyous. Holy Coma visiting campaign, to enroll ull the made
7 a. m.
Morning prayer judgment, capable. Vote that Peo
folks that belong to the Methodist munion at
ples' Ticket.
(adv.)
11 a. m.
school, and the close of the Sunday nnd Holy communion at
Evening prayer service 7:15 p. m.
school Sunday morning we v, ill hoi
Every interest of the taxpayer will
W. W. BRANDER, Rector.
a decision service for thu children
will be safeguarded by the men of the
Let th teachers urge their pupils
Peoples' Ticket. Vote the Peoples'
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
to dedicate their lives to Christ at
(adv.)
Ticket.
this Easter time. Evangelistic sermornboth
7:30.
Tliere
will
week
at
services
night
this
be
vices each
Telephone 72 your Electric
Preaching by the pastor both morn- ing and evening next Sunday. Mornand Plumbing TROUBLES.
evenTempKnight'
o'clock
and
11
worship
ut
evening.
The
ing
ing and
lar Lodge of Clovis will attend the ing services at 7:30. Rev. W. R.
morning service in a body, as the Gibbons of the First Presbyterian
guests of honor.
Church of Utica, Illinois, will deliver
Subject 11 a. m. "The Resurrec- the messages. All members and
friends of the church cordially
tion."
Sunday School at the usual
6:30 Senior League.
7:30 p. m. Evangelistic service hour. We should go over the high
rccoid Sunday. If each one -- will
closing the Easter campaign.
Speciul Euster music by the choir. bring one we can do it. Children will

ITEMS OF NEWS WITH
THE CLOVIS CHURCHES
A DISAPPOINTMENT

Some folxs are a constant
Do yoii bclonjf to thnl
unenviable class? A gii-u- t
is being conducted at the Christiun
church of thi city. The milliliter, I.
N. Jett, is doing thu preaching and
I'rof. V. E. Ridctiuur is in clmi-jrof
the manic. Splendid crowd3 with
interest.
There had been
about thirty udditiona to tin- church
up to Tuesday evening. Have you
been attending?
Have you been
boosting? Have you been praying?
You surely have not been with the
ones that disappoint.
It is the' cnrneHt d'3ire that at
least 300 attend the rousing Bible
whoof session next Sunday, which
opens at 0:45 a. m. sharp. We need
you and you need the school. Don't
disappoint ui please.
Every member of the church, especially, is expected at the church by
sunrike for the helpful sunrise prayer
service. Don't disappoint us.
We want to niuke the closing day
of the meeting next Sunday the day
of days. A day that will long be
remembered in Clovis und by every
member of the church. This is EoS'
ter Sunday, the day when the Lord's
t.

-

$1.80 PER YEAR

RURAL TELEPHONE
BUSINESS TRANSACTED
The material has been purchased

posed

to furnish the necessary

The Board of Directors of the Cur- pany making the best quotations.
It was moved and carried that the
ry County Rural Telephone Company
met at Clovis on Saturday evening, bills of the Barry Hardware Company
March 27th, 1920, at 2:30 o'clock. for $3,716.50 for poles and $297.69
The following members were pres- for cross arms and other material be
ent: J., E. Lindley, president; O. G. approved.
The manager was instructed to inTurner. Lee Hammond, Smith M.
Piokin. Chas. E. Dennis and W. B. stall the switchboard for Claud at
Cramer, directors and W. D. Jones,1 the Pipkin place, one mile east of the
old Claud store.
secretary.
The Board then adjourned to meet
The Board then discussed finances
and found that all exchanges had at the Chamber of Commerce rooms
raised their quotas except Clovis, in Clovis on Wednesday evening,
which still lacked $1200 of being April 7th, 1920, beginning at 2 p. m.
J. E. Lindley, Chairman.
enough to meet that of Pleas nt Hill
W. D. Jones, Secretary.
and Fields. Messrs. W. B. Cramer,
and
Dennis
E.
Lindley,
Chas.
J. E.
A General Contractor will be of
C. W. Harrison agreed to raise this
amount at once so the Board of Di- great help in administering the City
rectors proceeded to examine quota affairs. J. W. Movdecai is that man.
(adv)
tions from supply houses who pro Vote the Peoples' Ticket.

d.

3C

ray my
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ecial

For three days only, Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
April 1, 2 and 3, we offer you the following specials
in Staple and Fancy Groceries
"Flawless" extra high patent Flour, per 100 lbs.
"lied Star" extra liitfh patent Flour, per 100 lbs.
Wilson's Advance Hrand Compound, large size
Armstrong's Bird Hrand Compound, large size
Cottolene, per 8 11). bucket
Brer Kabbit Pure Kibbon Cane Syrup, large size

$6.66
$7.48
$2.16
$2.38
$2.78
$1.28
97c
94c

Bed Label Karo, 10 lb. bucket, each
Blue Label Karo, 10 lb. bucket, each
Mary Jane Syrup, 10 lb. bucket, each
$1.28
Dunbar's Fancy Sorghum Syrup, per 10 lb. bucket
99c
Apex Brand English Peas, 6 cans for
$1.08
6
for
Wapco Brand English Peas, cans
89c
Dexter Brand Corn No. 2, 6 cans for
89c
6
for
2,
cans
No.
Tomatoes,
White Lily Brand
$1.08
6
for
No.
eans
2V&
Tomatoes,
White Lily Brand
99c
Lakewood Brand Tomatoes, No. 2, 6 cans for
$1.32
for
6
eans
No.
Tomatoes,
Brand
Lakcwood
48c
Biders Brand Lye Hominy, 6 cans for
64c
Dixie Brand Saner Kraut, 6 eans for
42c
for
No.
1,3 eans
Van Camp's Pork and Beans,
57c
3
for
No.
2,
eans
Van Camp's Pork and Beans,
99c
3
for
cans
No.
Beans,
3,
Van Camy' Pork and
.88c
44
eans
dozen
Milk,
size,
per
baby
Hebe" Brand
88c
Van Camp's Milk baby size, per dozen cans
88c
dozen
size,
caiis.per
babv
Milk,
Borden's
38c
Bed Dart Brand Table Peaches, No. 2M, per can
36c
per can
Advance Brand Plums, No.
42c
can
No.
2M,
per
Advance Brand White Cherries,
44c
2lo,
No.
can
per
Blackberries,
"Three Sisters" Brand
$1.16
each
size,
gallon
Certified Brand Apricots,
$1.38
Nile Brand Blackberries, gallon size, each
$1.26
size,
each
gallon
Peaches,
Nile Brand
64c
each
size,
gallon
Apples,
Brand
Western Star
99c
5
for
pkgs.
size,
large
ies,
Toast
Post
-5- 7c
Maxwell House Coffee, 1 lb. can, each
$1.13
Maxwell House Coffee, 2 lb can, each
$1.41
each
2V
lb.
can,
Maxwell House Coffee,
$1.64
each
3
lb
can,
Coffee,
Maxwell House
WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF FRESH AND CURED
MEATS AND MAKE DELIVERY TO ANY PART OF THE
CITY CALL US WHEN IN NEED OF ANYTHING IN THE
MEAT LINE. WE ALSO CARRY A LINE OF ALL FRESH
VEGETABLES OFFERED BY THE MARKET.

'

Clovis
South Main

St

Co-operative

PHONE 103

We recommend Eagle Shirts.

of yarn to achieve exceptional patterns
as if pattern were everything. Fabrics
have been woven in the maker's mill
where they are conceived with as much
care as though beautiful cloth were the
only consideration. This manufacturer'
of over fifty years' experience has been
constantly bettering every detail of cut
and tailoring as if workmanship alone
would sway a man.

2,

.

is our business to know good mer

Experts have experimented in the maker's
own mill with designs, colors and varieties

2,

'

EA.GL E S HIRT S
IT

4c

We know

these things. That is why we

believe in Eagle Shirts. That is why we
want you to see our window display of
Eagle Shirts; why we want you to come
in, examine them, buy them, wear them.
.

Store
Pierce Old Stand

ma-

for the Fields and Pleasant Hill lines, terial for the Fields and Pleasant
the purchase having been made this Hill lines. The secretary was inweek.
structed to tabulate tho quotations
and order the material from the comMinutes of Director! Meeting.

You'll understand then why we rccom

mend them so heartily.
Every shirt the ultimate in value .'.

r

i
.

KENDALL DRY GOODS CO.

i

I
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HER LIFE FOIT HER

In Vain.

He hncl fairly puzzled the Rood village folk, had Hint clover ventriloquist,
ud now he whs Ruing to perforin hi
last and grout est font.
"Ladles nnd Betitlenien,"
he announced, wlili n grand bow, "I will
proceed to sine that famous hallad.
'Goodh.v.' In n lady's voice which will
appear to proceed from the empty air
nbove your henris."
The minute!) passed. Look of strain
and agony, doubt nnd nner dinned one
another ncross the performer's face;
but there was no song.
Then a voice suddenly broke the silence.

"Tuln'f

Tve

no good, gm'nor."

an' lost tho

bin

Jt snld.

grnm-iphon-

needle." Answers.
Correction.
The Judge I understand thnt yon
frequently snld thnt robbing l trust
fund was the Inst thing you would
A

da
The Culprit Well, whnt If 1 did say
of
The Judge Tou were wrong. Too
are now going to do from one to ten
years.

Airedale Never Hesitated When Called
Upon to Make the 8upreme
Sacrifice to Duty.
Again a mother has given her life
for her young.
This tl.:ie the setting Is the San
Fnmelsco wnterfi'om. down where
hoists siiuuiil nnd
whistles stTi-nni- ,
rut tie, engines chug nnd there Is a
ensemble of Industrial noise
the long day through. The principals
a
are doc
Airedale
motlier nnd her four puppies.
A scow was home to the canine family. One day a swell overturned the
banket In which the pups Iny, and overboard they went. There wns no
human aid near.
But the mother
leaped to tho rescue oY her drowning
offspring. One by one she brought the
little nuns to sitfetv. Rut befora she
could reach the Inst one It drowned.
Men found her nn deck, still holding
(he body of the dead puppy, and with
the three others scrambling nud whining around her. The mother wns too
exhausted to move. They sent for a
physician, but when he arrived the
rescued pups were orphans.
To the burden of her own six pups,
nn Irish setter who lives aboard the
same scow, has added the care o

PUNCTUALITY.

"Telephone service prompt?"
"Parts of It. The bills always get
around on time."
EVIDENTLY
EXPERl- ENCED.

I

see

have

a

'

yoa
new
cook.
Is she
experienced?
I surmise so.
Che

started the

first day by
coming Ute and
then asking for
the
Afternoon

ft

ihrec foster chlldern, the orphans bf
the Airedale mother.

CALD

WHY NOT.

7

DIDN'T

Ostrich Gee,
I wish I had a
dollar, rd get
myself
dolled

Huron Itenipel Hondo, president of
the .Japan Mail Steamship company,
snld ut a dinner thut he guvc recently
In New York :

Baby

coal.
She nibbled

Close Observation.
"I saw a woman eat with a knife
at our party," sold Mr. Cumrox.
ex-

do you mean, 'preclpltnter "
copying her. If It wns Mrs.
of course, It's all wrong. Hut
Mrs. Tnpplngton Plyme, eating with one's knife has undoubtedly
come Into fashion.''

"How
"About
Blugglns,
If It wa

It

with great
delight
Till pa said, "Gertrude, pray
control
Tour expensive
appetite."

as

TENCE.
Judge Monk

What's
Officer

Second

No, It
Convict
was this old palace suit

Isn't If

It

wouid be

crowded to the top.

A Good Investment
"8o you are going to give up work,
ny man? But can you afford to

"Oh, yea ,slr.

Nothing of the Sort.
"I understood the two men had quite
to epistolary argument"
"No pistols about It They took It
tat In writing letters."
Not Possible.
an account somewhere of an

Morless onion."
"That must be about as Interesting
M a smokeless pipe."
One Kind of Ability.
Hewitt Cruet claims to have considerable ability In his head.
Jewett Yes, I have seen blm wag
II ears.

Judge Monk,
Ten days on dry
land!
JUST RETRIBU
Why
Rooster
Billy
Is
Goat
weeping so copiously
this fine
morning?
Nanny Goat
Oh. he Just finished devouring
the comic supplement of a Sunday
paper. ,

SV

f

,
11

LOOKIXO

AHEAD,

stiuriMir

ain't

O'l

answer-i-

AA

i

DISCHARGED.

4e

n

m
c'i')

feelW

"1

tsa
BJft,

CI

i

..',

.

Ha Strange bow people prefer their
a
la marriage.
,
!$fiMt oppoc

--

vr

HIS VIEW.

"Ever

see

a

game of polo7"
"Suw one once
upon a time, but
It must have been
a fierce onu, as I
got the Idea It
was against the

rules to hit the
ball."

HR80NAL

EX-

PERIENCE.
The

"vacation-r"- i

Humpf

I

Uncle's got every
kind of animal,
bird an' Insect on
mla

doggoned

farm' cip'i
worms I

flih-l- a'

Chinese Mmoiaj Celebrated.
a fusillade of crackers,
banquet and the raising of the
flng, Indicated to the Vlctorlnn
town of Echtica thnt a branch of the
Chinese Mnsonlc society had been
Chinese from all parts of
formed.
Vletorln attended the ceremony nnd
the mayor nnd councillors of Eehtica
were guests. The Chinese master of
ceremonies wns Interviewed by returned soldiers who objected to the
flying of the Chinese flag alone. Australian nnd Itrltlsh flags were at once
hoisted to the top of the flagpole.
A sen llo.i,

Chi-ne-

Soldiers Left Books Behind.
Mystery surrounds tho "dumps" of
books which are said to be lying In

J

Hnrd work will

Retort Courteous.
marry none but a brain
I

Aj,
7

drawn,
VifW-- 4
Llfo there Is N
sweet.
fiTW P
T .
out ...inuwia tiis I,aw.
if
arc llvlnic nn
Uneuuy Htrcct

them.

In the Clock Store.
" The Minute Hand I sny, let's strike.
;
The Hour Hnnd For shorter hours?
The Minute Hund Tes, for forty-anlnuone.

What's the new
ornce boy's name?
Gunn.
Fire him.

PACK
To Easy siruet we

Mike
lane's sorrows In, Cat?

Strike Oil In Morocco.
Important petroleum development'
are expected from the French districts
of Morocco where one smnll well, In--'
cated at Dgecel, la producing three1
tons of oil a day. Twelve more wells
are being drilled. Government committees supervising supplies of gasoline for France are considering leasing the petroleum springs at
Alrnce, a short distance northwest of Strasbourg. Exemption of petroleum from Import duty Is contemplated, and many Important Industries
are transforming their furnaces so
that oil may be burned Instead of coal.
Pechel-brow-

n'

m

the mil tun.
ever hue occurred

Perspiration

y."

yer
back
answerln'
yer face.

He Was Right
What's th' beet thing to drown

Pat

a

Ol'm

In cunvemulln.

kU

to iiiuku
m pre

bored Listener
(Dryly): Sit down
in fresh pulntl

jr

III B

Unfailing Abundance.
lurt.ifi-ut'vu nfti'ii heard

Throughout

wunt

lasting

times have I told V,
you that you.i
must not answer
me back, Norah?
Sure, Mum, and

all

"Why were you fo determined to
ln tha homely comln of yours?"
"I wanted to e.t.ilillsh a
.
dent; slio has two pretty ulsters, you
know."

A SURE
IiEMEUV.
Young Ora t o r
(Pompously):
I

THE RETORT.

now

Startled Even New York.
Lamb,
of Philadelphia,
wife of Lieutenant Cnrl Lamb, 17. 8.
U
recently storied New York by
walking down Fifth avenue wltb a rag
doll about twelve Inches tall tied to
her arm by a silken cord of about the
same length not a pretty doll at all,
"Just cute." Mrs. Lamb snld herself.
"Of course, he's got a name," she
said. "He's Putsy Donley. His brother,
Thomas Squeeltr., Is In Philadelphia
with my sister. I have no Intention of
starting a Fifth nenue fad. I mnde
Patsy to tike to China and keep me
company when I go there within a few
months."
Mrs. Cnrl

IWW

f

tio

m

ZTZ

I

TION.

JLWi?

Of

con-

duct

I'm going to be

Natural Propensity.
"How was it you managed to teach
Tear parrot such long learned words?"
"Why, It wns quite natural for a
parrot to take to

1 read

Monk

Disorderly

Cay-an-

Quits Trua.
First Convict Well, all Tve got to
My Is. poverty la no crime.

the

charge?

Terse T"

answered Miss
"Anyway It reads as If the
mind of the man who wrote It was a
blank."

to understand.
"So the traveler thought he would
resjort to another means. He took out
his notebook nnd pencil, drew a fish
and an egg, and handed the drawing
to the geisha. This time she laughed
delightedly, clapping her hands and
ran from the room.
"The traveler waa pleased. He
waited contentedly for his meal.
Five or ten minutes passed. Then
the door opened, and two attendants
ataggered In with a portable bath,
brimful of hot water, and a ctke of
soap."

A SEVERE SEN-

Blankness.
"Is thnt poetry what you call blank
"I think so,"

"The Japanese are a very clean
people.
know an American traveler
who will testify to this.
"The' traveler, half fntnlshcd, made
his way one day Inln a leahntise In a
remote Japanese village. The geisha
girl ushered him Into a spotless, airy
room, and brought him a cap of unsweetened tea. As he could speak no
Japanese, ho tried to explain by signs
thnt ho wanted a full men), but the
girl, though she smiled politely, failed

HIGH LIVING.
Gertrude
found soma

Model for Others We Know.
rnnnot sing the old songs,
Th nflchbori would object-- In
fact 1 cannot ilng at all
t.
And keep my

precipitate,"

IDEA

Japanese Geisha Girl Meant Well, But
American Traveling Man
Remained Hungry.

NOTHING DOING.
Miss Bug No Henry Snnll, I cannot marry you.- Your bouno Is not
large enough for twol

"Don't let's be
claimed his wife.

GET THE

a tit!

up

1

QUITE

various camps In France, awaiting disposal.
At one camp 400.000 volumes are
said to have ncctimulated, and there
are reported to be still larger collections at other camps.
Inquiries In nfll'inl quarters nnd
among the organizations which sent
out books to (he troops during tho war
have failed Kj trnce tho owners ot
these derelict volumes.
To Develop French Water Power.
A bill for the cnnallxatlon of the
Rhone nnd the employment of water
power wns Introduced In the French
chamber of deputies on August 0. The
cost of the scheme la pstlmntcd at 2,
500,000,000 francs (HSH.IVW.OOO) and
tht lotal power to be obtained will
not he less thnn the equivalent obtained from 6.0110,000 tons of cool, or
of the coal production of
France for 1018.
one-fift-

3E

PUPPIES

Acts Ye Shall
Know Them

ly Their

The Citizens of Marlin, Texas, would like

to have

Joe C. McClelland
(Candidate for Mayor of Clovis on the People's Ticket,)
for Mayor of their City.
We, the undersigned citizens of Marlin, Texas, .having heard
that our former townsman, Mr. Joe C. McClelland, (now a citizen of Clovis, New Mexico,) has entered the race for Mayor of that
town, deem it a pleasure and a privilege to commend him to the
people of Clovis as a gentleman of high ideals, puhlic spirited,
enterprising, generous and full of industry.
Mr. McClelland lived for many years in our community, and is
one of our biggest tax payers and was always in the lead for the
civic betterment of Marlin and the surrounding community.
Mr. McClelland is well and favorably known throughout Central Texas, where he numbers his friends by the hundreds.
We are frank to say that should the people of Clovis elect Mr.
McClelland as their Mayor that they will not only honor themselves but also honor the best Citizenship of Marlin.
Signed:
0. W. Glass, Cashier Marlin National Hank.
Ii. A. Heed, President Marlin National Hank.
W. F. McKinney, Hanker.
J. M. Kennedy, Publisher of the Marlin Democrat.
A. C. Ferguson, Superintendent of Schools.
W. C. Itogcrs, Merchant.
L. K. Allen, Merchant.
J. P. (lerdner, Merchant.
J. F. Young, Agent I. & (I. N. Kail way.
J. A. Phillips, Jr.,
E. A. Thomas, Hanker.
W. I j. Wood. Heal Estate.
W. U. Use, Fanner.
J. W. Bartlctt, of Hush, (lerdner and Hartlett Co.
C. W. Hush, of Hush, (lerdner and Hartlett Co.
II. M. Larmour, Fanner.
T. W. Ligon, Fanner.
Clias. E. Bank.
L. E. Barrow, Lumberman.
W. E. Hodges, Book-keepand x
Assessor.
II. E. Wren, Fanner.
J. C. Ilalloway, Merchant.
J. C. Fontaine, President Citizens State Bank.
Mrs. B.C. Clark.
L. J. Davis, Vice President Citizens State Bank.
J. W. Powers, Cashier Citizens State Bank.
M. V. Bradshaw, Cashier.First State Bank.
II. T. Barton, County Commissioner.
N. I). Buic, M. I)., Physician.
August J. Street, Physician.
L. M. Smith, Physician.
S. S. Hunger, Physician.
Mrs. B. B. Clarkson.
Mrs. N. D. Buie.
F. II. Shaw, M. I)., Physician.
A. B. Johnson, Manager Marlin Santarium.
J. B. Sargent.
Mrs. J. B. Sargent.
W. C. Black, City Marshall.
T. B. Boydcn, City Tax Collector.
D. II. Boylcs, Ex County Judge.
,

Book-keepe- r.

er

ex-Ta-

C.G.Croley.
II. 0. Straeter.
U. J. Yooder, City Secretary.
F. B. Bartlett, Mayor of City of Marlin.
W. E. Hunnicutt, Lawyer.
Page Collier, Lawyer.
0. B. Sharp, Deputy Sheriff.
W. F. Turner, County Clerk, Falls County, Texas.
F. K. Barton, Tax Assessor, Falls County, Texas.
W. M. McKewcn, Assistant Tax Assessor, Falls County, Texas.
F. J. Turner, Tax Collector, Falls County, Texas.

Now, Mr. Citizen
Every man thai is a candidate on the People's Ticket is this
type of man. They are all men of good judgment and sound business ability, furthermore, these same men are vitally interested
in seeing that Clovis gets a clean, honest, intelligent, efficient
business administration.
Clovis is now at the period where she is ready to emerge into a
City of Eize and importance or stand still be a country town.
If the proper steps are taken in her management if her interests
are safeguarded by a clean cut group of honest, intelligent men,
such as are the candidates of the People's Ticket, her future reputation and standing is assured.
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE,
PEOPLE'S TICKET.

Here Are The Men On The Peoples Ticket
For Mayor, Joe C. McClelland
For Treasurer, Walter J. Stalcup
For City Clerk, E. E. Tagader
For Alderman, Ward 1, J. W. Mordecai
For Alderman, Ward 2, 1. C. Johnson
Aldermen, Ward 3, John 0. Pritchard and C. B.Conner
For Alderman, Ward 4, E. T. Jernigan
(Pol, adv.)
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NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed bids will be received until
o'clock P. M., Monday, April Cth,
1920, at tho office of the City Clerk
of the City of Clovis, N. M., for curbMr. and Mrs. Dick Norris of Fort
ing, guttering, paving, grading and
Sumner and Mrs. Norris mother of
all necessary work incidental thereto
Vaughn are visiting at the home of
on the following named streets in acMr. A. 0. Norris this week.
cordance with the provisional order
Mrs. Ola Criswcll entertained the
by the City Council of the City of
Baraca Class Sunday and Miss Sadie
Clovis, dated February 16th, 1920:
Allen entertained the Always Ready
GROUP A.
Class. The Volunteer Band was enMain Street from its intersection
tertained by Miss Mable Chandler.
with the south line of Munroe Avenue
Quite a number of young folks
to its intersection with the north line
from Havener attended the singing
y
of the
of the A. T. &
We
at this place Sunday afternoon.
S. F. Ry.
are glad to have thorn and welcome
GROUP B.
them back again.
Grand
from its intersection
Avenue
The girls' basketball team and the
Connolly Street
boys second team wont to Havener with,the west line of
to
with
its
intersection
the east line
and played against them, and of
of Gidding Street.
course we came back victorious. The
GROUP C.
scores for tho girls game was 22 to
Munroe Avenue from its intersec14, the boys score was 30 to 7. We
of Connelly
found that Havener had some mighty tion with the east line
good players even though they were Street to its intersection with the
west line of Gidding Street.
small.
GROUP D. ,
Miss Sadie Allen and Miss Mabel
Otero
from its intersection
Avenue
spent
Monday
afternoon
Chandler
with the oast line of Connelly aStreet
wih Mrs. Belcher of Clovis.
Sunday school reports last Sunday to its intersection with the east line
were: 72 present and $20.04. The of Gidding Street.
GROUP E.
collection goes to the 'Armenians
Washington Avenue from its in
Last Sunday was the Inst Sunday of
Main
the quarter. The star banner was tersection with the east line of
the
with
to
its
intersection
Street
awarded to the Sunshine Class and
the medal was nwardpd to Miss Ivie West line of Ross Street.
GROUP F.
Chandler.
Gidding Street from its
Mr. J. Mi Griggs had the misforwith the north line of Otero
tune of getting his barn and most
of his feed burned last Saturday. Avenue to its intersection with the
About $1)0 were made up for him to south line of Bent Avenue.
GROUP G.
replace his barn.
Pjle
from its intersection
Strct
regular
Brother Belcher filled his
appointment last Sunday morning with the north line of Otero AveSunday night.
nue to its intersection with the south
BLACKTOWER

T

The Peoples'
Ticket

We Weld Any
Metal

right-of-wa-

Mr Property Owner, Mr.
Gitizen of Clovis
You arc vitally concerned, yes, anil you should
bo intensely interested in the men who are selected
to manage the affairs of your City. Clovis is a
growing city. She is at this time in the stage of
her exigence that is similar to that of a growing
child. If discretion is not now lined in the management of her affairs, the future will reflect the same
character as the child who is allowed to mix in bad
company and who is not given the proper training.
It behooves you, therefore, Mr. Property Owner,
and Mr. Citizen, if your future home is to be a
cerdit to her citizenship, to support men who are of
sound judgment and reputable character, men who
are capable of managing her affairs. No other
kind of man, regardless of personal friendships, is

entitled to your support or even consideration.
Your city is just like a big business, and no man,
unless he has been successful in the management
of his own affairs is capable of managing the affairs
of so large an institution.
So that you may know, the Peopled Ticket gives
you herewith a brief description of the personalities
of the men selected at a mass meeting as the kind
of men who are capable of giving Clovis a sound
business like administration.

For

Mayor-J-

oe

C. McClelland
Joe McClelland has been a resident of Clovis for
the better part of time years. No person is more
vitally roiiei rned in the management and betterment of Clovis. He is intensely interested in Clovis
because he is a large property owner. His judgment
is sound and cannot be questioned for he has been
successful in the management of his own affairs.
He is conservative arid will safe guard the TaxLikewise he is progressive
payers every Interest.
and will lend his support toward any improvement
that will be of real benefit to your City. What
better man could you ask for for a successful administration?

For

time to rcfinish your
autos. A good painter at my shop
now. Phone 254. Bert Curless. tfc
A splendid

WE WELD ANY METAL

Jeff D. Bryant

Phone 436

upon "s socn as convenient vested in him has ordered this day
thereafter.' The City reserves tho March 1st, 1920, A. D,, an election
to be held In the village of Tcxico, K.
right o reject any or all bids.
Each bidder will be required to de- M., at the office of F. G. Avery, on
posit with thp City Clerk to the credit the 6th day of April, 1920, A. D., for
of the City of Clovis, without en- the purpose of electing a Mayor,
dorsement, a certified check of de- Clerk and Treasurer, and four Alderposit in the sum of Two percent of men. Officers to conduct election

acte

1

the amount bid as provided in Article are namely
Clerks Bob Williams, Dr. Micael.
51, Section 2.
For Judges Martin Cranf ill, M. L.
Signed: LESTER STONE, Mayor.
At'est: ROY McMILLEN, City Clerk. Rogers and G. W. Landers.
J. F. McGREW, Mayor.
J.
B. COLTHARP, Clerk.
Attest:
PROCLAMATION
(Seal)

line of Munroe Avenue.
All bids rcceiyed by the City Clerk
Whereas, the mayor of the village
will be publicly opened and read and of Texlco, N, M., by the authority

2)

i

'

Treasurer-Wa- lter

Phone No. 97 for job printing.

...--

You should know something about Walter Stalcup. Mr. Stalcup came to Clovis in 1015 and was
employed by the Barry Hardware Company for
whom' he worked until May 1917. When war was
declared and the call made for volunteers ho was
t;.e third man in Curry County to offer his services in the fight against Germany. He saw service
in Krance and did not return from there until after
by the
the war. On his return he was
Harry Hardware Comppny with whom ha is still
connected. He enlisted as a private, was promote
This will show you
to sargcant, then to lieutenant.
that Uncle Sam had confidence in his ability to asMr.
sist in the management of the Government.
Stulcup handles thousands of dollars each month
for the Barry Hardware and is qualified to handle
the treasurership of the City of Clovis in capable
manner. He is a rare find and is entitled to the
support of every property owner and citizen. At
the present time Mr. Stalcup is the Post Adjutant
and financial secretary of the Curry County Post
of the American Legion and has the confidence
of every member.

ARE YOU READY? Are you
going to worry along in the
same suit you've been wearing
all winter, or are you going to
"freshen up" for Easter as all
your friends are doing?

1

Mr. Mordecai has been a resilient of Clovis and
Curry County for a number of years. Ho is a
general contractor and at this time has a contract
to erect the large new East Side School Building.
His extensive knowledge of building in general and
his familiarity with the cost of materials will be of
great value in the proposed program for the budding of sidewalks, pavement and other general improvements. A more competent man for this work
could not be found.

Clothcraft Clothing

I C Johnson has been the wheel horse of the
present City Administration, having been a member
of the City Council for the past six years. He has
dona more toward improvement of the City, building of sidewalks, grading of strecU and extension
of the Light and Water plant than possibly any
other Alderman. His past experiences with paving
conditions will give him the opportunity to render
a service of great value in the proposed paving
program.

Freshen up! Here in our store
we have everything you can
possibly need new stocks have
just arrived. Suits and ties,
shirts and sox everything in
men's wear.

John

0. Pritchard and
C. B. Conner

John 0. Pritchard 1ms been the manager of the
large Fred Harvey Hotel of Clovis for the past
His excellent management of that
seven years.
popular place demonstrates that he is thoroughly
Mr. Connor has lived in C ovii long
capable.
enough to bo entirely familiar with conditions that
confront the executives of City affairs. And should
the Bond issue to bo voted on In this election be
carried, these men of exceptional good Judgment
in business matters will work toward seein that
the Taxpayers money is wisely, well and honestly
spent.

,

.

Hart Schaffner & Marx,
Fashion Park and

For Alderman of Ward 2
I. C. Johnson

For Alderman of Ward 3

1

-

Now For EASTER

J. Stalcup

For Alderman of Ward
J. W. Mordecai

Admiral Welding Shop

Jill

lii

ill

!

i

li
i 'I

111

The time to buy is NOW
while the selection is largest.
Why not drop in today?

For Alderman of Ward 4
E. T. Jernigan
Is the present Alderman from Ward
He has been In business in Clovis for nine
years. The successful operation of hia own business
and his past performance as an Alderman demonstrate that ho is qualified and competent to render
the city an excellent service.

Mr
No. 4.

Jernigan

COMMITTEE
People's Ticket

Mandell Clothing and Dry Goods Co.
THE STORE OF QUALITY"

.

ADVERTISING

Pol

Adv.

S"""'

r.
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Announcement

WW-

It is our desire to continue to serve the
people of Clovis and adjacent trade territory by purchasing their grain at the
highest possible market price and supplying them with the best milling products.
$

v- -

yz.

-

ijlJl

1

In assuming the operation of the
Clovis Mill & Elevator Co., it is not our
desire to materially change, the policies
(if the old management.

Jlf

1, 1920.
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EDITION WENT LIKE WILDFIRB.
"Was your last book a success?"
"Oh. Immense.
The publisher
sent tho entire edition to my house
just at we ran out of coal,"

AS TO BORES.
He Do
you
believe In the
survival of the
fittest T
She
No.
Whon
several
men call on the
nm

evening--

,

greatest
bore Is always
the last to go
home.
t h e

YOUR PATRONAGE WILL BE

APPRECIATED.

AT

THE SHAM
BATTLE.
General: Why
did you retreat.
You had the other side outnumbered and techni-

Cramer Mill and Elevator Co.

The Happiest Honrs of the Day

cally defeated.

Captain:

know,

You're home from work and you're tired t lien's when you realize
consciously or unconsciously what a wonderful Ihing a comfortable, attractive homo really is. Yes, and remember, your wife
spends much more time in this home than you d.

I

general,

but a nest of
got Into the
game.

hor-lu-- tx

ATTEND THE

CAREFULLY
PREPARED.
Does your

port

Show

A'lit

how

hus-ban-

make a

you of
mploy

to

he

all of hU
Yes,

d

re-

tlm7

but

censors it.

he

JIaybe your home isn't exactly as attractive or comfortable as you
would like it to be. If not, interior improvements will make it so.

II

Put in sonic beautiful hardwood floors, add some spacious
dows and a fire dace, rcfinish the woodwork so that it will
monize better with your furniture.

har-

"We'll be glad to plan with you for any additions or changes. Our
stock of Southern Pine, Oak, Oak Flooring and California White
Pine is adapted to the best of interiors. See our plan books.

POOR DOQQJE.
She had a dog
with soulful

In Clovis

win-

eyes

That was hnr pet,
her Joy, her

April 1st, 2nd and 3rd

b

Gasoline and Oils
Complete Line of Acces-sorie- s

Automobiles Stored
Cars Washed
We Sell Kelly Springfield Tires.

NEW STATE AUTO CO.
Real Auto Service
T. L. HELM, Mgr.
in

o't him

specs, to see, I
think,
His eoulful eyes
were on the
blink.

and remember us for

"It Costs No More

To Built It Right."

Telephone No. 15

W. B. CRAMER, Mgr.

AND HU DID,
BY OUMI

Hubby
I've
got a Job In a
glue factory.
Wlfey
dood:
I hope you will
atlck there.

ft:

SWAPPINO r.x- How
Doctor:
you feci,
do
('olonel,
when,
you huve actually
a
killed man?

Ik

u

oionoi;

Ai

not so bad.

B,lj

jWdo

n,

How

youT

u- -

North Main St.
Com

Sheep for Sale 3000 Wyoming
breeding ewes. These sheep have been
wintered near Santa Rosa, New Mexico. Owner short of range in Wyoming. Price $20.00 per head; all young
ewes. One half of them are coming
two year old this spring. They will
lamb in May. All fine wool. They
will shear 10 lbs. per head. I would
pay $5.00 per head for the wool on
them at present time. Call on or
write Tim Crawley, Pasture, New
Mexico, or Fred Henderson. P. O. box
626, Casper, Wyoming.

fenced, 1 cross fence, part in timber.
Will carry 1500 head of cattle. 6
room house, 8 waterings.
Price
$25,000.00. Joins Encino on north.
Also fine white face heifers and cows
at customary price. For further particulars, address E. Ws Alston, Encino, N. M.
.

on

BUI.

Join us In a little
game of poker.
Sorry, boy, but
I can't.
Why nott Your
wife Is In the
country. '

11

,
ROMANCE VS.
REALISM.

How did Tom
to break
with Miss Sweet T
He used to say
that she was as
good as gold.
Yes, but you
see he's got ac-

Come

quainted

with

a

girl who has gold.

A OOOD REASON.

your

Why Is
hUHhund

no

in-

Tailoring and Alterations our Specialty
Will soon be equipped with the latest
cleaning and pressing machinery.
-'

, .'

Work Called For and Delivered

f

DIFFERENTIATION.

Speed Wagons
The Farmer s Fast Truck

OUCH

Phone 450

m
m

FH3S

sanely joalous of
you?
Ho doesn't want
mo to find out
what a fool I
wai to marry
him, I guess.

202 South Main St.

For Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing.

.r

Yes, so Is my

salary.

For Sale At the Rambo place, 2
miles south and 3 miles east of Clovis,
3 horses, one extra good mare, fine
milk cow with calf, some Duroc shoats
and a nice bred Duroc gilt, a P. & O.
lister, feed and other things. Have
Ranch for Sulo 30 sections, in- about 150 straight bois d'arc posts to
cluding deeded and leased lund, till sell. W. II. Winj?o.

Trcmtjlay's Tailor Shop

.

0(DOO

BROKE.

milium

;

DUMBER CO.

LONG-BEL- L

prise-Sh-

I

Can you lend
me
a cup o
sugar, an egg, a
piece of buttei
und a

Certainly!

Wouldn't you like
to take home
some of our gas
to cook It wlthT

rw

Is your husband an optimist T
Well, he's anC
optimist In hop.
Ing (or the best,
but a goad deal
of a pessimist lr
working for it

The truck with a reputation, one that
has made good on the farm, a speedy
truck you can use 12 months of the year
on exceedingly low upkeep, uses practically no more gas and oil than touring
car. Self starter, electric lights, pneu- matic tires, a modem fast farm watron
of long life.

i(
JACKHN-BARKE- R

1

MOTOR CO.

Dealers in

Rco Cars, Reo Speed Wagons, Oakland Cars

OM

0
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live in that state. Will trade for
Four room house, some
Apply at News office. ings. $1000. Terms.
Ford car.
Shepard.

CLASSIFIED

First Annua

For Sale 160 acres 18 miles S.
W. of Melrose. Take car as part pay.
J. B. Diggs, Box" 86.

jADS :

'

RATE

U Por Word Per Issue

V

Apr

Have farm in wheat belt to trade
& Edgell. ltc

for Clovis home. Jump

111
o

re

Wanted A ton of well cleaned
Pinto Beans. A. B. Austin & Com
pany.
i

i U V?uJs

--

Viiw

T

4-

-i

Under Auspices Clovis Auto Dealers

us Ammtoraim
Clovis, New Mexico

For Sule Car load of horses und
marcs, weight irom lzuo to ltiuu
pounds, at the old Beck and Bell feed
yard. H. D. Reeves.
ltp

April 1, 2, and 3, 1920

Threo Big Nights

Educational, Entertaining and Industrial

Real Treat To New

Qxipo

We will take in your sec.ind hand
in exchange for new gooJs-ClovFurniture and Undertaking'
Company.

We will buy your second hand fur
We will buy your second hand furniture.
Phone us. Clovis Furniture
niture. Phone us. Clovis Furniture
and Undertaking Co.
and Undertaking Co.
Wanted to Buy Five
Ranch for Sale 2400 acres, fair
houses, good repair, price around
ranch improvement, 3 wells, about
$2000, terms. Jump & Edgell. ltc 10 sections leased. Price
11.00 per
cheap
acre.
us
See
farm
and
for
For Sale or Trade Seven passes
M. A. Crum, Friona,
ger six cylinder Oakland. See Mas ranch land.
Texas.
terson Mercantile.

For Sale

The old school building
Wanted to Buy Small Plymouth
of District No. 37 (Harmony, 7 miles
Rock or Rhode Inland Red chicks. N. E. St. Vrain) will be sold
,
Satur
ltp day, April 17th, at 2:00 p. m. Sealed
Phone 277.
bids will be received at the office of
Lost Eastern Star Pin, crescent,
A. E.
the County Superintendent.
set in pearls with star in center. Re
Shull,
Trustee.
turn to Mrs. A. W. Henschel, Friona,
Texas, and receive reward.
Will take first class automobile as
part pay and small cash payment, balslightly
used
wanting
Anyone
ance good terms, on 320 acre improv
tractor plows, two bottom; also re- ed tight land farm. Only $16.00 per
built tractors, see me. These can be acre. Jump & Edgell.
ltc
had at attractive prices by seeing me
at my office, 113, South Main street.
Let No. 9, Block 41,
Fur o
tfc
D. F. Shinn.
Liebtit Au.'..Vi. $400.00 cash, less
coat owr.: r. Mrs. Thos. Hyland,
For Sale One good second hand than
auto in Al condition, just overhauled care State Bank, Collinsville, Okla
.
priced right. One good Jersey cow homa.
to 8 gallons per day.
giving from 2
Salesman Wanted To solicit ord
See or call phone 374. R. B. Free ers for lubricating oils, greases and
ltp paints. Salary or commission. Adman.
For Sale One Waterloo Boy trac dress The Harvey Oil Co., Cleveland,
ltp
tor, one 8 ft. McCormick binder, one Ohio.
8 ft. double disc (tandem) harrow,
Wanted man with tenm or auto
one 4 disc John Deere1 plow. All
who
can give bond to Sell 137 Wat.
nearly new and in first class work
products. Big
ing condition.
$1000, or less than kins home and farm
gest
world. $1600
in
kind
of
concern
list price. Terms to responsible par
ty. R. M. Womack, Wills, Point, to $5000 yearly income. This lounty
open. Write today. J. R. Watkins
Texas.
ltp
Co., Dept. 112, Winona, Minn,
For Sale or Trade for property in
Eggs and Chickens It is a treat
Clovis A good eighty acre farm in
Rhode
Missouri, good spring and cistern, for you to tee my
house, barns and other improvements, Island Red chickens. Eggs and baby
Good fruit, stock and poultry coun chicks for sole. Mrs. E. W. Kinney,
1
2tc
try. . Fine home for one who wants to Hereford. Texas.

Motorists

An

Two Mammoth jArmy Airplanes Give
Exhibitions Each Day

is

For Snle Five room modern cast
front house, also piano and Player-pian- o
and Victrola. 312 North Wat
lace.
Wanted To buy choice section
wheat land. Write me description,
location, price, etc. J. H. Kays, Tex-Ic- o,
New Mexico.
.

Well improved 320 acres close to
Clovis, $62.50 per acre. This is at
Easy terras.
bargain.
peach of
Baker Bro. & Shepard.
There will also be caps, towels and
many other pretty things at the ap
ron and food sale next Saturday at
Barry Hardware Store. You will want
to sec them. Sale opens at 10 a. m.
For Sale Good half section of
land, 2 miles from Clovis, well and,
windmill, new house and plenty of
shed room. About 10 acres hog pas-urc, fenced and cross fenced.
in cultivation, 75 acres now in
wheat and oats. Good terms to the
right party. J. A. Nafzgcr, Clovis,

175-acre- s

N. M.

Notice There have been rumors
that the wind storm blew an adobe)
down out in the country the other
day. If this is a fact I will say that
the party that built that house didn't
know anything of adobe building.
and will also say that the oldest housv

--

in the United States (356 years old
of adobe. A. Romero, Adobe Con

is

ltp

tractor.

Lost Size 16 watch on the streets
of Clovia on Monday of last week.
Watch was probably lost between the
Highway garage and .the blacksmith
shop or around there close. Engraving on the back of watch. Finder
please return to the Clovia Ncwa office or notify me at Hereford, Texan.
Earl Nunn.

Nume Electric C

Exhibit of World,s Greatest Motor Cars, Trucks and
Tractors. Select your'1920 Car, Truck or
Tractor Here.

up-to-da-

Electric Store that offers you High
Grade Goods

te

m

Brunswick Phonograph
IT PLAYS ALL RECORDS AT THEIR BEST

;

Victor and Brunswick Records
MOST COMPLETE LINE IN THE CITY
Free-Westinghou-

Special Music add Dancing Each Night

se

Sewing Machine
THE ONLY TRULY ELECTRIC MACHINE

America Cleaner

U. S. Army. Quartette each night. Chaplain Zimmerman Saturday night. Mr. Geo. P. Geake, celebrated
metropolitan tenor soloist, will sing. Also Quartette
and Lady Soloists. Dancing each night 10 to 11.
Ben Scovell, Shakesperiau actor (four years in trenches)

Cleans by Suction only, absolutely the best Vaccum
Cleaner on tHe market today.

Electric Appliances
LEARN FROM US THE NEW ONES

Electric Ranges

Friday night.

Westinghouse Mazda Lamps
Th'ese appliances and others will be exhibited

Auditorium Will Be Brilliantly Decorated

Admission Each Day Free

Nights 50c plus tax

at the

Auto Show next week.

i

cr

Sr.

Wanted Middle aged lady, preferred, to do light housework. Good
For Sule Corner lot
block 62,
'
wages and long employment.
Box Clovis, New Mexico. Price $! J cash.
C. H. McDonald, Caddo, Texn. Box
134, Melrose, N. M.
167.
Plants Everbearing strawberries,
For Sale Seed Sweet PoUtoes,
ready now. owcet potatoes and other
garden plants in season. W. A. Diw- - Bradley Ymtis, 4e tvr lb., any nmount.
idson, phone 152, CIO North Prince See Wm. Drants, Portaks, N. M., or
leave orders at J. J. Car.ior. Wagon
St., Clovis, N. M.
Yard.
For Sale Four teams of young
For Sule Lot 4, block 65 Mitchell
mules, 3 years old ; two teams young
marcs, 4 and 5 years oil. Apply to Street; lot 2, block 73, Merriweuthcr
J. W. Lewis, 4 4 miles north of Street, old townsile. A. Clinton,
1
owner, Littleton, Colo.
4tp
Clovis. Star Route.

4--

A

tfros

furniture

S.-l-

Thursday, Friday,Saturday

Throo Big Days

I

outbuildt-Buk-

Nunn Electric Co..
of Clovis
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THE CLOV1S NEWS.
Find Measurement for Sound,
Sound, though seemingly a very definite manifestation of activity, la p
cullnr among physical phenomena fut
Its lack of units or means of measurement. An American physicist bin
dually arrived at a method of expressing sound vnlues in wntts, making ale
solute measurements with new and rather complex apparatus. A stnndnrd
source of sound, called a "phone." Is
mndu adjustable In tone by changing
the volume of the resonator nnd tha
tension of wires iiuppurtlng a mica
diaphragm. Front the December Popular Mechanics Magazine.

Fir.

Massachusetts Under

western congressman was Joking
a congressman from Massaclm-sctta- .
"My congressional district,"
lald he, "Ik several times as Mr ns
yours. In fact It's bigger ilnm the
whole state of Massachusetts."
"Well, well, tlmt explains something
I have never understood," replied the
lt.ty Stale num.
"Vli;.t Is thntr asked the Westerner.'
"It explulno how you happened to
lie elected to congress," replied the
politician from Massachusetts. "1 cop
pose that moot of your constituents
have never even seen you!"
A

vrtih

ESPECIAIXY COLD.
"Pa, what cause heat and cold?"
The Janitor, my son."

Special

Easter
Sale

Their Appearance,
"It Is remnrkiihle," phllosnposslmls-tlcnllsaid Old Codger, "that the man
who does tint know much of anything
nnd knows thnt little all nskew, usually assumes the tone nnd attitude of
one who knows everything and I
iiwnre tlmt when ho departs tills life
wisdom will die with him. This
Is most often found In horse
doctors, grocery store sages and trilling
such as mine." Country
(icntlctnon.
y

No Tonic Needed.
"Your hair Is getting li In. wild
the barber as he rmi his long lingers
through the stray hulrs of his victim.
"Now, we have the greatest tonic In
"
the world, guaranteed to
"Oh, but I put something on It ev-r- y
inornliiK!" said the customer.
"May 1 Inipilru what, sir?'
"My hat."

BO DO WE.

Ply:

I

My;

wlah the sugar
bowl wu not

empty all

the

tlm.

pens.

That Is your
Rood advice as
far as It Roes,
but don't hesitate to charge
If Improvements
can be made.

LUCK.

"Pay Hubby I hud Krent luck
Found a plum where I could
(buy two pounds of sugar all al
onco."
Decorum.
t !iey My.
Children nhoiild he
tuo,
And kind and
And not conduct
the way
ilo.
Their parents scim-tlnic-

entire millinery stock at cost.

Sale Starts Saturday Morning

Discord

Ahead.
niod-1- .

"re."

"And they ore hnppy now?"
'Tm afraid not. He hns hired nn
other model who's even hotter looking than the one he married."

of

Just What Did She Mean?
Howltt My wife is a cheerful sort

Cuulle.
Duello

(D r a- raatlst) Well, It
works that way.

manager
who ha produced
one of my play
has gone up.

Speaks Truly.
J
Cora ('oolnglon
don't see any
harm In kissing Harold Hiignmoro. I've
kissed hi in ever since we wore children.
Aunt I.ney I know, hut when a boy
Is old enough to wenr a mustache kissing Is ticklish hiisliie.es.

Had It on Solomon.
Mr. Weekend
Yes, my dear; when
come to think of It, It Is a pleasure to

park your trunk.
Mrs. Weekend

Why the pleasure?
sir. vecKcnl lo tnuik that I lit not
Holonion and have to puck "no trunk
inr nij wives.

SI

CRUCIAL
TEST.

If one can

love

maiden still
The while she

eats corn

nletite."
"He limy have It, but
tto trouble him ninne."

BLE.
He: To look at
would
me you
never
I
think
took a prize at a

seem

contest

She: Notice: I didn't.

i

S'zing Up a Town,
a MlliiKf by Its bank and

"I sl?.e up
Its hotel."

She likes pub- -

". "?
'W i"
-

m

iYTs

ViffV

'"Inks tho

rood Value of Oatmeal.
The value of oatmeal ns n biitmtn
food Is established by Dr. H. C. Sherman, J. C. Winters and V. Millllps In
the Journal of Illologlcal Chemistry.
Hut it needs milk In addition, and the
.wo together can fnrnlsh a man with
nil the protein be needs.

so-

clety columns
1
il fly;
'Ijfi 'rWlI ought to make an
. Ij

- Ul3,

U

1

Item

of It when
gives a llttla

she
J break
fust
trump.

CANDOR.
The Lady: Supposing,
Juno, I
should deduct
wages
your
from
the cost of all the
dishes you broke?

Poor Places for Pictures.
The Corcoran art gallery says that
It li harmful to an oil painting to hang
window where It will be exIt near
posed to the sun, or to be hung near
a stove or radiator, as all heat agencies
tend to dry tha oil and make the painting crack.

Cook:

The

ihure, mum,

Defeats.
Kulcker A defeat Is when the enemy drives you back home.
Outlnle Or else when you don't dnre

dishes.

In

that ease it's massif 'd be like the

A

3Jp

Virtue Ascribed to Laurel.
According to an old tradition laurel
communicates the spirit of poetry and
prophecy. Hence tho custom of putting laurel leaves under one's pillow
to acquire Inspiration.

POSER.

Consider

to go home.

tho

owl. He's the bird
of wisdom, and
he get his reputation by keeping

silent.
Progressive Alaska.

How about the
screech owl?

All Alaskan cities have their own
schools, and In addition tbcro are 08
under the Juschools for nntlvcs,

IN KEEPINO.
"Is It proper to

THE HEAT WAVE.
Bug I always heard there were
luch nice cool breesua around the
!at lroa building
I

risdiction of the bureau of education
of the Interior department.

applaud
good
plays at a chess
tournament?"
"Oh. yes, It's
customary
quit
for tha spectators
to

give

Inherited CharacterUtio.
As a general thing the kind of mother who enjoys a midnight supper
downtown gets mad when the baby
wants to cat as soon as she reaches
home. Dallas News.

three

rousing snores."

A Theories Revive.
Each generation tests Its wit

SO

On various public questions,
And coins new phrases that will flt
Bomi very old suggestions.

THKT DO.

It is a sin to steal
a pin,
Bo runs the
tale.

nt

'

"H

cmr

Coming to Facts.
was the reverberation Id tha

Most kleptomaniacs go In
Upon a larger
scale.

know anything sdoui mai,
tbe echo wu fine."

"I don't

kit
1

Proper Thing.
Reporter What shall I do with this
article on "A LeaderlM Partyr
Editor Give It to m and I'll pnt
ead on It

,.
V
,

Exact Instrument

'"I pear your ion has taken np mnsle

t study. Does be play cos morT
"No, air. Bo piers tho Addle."

J. H. Mitchell's

From Marsh to Health Resort.
Acerra, Italy, Is now a famous health
resort. Not many years ago, before
the marshes were drained, It was extremely tinhealthful.
Had the Idea, All Right.
Teacher asked Gertrude If she knew
and
the difference between "man
"men."

OOOD RE-

TREAT.
Mr. Turtle: Mr.
frog and I had a
hot argument this

r.

M.
M r

1 c MP

P

Is

a

lot

"A man Is one man nnd men
of mnns," was the child's

reply.

China's Alphabet.
letters. InAn alpbnbet of thirty-ninstead of thousands of characters, baa
been Invented for the Chinese luo-- ,
e

Pelican:

ril bet you
rwled right Into
your hU.

ii

J.U1

LAK

stuff. Give the local picture
palace the once over."
"Old

Miss Lucy Turner

n

a-

i
Its Agility.
"How on eai'tli could my wnleh bv
gotten from the side of the bureau,
where I laid It, to the other?"
"Why. dear boy, have you never
.seen a wiittli spring?"

t

Early Insurance Compsny.
Fire Insurance originated in lt modern form Immediately after the great
In 1000 the
fire of London In KH10.
Hand In Hand probably the oldest
fire Insurance company In the world
and certainly the oldest In Great Rrlt-nlwas established on the mutual
principle.

when a baby.

w

It don't

J
'

Imparting Information.
The little boy across the way camel,
in to call on me when I was baking
doughnuts. Ife Informed me his mother made doughnuts, too. After a alienee
he snld: "She lels ine cot only three
when she bakes them." After another
silence be added : "She didn't bake gpy
this week yet." Chicago American.

SOCIAL
Bearing Up Well.
,"Cnn'l got niueh work out of Hint
Wred niiiti of mine." (sale" Mr. Cobbles.
"Mn.vbe he's troubled wilh doli-- far

j

Swartz Building

from the cob
Thnt love will
surely last
until
Old Time himself has lost
his Job.

THE IMPOSSI-

beauty

choice.

High Prices During Civil War.
The cost of staples were extremely
high during the four years of Ihe Civil
war, nnd a decline In prices began to
set In In 1800 and 18(17. The following
are the prices of staples which prevailed In 1867: Coal, fS.0 per ton;
flour, $11.25 per barrel;
sugar, 14
cents a pound; butter, 40 cents per
pound; fresh beef, 10V cents per
pound; eggs, 42 cents per dozen.

Every

A

and will last till all the hats are
gone. Come early and pick your

Marmot Skins in Demand.
largo business is done In Man- rhuiian marmot skins. The marmot Is
very much like n wuodchiick, but It lios-sesses ii llnVr cent than does our wood-- ,
chuck.
Thousands of theso si;lus are
shipped from ports In northern Man-rhurlii by parcel post through the
Japanese post olHce, hut skins of the
cheeper grade are forwarded by
freight In the usniil way.

THE EVIDENCE.
Critic: Po you
really feel that
you have elevated
the stage, Mr.

companion.

Jewett How Is Unit?
Hewitt Mold her that I hud liiken
ont a
endowment on my life,
and she said that she hoped I wouldn't
nature before the policy did. Life.

March 27th

A

j(l,

"Thla artist married his lovely
eh?"

X

the building, I am closing out my

Galrfowl Once Valuable Bird.
the const of Newfoundland Ilea a
group of Islands called the Funks.
Here In the beginning of the last century the galrfowl, with It short, nbor-tlv- e
wings, resorted in hundreds and
hundreds of lliousunds to breed. Its
feathers were soft nnd fine, lienenth
the feathers was a thick coating of
valuable down, nnd Its flesh, after tho
bird had been snaked, was extremely
palatable.

yourself
Bo
whatever hap-

X

On account of having to vacate

OIT

TER.

X

X

sons-in-la-

EVEN' BET- -

t

m

Tuesday, April 6th
,
m
April 6th at my farm, 2 y3 miles north and one mile east of
10
M.
o'clock
to
A.
at
Sale
bekin
Hollene.
of
miles
north
9la
On account of renting my farm and no place! for stock I will sell on above
named date and above mentioned place the following property,
v
-

On Tuesday,

Bell-view-

to-wi- t:

Implements

14 Cows
' extra good milkers, calves by Hide
8 extra good milkers, fresh soon.
1 Jersey cow, fresh soon.
2 large heifers, fresli soon.
4 yearling steers.
good Grade Hull, 4 yrs. old.
40 head good yearling steers.

i MeCormick row binder, run one
season.
1 old MeCormick row binder.
1

ALL EXTRA GOOD ONES
brown mare, 9 years old, heavy
with foal, wt. 1400 lbs.
2 sorrel horses, 8 years old, wt VM)
lbs. each, extra good workers.
1 bay
d
horse, 4 vts. old,
wt. 1200 lbs., good worker.
1 bay horse, 6 yrs. old, wt. 1100 lbs.
1 yearling filley.
1 saddle horse, 8 yrs. old.
1 Shetland pony.
1

ball-face-

w

go devil, almost new.

disc harrow, almost new,
14 inch disc.
1
n
harrow.
2 weed sleds.
1 bundle frame.
1 Springfield wagon in good repair.
2 sets chain harness.
1 set double buggy harness.
2 sets check lines.
4 good
bridles.
1

8 Head of Horses

Lister.

ltv')-ro14-fo- ot

two-sectio-

2

Free Lunch at 12 O'clock
Terms of Sale
Sums under $10 cash in hand, over $10 your own time, not to exceed one year
or b per cent discount for cash.

J. H. Mitchell, Owner
TATE & RAMEY, Auctioneers.

DENNIS & SON, Clerks.

gnage.

n

m

THE CLOVIS NEWS.
Rubber Preservative
A preparation that mny be
used for
preserving robber Dmjf be imulo by
pttlug o saturated solution of
In ilenntured alcohol.
The
liulnt of saturation li known by
drop of undissolved turpentine re
tut n " In the alcohol,
a llillu mure
nli'obol In milled to dissolve thin drop
mill Hie dilution Ih HnturuiiMl.
Rut),
)(
her articles should
occasionally
painted or swabbed with this

f

I

Insurance.
Of the three kinds of Insurance, mn.
rlne Is probably Hie oldest. The ohjeet
of this Insun
e eontrnct Ik to Indemnify against loss of properly In
ilie course of navigation. A ship, her
cargo, nnd the ship' earnings ore
against Are and the ninny perils
f the voynifc. Murine Insurance was
practiced by thu, Vcnetlnns In tho Uft
th century.' tn Englnnd It was In
ncilve operation Id the sixteenth cenA
tury.
-

NOT A PLBASANT P tRairunirn
"tton't you ever tuke your wife
out In your automobile?"
"Not very often. Whenever 1 run
over anybody she screams so It
makes me nervous."

RIQHTOl

Bug: I feel aa
though
iomi-thin- g
were

go-I-

KM

tastes and qualification!, but never
iflake the mistake of supposing that
any work will be altogether pleasant.
There la no occupation without Roma
drudgery. There la no succcse without
You will never do anything
sacrifice.
of consequence without doing something you do not like. Grit.
Patriarchal Yew.
An enormous aw la attained by
oiiio trees notably yew. At Fountain's abbey, Yorkshire, the yew trees
were old In UK.
California has a
very ancient tree in MnrlMn grove.
Ilnobnb trees of Africa have been computed to be more than fi.Ooo years old,
and n deciduous cypress ut Chapulto-pe- c
Is still older.
A Lucky Throw.
I awoke one night Just In time to see
a man getting out of my window. I
picked op an Ink bottle, the only thing
handy, and threw It at him. It was a
lucky throw, for, although It didn't
hit him, It struck the window and
splattered him llhernlly with red Ink,
which Identified 'Jm later. Chicago

THE

LATEST

ATTACHMENT.
Brlggs la
ways seeking-- new

a.
attachments for
his motor car.

1
mm

He has one now
will hold hint
for a while.
Whut kind la

that
UT

One furnished
by tho sheriff.
UTTKIl I.OB8.
I am greatly
d 1 s a p p o I n ted
about that book I
wrote.

Friends

not

buying It?

Why,

Interest
as yet to a.ik ma
to give
copy.

a

'om

NO GOOD.

May

Where She Caught It,
Little Mildred had often been told
that she bad hair and eyes Just like
her mother's. One day she was playing on the street when a lady spoke
to her and remarked pleasantly: "What
pretty red hair you have." "Yes,"
glibly answered Mildred, "I caught It
from mother."
Never Satisfied.
Grandfather had come to visit at
little Harriet's home. In Franklin. The
was very much Interested In watching him removing and
replacing his false teeth. One day she
said to her mother: "1 wish I had teeth
like grandpa's. I don't like the kind
that's sewed In." Indianapolis News.
Small Brain Puuled.
,ewls was visiting his grandmother's bis aunt also riiinn for a visit,
arriving on the train known as the
milk train. After pondering It over In
his little brain for some time, Lewis
turned to me nnd said : "Mamma, bow
do they milk the milk train

v

r

eon- -

be

cerned. pray
take this tip:
Don't trust a tllJ
ler of the

C

-- C

soli,

When you
bark, to
the ship.

em-

str

IMPUTATION
0COKNKD.

Lady: I believe
you're afraid of
work.
Holio:
Afraid
of It! 1 ain't even

acquainted

It

Pi
mm

with

0

While

0

IN

k

.'iaa

Trnt .n

sj at

that

Frank

Dar-lin-

g,

wii W i$m

Story of the Emerald.
The emerald has been known since
early times, both In Europe and In
cert n in parts of the Orient Its name
may be traced back to nn old word
which appeared In Greek as smarag-Uos- ,
mentioned by Theprastus three
hundred years before the Christian
era.

....

THE ROBINSON ART SHOP

'
Nicaragua's Soapy Lake.
A curiosity of Nicaragua Is a soapy
lake. Tbla aheet of water, the lake of
Nejpa, contains a strong solution of
bicarbonate of potash, bicarbonate of
soda, and sulphate of magnesia. It la
used as a hair wash, and enjoys a local
reputation aa a cure for external and
Internal complaints.

"The Photographer in Your TWn,'

Phone 145

itast Mooroe Ave.

Sittings By Appointment Day or Night

Foolish Court Sentence.
One of the most frankly foolish and
Impossible sentences on record waa
that Imposed upon a child murderer In
Germany, who was tried at Orlefswald
In WOO. He was sentenced to be beheaded twice, then to receive two
mnA AmhIIw
vanr Ininplannmanl
a
suffer the loss of all his political rights.

Michnel Faraday, the famous physicist, made some of bis famous discoveries while experimenting In an old
apothecary shop with old bottles and
tlu pans. Ell Whitney bad few toola
and he worked for months In a cellar
experimenting with bis new cotton gin.

drnperlee, cretonnes and some heavier
stuff for making kimonos of. I don't
know what a kimono Is, but that's
what It'a for, anyhow." Boston

will you By

with met
Have
Kitty
yen an aeronaut's
licenser

J.

Did Her Best to Get There.
When Lucy's teacher told her that
the was five minutes line for roll cull,
ahe replied: " didn't mean to be late,
and If I hadn't ruiined all the way. I'd
been a heap later."
And Dodge If They See You Flret.
According to bill collectors the
good follow usually takes
Inngcat to "square" up his uccounts.
Cartoons Mngaxlno,

a girl
n

TIME

In curly
rlnges?
No.

dine

My

mar- -

Boston.

j

It

I

I

Vf

V

KSa

t

i

I

'iO
m
i
w
f.n -

I

'
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Woman Is a trustful thing,
Charming dove.
Wonder If you

fool

Frank

(yawn- -

Mune

but

thv

her

muck
With a dove?

said'

and 'she said."'

U 77

sdl

i

Birmingham

For Homes Without
Extravagance.
Rrldge rin.vcr (to partner who la
playing worse even than usually)
Wheneer have ynu for a partner,
Smyth, I feel I'm living beyond my
means.

Another reason why a
thinks a man shopper hasn't
sense Is because he Is willing
collar button without trying
Dallas News.

Electricity the
dttu

2

salesgirl
got any
to buy a
It on.

Tilulii-Vlcz- vl

With

What's the Benefit?
The tread of nn English Inventor's
automobile ' tire contains numerous
small pieces of steel, so Inserted in
the rubber that the latter does uot
touch the ground.

xes,
don,t

nd wake him up.

PROBABLY
NOT.

.

VIGILANCE

REQUIRED.

M

f,'?fj

.Talker Defined.
Mrs. Gadder n brilliant conversationalist?" "Not brilliant, hut tireless. She's one of those
I
person' talkers." "How's Hint?

Mere Man.

V

Ing)
All things
who
'fl come to him
.

Z

i--

J

6

V

Ding.
L

-

1

taken place In the
afternoon or eve

If.
JI?!"!

nn""-

iiniii

,

Con-

That
means another
wedding present.

ceremonies

par-efl- ln

Tha Proper Thing.
for writing,

Hiilihy

found

VlM

wed

1W

divorce.

have alway

Substitute for Beeswax.
A anbstltute for beeswax and
Is obtained In China from wax
deposits of an Insect living oo ash

tret

Wlfcy
I sea
that Mrs. Ket-- c
urn has got a

STIR

Do you believe

i

'is

IN NEAR
FUTURE.

Magazine,

Jnuworlpu

Town Without Streets.
The smallest dependency of France
Is the lie d'lloedle, situated ut the
east of Hello Lite. Its population Is
2.18, and the people do not speak
French, but Celtic.
Fishing Is the
prlticlpul industry, and all the Inhabitants are provided with food at nn
Inn managed by women. The town
has no streets and the hui:v,' are
mostly of mud.

A

to posterity
Institution,
falls unless
continues.

p."

There is but one time
to picture them as they
are today.

Needs to Be 8hown.
Missouri
merchant advertises:
"This week we offer n choice lot of

MATTER OF
FACT MISS.

On the Col
Few married women are renlly
happy. Even If she marries a man
after her own heart she Is In mortal
dread that he may, some day, he after
another
woman's heart. Cartoons

you have an Itch
Bohcrt, got
ecratco

Something Almost aa Good.
My niece, being an only child, wanted a baby brother. Two of her playmates hud buby brothers. About three
a boy cousin of hers was
weeks
born. After visiting her playmate Mildred's new brother, she came homo
and told her mother about it, saying.
"Mildred lias a new baby brother, and
Mildred said to me you haven't a bnhy
brother and I said I nnve, too; I have
a new cousin
brother, haven't 1,
mother?" Chicago Tribune.

Boston Post

Culvln Coolldge.

"If

,

Small Beginnings.

.n

number of email.
allies, I see by
the paper.
What paper f
Fly paper.

r

ML

cording to the United States public
health service. Natural beauty Is usually a algn of health that comes from
keeping the body clean and getting
plenty of outdoor exercise.

the other dny, "because tho Intermls-alodoesn't come until the end."
Boston Transcript.

"How I shall miss you when you
are grown."

PLAIN

Biairr.

More Than Skin Deep.
Beauty Is more than skin deep, ac-

The Continuous.

Vanadium Highly Important
For the latest types of engineering
works, such aa airplanes, submarines,
torpedoes and similar work, the possession of a materlnl of high resistance to stresses of all kinds enables
some of the most dlfllcult elements of
the work to be solved. While the application of vanadium to steel does
this, and thus constitutes at present
Its most Important use, It has also a
marked Influence upon cast iron and
upon copper.

nobody

has evinced
enough

What's in a name
where honest tolt

' "I like vaudeville," remarked

ftAi'i

I.

ao

Tribune.

edifice

Few Fat Men Famed.
Fat and fame have not very often
been combined, perhaps because stout
men are generally Inclined to be easy
going, and therefore lucking In that
push which brings a man to the fore,
says London Answers. The only great
statesman one can recall who was
renlly a fat man was Cbnrlcs James
Fox, as can be seen even by his clHcy
In tho nalaen of Vnqtn.liit. n'hun
he would make three of his great rival,
I'ltt the younger.

to happen
to me I

Don't Choose the Easy Tasks.
It la well for young people to choose
the life work which accords with their

Government
Government Is not an
the founders turned over
II Completed.
It la an
Ilka a university, which
the process of education
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Ulatial
Gasoline Ecglce

llave you thought you couldn't get a power clothes
washer because there is no electricity in your home!
Then see this wonderful washing machine which has
been produced for thousands of women just like you.
It costs only a few cents for gasoline to handle a big
washing. Any woman can operate it. Let us demonstrate it to you.

You Know Whst He Wanted.
When his father asked Charles what

wanted for his third birthday, he
said: "Oh, one of those horsles, you
know, that keeps on
but never
geta anywhere.

Built-i- n

Ii

,

Slam Musical 8oale.
Tha Siamese musical scale Is an
equal division of the octave Into seven
oarta. and music never la written, but
learned by ear and Vended, down tradV U
fc
tlonalljr.

;

4.
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Throughout The Store

r.'j.vV.-vvo- '

April Blouses
FORECAST THE

You will find unmistakable evidence
that April is a month crowded full

Modes For Summer

of Superior Values.

Our displays include all lliat is new in Mouses for
Spring.
$16.50

10

AND

ESS,

PRICE,

MARK APRIL AS AN UNUSUALLY SATISFYING MONTH

and $17.50

IN WHICH TO SHOP HERE FOR YOUR APPAREL, HOUSE-

to $25.00

HOLD AND MISCELLANEOUS

Voile and Wash Waists Vrv
$3.75 to $5.00

m

STANDPOINT-COMPLETEN-

QUALITY

VARIETY,

(Jcorgcltes. Headed, Embroidered and Lace Triimned
$9.00

FROM EVERY

DISPLAYS GRATIFYING

Tricolettcs, Smock Stvle, Wool Embroidered

DRY GOODS NEEDS.

daiutv

Of First Importance are These

Reduction on all Blouses

Ready-to-we-

The Newest Skirts
Tn

1920.

Tricolctte, (leorgette, Crepe de Chine, all colors.
Priced $15.50 to $25.00

Displays

ar

Offered At Greatly Reduced Prices

m
(D

V

'..vf'

'

'

16
What He Wears This Spring

It's Easy to Find the Goat
You Want Here
For included are all the Season's
most approved styles. Patch Pock- ets Tuxedo lievers. Shawl Collar
and Smart Isclts are distinguishing
features. Priced t

SUITS FROM THE HOUSE OF KIRSCHBAUM-A- 11
that is
now in cut, color and fabric For full deseripl ion and price range,
read our Kirsehbaum Special, shown on another page.
MOTHERS FAVORITE SUITS FOR BOYS-X- ifty
styles, seasonable colors Knickerbocker Pants. Priced at $12.50 to $22.50.
SHIRTS FROM IDE Madras, Pongee, Shantung and Crepe
Shirts. Best stripes and a few plain colors, $2.00 to $15.00.
SHOES Built by Smith Briscoe All leading styles and leathers,

.

$21.50, $28.50, $35, $45, $55, $65
$70

and $75.

ARRAY.

TIES, BELTS, GLOVES,

air of youthfulncss. The frocks are of Taffetas, Satins, (leorgettes and Tricot ines, but in the most unexpected and wholly charming places does one find the frills. Many
are beaded and embroidered. Priced

HOS-

'

IERY, B. V. D's, 'N EVERYTHING.

$25, $35, $42.50, $50, $60, $75, $80, $87.50.

In Effect Now and

Until Saturday, Night These

-

Garments offered at

SILKS and other
DAINTY FABRICS

'

special lots of gorgeous
BEAUTIFUL PLAID SILKS-Th- rce
silks for your selection, $1.75 $2.25, and $2.50 the yard.

That

V

FIGURED GEORGETTES Offering patterns that are the last
word in art. Very desirable for the springtime Blouse or Frock,
$5.00 per yard

the light and dark shades.

SHEER ORGANDIES

per yard

Wonderful filmy fabrics of sheer white,

also batistes, voiles, etc., 45c to $1.50 per yard.
STANDARD GINGHAMS

All the better plaids, stripes and

W.L

m
A

s

r--

TN ?S

rTS T

t

TS

N

Z

To Milady's Costume

.

plain colors. 30c, 35c and up to 75c per yard.

' fv

GiveThat Finishing Touch

FANCY BAGS-- TI ic season's newest ideas in bags now on display
for your selection, $3.00 to $10.00.
Veils and VEiUNG-show- ing
a complete line of veilings by
the yard, also the newest in made up veils, 20c to 75c.
FINE GLOVES Of best quality kid, short ones for the suit and
long ones to wear with the short sleeve frock or blouse. All the
favored colors, $2.50 to $9.00.
NEW LEATHER BELTS Patent and white, wide and narrow,
all lengths, suitable for many new coat models, garden frocks
and tailored dresses, 65c each.

Rich beautiful designs in washable
65c to $1.50

20' Less Than Marked

Ah AccessoriesH

By the Yard

4

Frills, you know, give

such a captivating

FURNISHING GOODS IN COMPLETE

voiles, shown in both

They justify their action with a
variety of styles that in smartness
and individuality have no rivals.
Priced at $32.50, $40, $47.50, $55,
$G0, $67.50, $75, to $110.00.

No wonder they adopt so many frills.

THE LATEST IN HATS AND CAPS.

VOILES

Tricotine

Never Such A Presentation of Smart
Frocks as Now-a- t
Luikart's

$10, $12.50, $14, to $18.00.

FLOWERED

Suits Insist on Favoring
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NEWS,

Mack Fooka of Texico is shuking
l.anda with his old neighbor! here.
He la demonstrating the merits of a
solder which he ia selling.
L. M. Boney ia threshing wheat on
the farm of P. P. Vandevonder this

or Easter!

BELLV1EW SCHOOL NOTES

y

Ai last a Bunion ficmedy
Don't forget the open meeting to
W
inai Adorns immeiin'.e
be given y the Literary Society,
POINT ENTERPRISE
!.
ttT.lt T.JJAAIC A X.AtrlltllA I'llMa
March 10th. Following is the proJufltark for pneknproof FAir.YFOOT Put
And
one
Uormin will vamfh uUi.n Ms. If
fu
gram which is to be given;
yctt hntru a bunion, no m:U:v Inn laijce. !ow
wullott, hf.w i;iipful
n hw di.vr'cd tho
Song
Glee Club
hud
Joint
Sungood
Sunday
a
school
nay
bf,
We
ynt .ir.. FAIUVKO'tl nIl 7
w:Uo'.jtfi!i In t'mit
f. ('jv a box tiri'y puv ,t
tru.l(. i.iii
arc not c.ltirdy sWUnllnl, tmpl
Reading
Blanche Trower duy. u bo a lurge crowd attended serrct'.ri v L'ti'ii lift .mJ jror nil y..nr f notify b.ick,
KAlKViH-Oiwiolut; and coi..j:! tc iHt
Composition
Dennis Bowen vices Sunday night.
to li''i;'ir.
liuwii
of tny nutunc r Hiy en
v
ft)i.tlnsj to iuil- r. whim ';trt it
The real estate business seemed
Quartette Louis Ford, Dock Miller,
i;.fftt-- it!
(,tai,t
'ii.ff 'fry t. yuuc ,,1A
l.wiiil ih.ytnl Wcauvca A1RYFOV4 lrn)lf
Annie Trapp, Blanche Trower. very popular Saturday as most all
uauoulij.
Dialogue James Fryar, Elmer With- - lund changed places, also some other
erspoon.
property.
Southwestern Drug Co.
Duett Agnes Osborne, Callie Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Hughes of CloClovis, N. M.
Miss Wingo vis are at Mr. Strubles this week.
Heading
Mr. McKinley
Solo
Miss Nora Meador of Clovis visited
Apron Sale The ladies of tha
Double Quartette Blanche Trower, home folks from Friday unti' Monday.
Episcopal Church will hold an apron.
Annie Trapp, Dock Miller, Louis
Ask Mr. Carnahan to .ell you
Barry Hardware Co. store on
Ford, Ama Harris, Rosa Brum-mct- whether a Ford will run without gas sale at
Saturday, April 10th.
Withcrspoon, oline.
Winfred
Earl Trapp.
Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Wilson were
Play Tama Harris, Aurvil Rose, callers at Torn Jones' Sunday after
Annie Trapp, Virginia Moore, noon.
Delia Blackburn, Dock Miller,
Messrs. J. L. Taylor, Frank and
Wheresho
Louis Ford, James Fryar, John Arthur Curry, J. F. Taylor, J. I,
gets
ber
Greer Winfred Witherspoon.
Meador, Spalding Fitzhugh were at
gooa looks,
Work! Everyone ia working these work Friday in the interest of the
Eer healdays. Just a few more daya and wo oil lease.
thy skin,
will know where we stand.
Mr. Hubbard Lcvcrctte of Vernon,
her pink
The beautiful spring days are just Texas, is visiting at Mr. Black's home.
checks, is
right for study and we are working
known to
Misses Nova and Vera Wilson vis

week.

returned Monday from
a week's visit with hia daughter at

l

R. A. Sharp

Buchunan, N. M.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Cameron vis
ited Sunday at the home of J. A.
Conway at Plain.
The meeting at New IIcpc last
week was conductetd by Rev. Crawford and Rev. Nance, and was attend
' IUMMIU4'M
ed by large crowds. Not only the
people of tho New Hope community
attended, put there were people from
Bluir, West Coprock, Grady,
and from tho Valley, until some
services there was scarcely standing
room in the house. Tho people were
deeply interested and there was about
thirty-fiv- e
conversions, ' and several
others requested the Christiana pray'
era. Nearly every convert expressed
their intention to unite with a church.
The mooting closed Sunday evening
having the largest congregation dur
ing the service.
Miss Delia Bolding called on Mrs.
Isler Monday.
112 -2 North Main
L. C. Tillman bought a section of
land of J. D. Cameron Inst week for
$10,000.
Mrs. M. F. Morrison is recovering
Miss Zimrude and Howard Hext were from an attack of the flu.
Mesdnmes Ealy, Dunning and Ben
at the pie supper at Floyd Saturday
ton took Sunday dinner with Mrs.
FAIRFIELD FACTS
night.
Isler.
Kev. Belcher preached to quite a
J. D. Cameron traded hia Ford car
largo crowd Sunday afternoon.
to A. W. Bunch for his Ford truck.
The barn and lota and feed stucks
Mrs. Jennings' mother returned
ml ulso wagon of Mr. Arthur Curry
Sunday from Wellington, Tex., where
Iwre destroyed by fire Suturduy
she has been visiting for several
CAMERON
NEWS
ftornoon.
months.
received a painful
Mrs. Ethel Keenan of Wellington,
Mr. Martin
Texas, and Miss Ruth Zeck of Misl.ruise Sunduy, when a horse kicked
R. M. Sutton and Jesse Lockname souri, are visiting their sister, Mis.
him on the head, rendering him unconscious for a few minutea.
left Suturduy to visit friends in Ok Stella Helsley.
Mrs. Josie Crcceliua spent Monday
Mr. Kennedy ia getting quite old, lahoma and Texaa.
iM cuuse he ia gutting ao that he can't
One of the most severe wind and with Mrs. Lee Watkins.
B. O. Smith and family of Fairview
slay on a load of feed.
sand storms of the year, blow here
took dinner with Cleveland Johnston.
Mr. Hoard and Mr. Hunt returned Saturday.
A few wceka ago Mrs. Alma Vine- They attended Church at New Hope.
Friday from a visit to Wellington,
A. A. Dethrnge made a trip to Clo-vTi'xa. Mr. Bttca, who went with yard, nee Jennings, resigned her work
this week with a wagon load of
them, went to Knox County and has aa teacher of tho Bluir school, Mrs.
Ray haa now taken the work and ia maize.
nut yet returned.
Several people from Fairfield at to teach three montha.
Lumber ia not high, What rent do
J. C. Wooda and aon, Leo, are
tended the box aupper at Point En
you pay,
breaking sod on L. C. Tillman's place.
terpriie.
Mr. Martin haa told hia old car and
Van Whitaker ia making fence for
has bought
new truck.
J. Z. Isler this week.

f

The New Pump in Full
Louis Covered Heel, Kid
and Patent at $9.00

I

the best of our opportunities.
The wind blew three of the goal
posts down and nothing can be done
with basketball till they are fixed up.

Bell-vie-

The Cash Shoe Store
1-

i

m

-;

BEAUTY SECRETS!

Market
Quotations

is

Clovis Cream anc'

Produce

Friers
Turkeys

31c
15c and 16c
30c
30c
25c
25c
28c

O.M.REESE
Proprietor

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
Whether Cotterpin or Complete Overhaul
You can get it in our Sales and Service Station. We are Authorized Ford
Dealers. In our stockrooms, wo carry every part that goes into a Ford oar or
Ford truck. They're genuine Ford parts too each made of the same tough,
durable Vanadium steel as its counterpart in the Ford car. Our special Ford
repair shops are thoroughly equipped with specially designed tools and
machinery so that repairs, adjustments, or complete overhauls
for Ford cars can be handled promptly and efficiently.

We area part of the big Ford Family and not only repair Fords, but sell
them as well. We have more than a passsing interest in the service wo give
For safety's
you. Drive into our garage when your Ford needs repairing.
do
it.
Ford
dealer
Authorized
sake have the

',

Everyone is ia the highest spirit,
looking forward to April 24th, when
the track meeting, oratorical and de
clamatory contests will be held at
Clovis, which will be one of the days
of all days.
"Be not discouraged, never give
up," seems to have proved true,
especially with the citizens of Grady.
Dr. Carver and Mrs. Cupples have already arrived and we feel satisfied
that the work of establishing the bank
will soon begin.
The high school boys as well as the
smaller ones have joined in the new
sport of baseball, which produces
great excitement for the
as well aa the participants.
It is growing to be a common oc
casion for the chapel exercises to be
conducted by different members of
the faculty. Mrs. Thomas and Miss
Thomaa read lectures on politeness
and the value of being capable of
knowing when the proper time cornea
to aay "no" which ia one of the small- eat words In the English language,
but whose significance helps to steady
the world during a Beige of a most
terrible tempest.
The Claxton society was very much
pleased to have Mrs. Coffman, Mr.
John Allston and Mr. Rue Goodwin
with them Friday afternoon and ask
them to call again at any time.
Altho the flu epidemic has subsided
small number of the students are
still detained from school on account
of sickness, but we hope that next
week will find them all back with us
again.
We are glad to learn that several
of the pupils are entertaining the
thought of attending school this sum
mer. Thla proves that they have
fit ambition which will help them
reach their goal, no matter what they
may undertake.
Miss Thomas has rendered a great
service to the pupila by taking the
lead and aiding them in ordering
flower seed of every description. This
will be of much service as well as a
source of great pleasure, for "a thing
of beauty is a joy forever."
Annie L. Gamble, A Student,
Clovis has passed tho vlllniro stnjre
and needs more sidewalks. Vote for
togs.

Our mechanics who will do the work on your Ford cars, or trucks, understand
the Ford mechanism and know the right way to tune i up. And for the work
you will pay only the reasonable Ford prices.

No town enn nronrress without nd
qunte wuter and Usht facilities. The
bond Issue for tins purpose shoul
pass next Tuesday. Vote for it.

ll

NEW

Wagon Yard
I have purchased the old
n
barn on Hagerman avenue, just buck of the Clovis
Steam Laundry, and have opened a wagon yard there.
Ray-bur-

Jones & Lindley
Agents
OPERATING HIGHWAY GARAGE

Will Buy and Sell Horses
and Mules
Feed and Grain Sold
A good place fur farmers to
stop with nice clean aheda to
put wagona under.

Tom Ross, Prop.
sMMstfsftilftbiiMttH

every one,
because it Is apparent that it ia
not due to cosmetics, paint and
powder. But the true womanly
beauty comes from good health,
and this good health is a woman's
secret.
Health comes with good physical machinery and good spirits,
an active digestion. A body free

CRADY SCHOOL NOTES

By

Eggs
Green hidea
Dry hidea
Pelta
Hens

ited Lenora Cheelcy Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe McGregor were
Sunday callers at the Carnahan home.
Mi Dewey Wilson visited his sis
ter, Mrs. Bates of Fairfield Saturday
and Sunday.
BLUE EYES.

from pains and aches comes with
a tonio known for over fifty years
as tho best "temperance" tonio
and nervine for woman namely,
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
It can be obtained in any drug
store in liquid or tablet form, or
send 10c to Dr. Pierce Invalids'j
Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.
Cleansing of the intestinal tract
Take castor oil ot
select a vegetable pill. Such a
one is composed of May-appl- e,
leaves of aloe, root of jalap, and
pelmade into tiny sugar-coate- d
store
drug
lets, to be had at every
as Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets.
is important.

For
Weak
Women

V

t

In use for over 40 years!
Thousands of voluntary
letters from women, telling of the good Cardui
haa done them. This Is
the best proof of (he value
of Cardui.
Cardui Is a good medicine

for women.
There are no harmful c
drugs
Cardui It is composed
only of mild, medicinal
ingredients, with no bad
habit-formi- ng

after-effec- ts.

1

TAKE
1

The

nnn

n 1

p 1 a

H

Wemn's Tonic

You can rely on Cardui.
Surely it will do for you
what it lias done for so
man lhourands ot other
It should help.
women!

"I was taken sick,
seemed to bs .
. ,"
writesMrs. Mary CVeste,
of Madison Heights, Va.
"I got down so weak,
could hardly walk . . .
Just staggered around.
I read cf Cardui,
and after taking one bottle, or before taking quite
all, I felt much belter. I
took 3 or 4 boltka at
that time, and was able to
do my work. I take it in
the spring when rundown. I had no appetite,
and 1 commenced eating.
It Is the best tonic I ever
saw." Try Cardui.

...

Ail Druggists

.
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"A

new note
weVe struck

MAXINE DEMPSEY WANTS
JACK TO GET WHIPPED

it"

Chesterfield

"sharps",
NO"flats",
but

no

my I
how Chesterfields do
"Satisfr!"
A delightful selection

f

n b

i

u v

of fine Turkish and
Domestic
tobac
cos, harmoniously

blended
that's
ChesterCeldl

.

..

U. S. TO HAVE A MONSTER
fending the provision in the naval
FLEET WITHIN FOUR YEARS appropriation bill for continuing work
of the eighteen capital ships now
Washington, March 30. Amer- under construction.
ica's nnvy will about equul that ofj 'T.i the next four years," said Mr.
Great Biitinn in fighting power by Butler, "the United State- - will put
J 924, Chairman Built;-of the naval1 out Inn most formidable armada tht
committee told the l.ouso in dc- has ever seen produced in a
similar period."
"In 1924," he continued, "Great
Britain will have GO battleships, the
United States 47, France 20, Japan
15. and Italy 13.
While England
will have more ships, those of the
United States will be about equal in
power."
"For the first time in many years,
the only naval establishment and pro
gram in the world comparative with
ours is that of England. No other
NELS DARLING
naval program is of a siz3 and
strength even remotely approaching
SPEAKS TO THE PUBLIC
ours. In fact, since the practical wip
ing out of the German navy, all the
My ruilwi wait
.kin upwlnlliit. For
'hi ho iM,ie a llu,iy of lliat drBa,i remaining navies and naval programs
KCSSKMA.
of the world, exclusive of England,
trouble, tmmoly Dry and Wot.
do not equal ours."
I tiHB imt fathor'i
two urewrlptloni
tin
Tr
tronblrn on th nnirkct,
lo
(not lnkii .ubBtltuI.
If your ilrtiRSMiit
Ben Collins will soon commence
l:a not
rnrjy It muk. liira jet It for
you
r wrlti-- m.
the erection of two new homes in the
for th dry. ncnly
five hundred block on North Connelly Street.
I'rlikly Iloat, Iimwt HUM.
It
move
i.
piin,,!,., am 1HV, til, ,kn
When a man and a maid are chatn"d ClCUr- A "bral I" ,or
75 t'u
ting the man says things and doesn't
The Zensal Co. of Oklahoma City, Okla. think them, and the maid thinks
things and doesn't say them.
Nels Darling,
,
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Crystal White Soap
10 bars

..eOe

Palmolive Soap, per bar

10c

Wild Rose Soap, per bar

10c

that far days beforo s fight he was

San Francisco, Mar. 81. Maxine
Dompsey, a wisp of a woman, the governments chief weopon in its attempt
to brand Jack Dempsey as a slacker,
has seen her love for Jack, turn to
hat red, she said today.
Trier to the arruignmcnt of Jack
Dempsey and Jack Reams, his manager, on a charge of conspiring to
evade the draft, Maxine, ac her hotel
here, told the story of a woman scorned. She is anxious for the time to
conic when she can appear against her
former husband.
Strange to say a token from Dempsey was the match that set fire to
Maxinc's hatred.
Maxine had been playing a piano in
Wells, Nov., a freight division point
of 200 inhabitants, while Jack was
posing before the camera in Los
Angeles before the admiring gaze of
movie queens.
"Those who criticize me for telling
the truth" about Jack should picture
mc sitting in the town of Wells, neglected, while Jack got easy money and
fame," she said.
"I had assisted Jack while Le was
a 'ham and egg' fighter. He lived
off my money. Then when he knew
he was about to whip Willard, he divorced mo,
"Did I get automobiles and pretty
clothes? No! I was playing a piano
s
for the amusement of
and miners."
Maxine said she did nothing until
the American Legion posts all over
the country began to attack Jack's
war record.
"I knew they didn't have the goods
on Jack, nnd that I did," she said,
"but I didn't do anything. Then one
day, about a week after the American
Legion got busy, I got a package from
Los Angeles.
"What do you suppose was in that
package? Ii was Jack's photograph.
He sent it with 'love.'
Jack was
afraid I would testify against him,
and he thought he could win me back
to him that easy.
"I sat down and wrota a letter to
a newspaper, saying I had the goods
on Jack and that he was a slacker.
That started things. Jack tried to
phone me. Men began to arrive In
Wells to see me. I wouldn't phone
Jack and the men had no luck."
Life as tho wife of a fighter has
its drawbacks, Maxino said. She testified to Jack's fighting spirit and said
freight-handler-

1, 1920,

sullen and savage. She explained she
had once blacked Jack's eye herself.
"It was after he had a bad fight
with Willie Mcchan. Mechan had cut
his eye open. Jack and I were quarreling. He pushed me. I struck at
that bad eye, but missed it and hit
tho other. Oh, what an eye I gave
him.
She paid Jack Kcarn the tribute
of being the only man who could
handle Dempsey, and imparted a "hot
tip" to Georges Carpentier. It was
"get Jack in the fourth or fifth
rounds. Tho3c are his bad ones,
especially the fourth."
Dempsey, sho said goes strong at
first, but has a bud back which weakens in the fourth.
Dempsey divor?' d Maxine February 1, 1910. They had Been murried
about four years. Dempsey won tho
world champion ship five months and
four days after that. Maxine did not
hear from him again directly until
after the American Legion attacked
his record, she said.
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less somebody buys the derrick for an
office building.
Speaking of tight lacing. We have
never seen a lady in n swell resturant
who could not loosen up and eat what
her escort had loosened up and
bought.
Another thing that makes a man
mad these days is to have a bursting
headache without any consoling memories.
It has just about gotten so in this
country that if a man is polite to his
wife in a movie he is liable to be arrested for a masher.
Percy Noodles says that when he
told the capitalist's daughter he v. as
tired of her treating him like a poodle
dog she asked him what kind of a dog
did he wish to be treated like.
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If you would follow your own
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for a day or two you would
why other men do not pay any attention to what you say.

If its news The News wants it.
Phono us. No. 97.

Austin

The News gives all the news and is only $1,50 per year.

Coo

Van Camp's Milk
Baby size, per can

......Sc

limit 12 cans to purchase

'

Offers some exceptional bargains for the housewife considering
's
wholesale markets. Our large volume enables us to
sell groceries at these prices which are good
to-day-

Family size, 2 cans

2Se

$1.00

Tall size, 7 cans

Thursday, Friday and Saturday, April 1st, 2nd and 3rd
CANNED GOODS

FLOUR
Moses' Best, 100 lbs.
Moses' Best, 50 lbs.
Belle of Wichita, 100 lbs.

Bakers Pride, 100 lbs.
Sunlight Flour, 100 lbs.

$6.90
$3.50
$7.00
$6.75
$6.50

SHORTENING

Lakewood Tomatoes,
Lakewood Tomatoes,
Justice Corn, 6 cans
Dairy Maid Hominy,

$2.30
$2.00

Crisco, 6 lb. pail

Kutrola, peanut shortening, large pail..$2.15

cans.$1.00
eans.$1.40

for.

$1.05
6 No. 2 cans
.80
6
Empson's Stringless Beans, No. 2 cans.$1.00
Monarch Pork and Beans, 6 No. 2 cans$1.00
Empson's Columbine Peas, 5 cans
$1.00

$2.65
Cottolene, large pail
Compound,
large
Cudahv's White Ribbon

pail, i

No. 2 size, 6
No.3 size, 6

SPUDS

26c
40c
50c
55c
38c
37c
32c

6 cans Vienna

Sausage

85e

Libby's Chicken Tamales, No. 1..20e
Libby's Chili Con Came, No. 1..15e
3 Be
Libby's Corned Beef, No. 1
Libby's Sliced Beef, med. size. 35c

SUGAR
6 bs. fine Granulated Cane Sugar
$1.00
100 lbs. fine Granulated Cane Sugar..... $16.75

Penick & Ford's Royal Sorghum,
White Karo, 1 gal.
Log Cabin Maple, medium size

CRACKERS
1

gal.

$1.05

95c
65c

JELLIES, JAMS AND PRESERVES
We carry a complete line of such Brands as
Beach Nut, Tea Garden, Monarch, etcr
Rex Jelly, 5 lb. pail
85c
Rex Jelly, 10 lb. pail
$1.60
Farmhouse, pure fruit Jelly, 2 lb, 11 oz.

jars

$1.00

Amwi

Libby's Canned Meats

m

SYRUPS

CURED MEATS
Dry Salt Meat, per lb. by strip
Cudahy's Rex Bacon, per lb. by strip
Cudahy 's Puritan Breakfast Bacon, per lb.
Armour's Star Bacon, per lb. by strip
Armour's Star Hams, per lb.
Cudahy's Puritan Hams, per lb.
Fresh Pork Hams, by ham lb.

We offer fancy Colorado Oreely's cheaper
than they can be purchased at wholesale.
100 lbs. Fancy Oreely's
$6.50
15 lbs. Fancy Oreely's
$1.00
-

National Biscuit Co. Premium Sodas, 6 pkgrf.
for
....$1.00
M. B. (J. Sodas, fiij lb. box
$1.10

BREAKFAST FOODS
Puffed Wheat, per pkg.

15c
$1.00

Atlas Oats, 3 large pkgs.

BROOM SPECIAL
just received a large shipment of
brooms, well sewed, good quality of

We have

stra

,

weight 2V1 lbs. Extra special each 65c

c

Dried Fruits
Prunes,

00-7-

0

size, 25 lb

box.. $5.65

(Incorporated)

8

pounds Figs

90s

The Price Js The Thing

8

pounds Sultana Raisins

90

--

PHONE 49

122 N. MAIN

A

PHONE 52

t
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South Main Street

14

We buy from the biggest and best Furniture Manufacturers in the world and our
prices are always reasonable.
We are out of the
high rent district

Our Undertaking Department
We have no paid solicitors in our business

UBishop,Mgr.

We strive to please all. C. V. Steed, Probate Judge,
licensed embalmer, in charge of undertaking parlors.
Phones 14, 67 end 203
Lady Assistant

Phone 67

Our Undertaking Department
We have no paid solicitors in our business
We strive to please all. C. V. Steed, Probate Judge,
licensed embalmer, in charge of undertaking parlors.
Lady Assistant
Phones 14, 67 and 203

(0)

(G)

ORDINANCE NO. 134

centum
per annum, for the
ORDINANCE NUMBER 135
tho resolution of the City Council I will be permitted to vote upon the Against tha Isuano of City Hail
purpose of improving the itreeU
unpointed Judtres and Clerks of the question of the issuance of tho bonds. Bonds.
in laid City of Cloi?"
An ordinance culling an election to suid election,
An ordinanco culling an election to
Pursuant to law the following vote upon a bond isaua for tho pur- Ward No. 1 Judges John
o
vote upon a bond ifsue for the puin the
ico. incur an indebtedness
City named residents of tho City of Clovis,
shall be deposited in a separate bal amount of Fifty Thousand Dollars to-bof erecting a City Hell in and Minn, C. W. Colo and J. P. Noble,
rine of improvinu streets in the
by
Mexico,
were heretofore
the
New
Clerks
Bert
Curless
polling
of
said
E.
W.
tho
and
box
each
lot
Mexico.
in
New
Moxico.
City
for
Clovis,
the
of
New
Clovis,
if
evidenced by bonds which shall"
places.
Whereas, the City Council of the Marsh.
Whereas, tho City Council is of resolution of tho suid City Council,
mature in not less thnn ten years and
appointed judges and clerks of the Citv of Clovis. New Moxico. believes
Ward No. 2 Judges S. L. Iiick- Thut the ballots to be furnished to not more than thirty years for the
m opinion that the improvement of
sum election
the qualified voters of such bond
- 3
:
1
that this city should have a City Hall, etts, W. B. Davis and W. C. Eads.
. "I1..- - ull :
ili,. streets In the City of Clovis, New
8 "
Ward No. 1 Judges John Mc- - Bn(
Clerks Ralph Martin and J. R. election are to be printed and Bhall s"'p"
A:,,,
and ii for the
Mi xico, ia necessary
City,
said
for
C.
W.
Minn,
Cole
P.
Noble.
and
J.
Whereas, the said Citv of Clovis Walton.
be in substantially
the following!
I, st intereata of auid City, and"
Clerks Bert Curless and W. E. has not availuble funds to pay the cost
M. W. Paee. form.
Ward No. 3 Judgei
FOR THE ISSUANCE OF
Whereas, the auid City of Clovis
Marsh.
V.
C.
Steed and W. D. Sutherlin.
OFICIAL BALLOT
of the erection of such a build!- 7, and
h.ia not available funds to pay the
CITY HALL BONDS
Rick-ett2
S.
Judges
No.
L.
Wurd
Clerks
M.
I. N. Jett and
L. Lynn. No.
No.
Whereas, the City Hall is purely a
n.st of the improvement of tho streets
U.
W.
W.
C.
Eads.
Davis
and
elecNo.
Ward
4
WilJudges
City of Clu,!3, New Mexico,
John
public building, and
AGAINST THE ISSUANCE OF
.,f said City, and
Clerks Ralph Martin and J. R.
tion upon the question of incurring
Whereas, Oscar Dobbs, the City son, T. S. Teeter and Ed De Berry.
Whereas, Oscar Dobbs, tho City Walton.
CITY HALL BONDS
Clerks
G.
H.
F.
Cornell
in
amount
and
of
Bell. an indebtedness
Engineer of the City of Clovis has
the
Knttincer of said City of Clovis has
M.
Judges
W.
Pago,
No.
3
Wurd
issupolling
the
That
places
by
Dollars
the
for the said Fifty Thousand
submitted plans and specifications
and on tho back of each ballot shall
filed with the City Clerk of said City,
C. V. Steed and W. D. Sutherlin.
ance of bonds in said amount for the appear the
signature of that
for said City Hall, which plans and election will be as follows:
it carefully prepared estimnte of the
Clerks I. N. Jett and M. L. Lynn. specifications have been approved by
Ward No. 1 Barry Hardware Co. purpose of erecting a City Hall in City Clerk and the words:
approximate cost of tho improvinR of
Ward No. 4 Judges John Wil- the Council, and
Ward No. 2 Union Mortgage Co. said City.
Official Ballot City Hall Bond Electhe streets In said City, which
son, T. 8. Teeter and Ed Do Berry.
Ward No. 3 Steed's Undertaking
Whereas, tho estimated cost to
INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
tion, Tuesday, April 6th, 1920.
amounla to the sum of twenty
Clerks G. F. Cornell and H. Bell.
said City Hall as shown by Parlor.
In witness whereof, the City Counthousand dollars ($20,000), and
1920.
Tuesday
April
6th,
Election,
That tho polling plnces for the said plans and specifications is Fifty
Ward No. 4 City Hall.
cil
of the City of Clovis, New Mexico.,
Whereas, before the said improve- said election will be as follows:
If you are a qualified elector in the has duly authorized the issuance ana.
That the polls will be open from
Thousand Dollars, and
ment can be made, it will bo necesWard No. 1 Barry Hardware Co.
Whereas, to erect said building It 9 o'clock A. M. until 6 o'clock P. M. City of Clovis and have paid a proper- legal publication of the foregoing nosary for the City of Clovia to borrow
ty tax in the year immediately precedWard No. 2 Union Mortgage Co. will be necessary for the City of on the Sixth day of April, 1920.
tice and proclamation by the affirma,'ic suid sum of twenty thousand dolWard No. 3 Steed's Undertaking Clovis to borrow the sum of Fifty
That the ballots which will be used ing this election you have a right to tive vote of five duly qualified
lar ($20,000) and to issue ncgoti-uiiiParlor.
Thousand Dollars ($50,000) and to in the said election will be sunnlied vote on the question hereinafter members of said City Council on th
hands therefor, and
Ward No. 4 City Hall.
issue ncgotiablo bonds 'herefor, and by the City Clerk to the Judges of stated.
day of March, 1920, in regular
Whereaa, prior to the borrowing
If you are in favor of authorizing First
That the aaid polls w ll be open
Whereas, prior to the borrowing said election and by them furnished
oi tne saia iouncii.
session
of said sum of money, it is necessary
accordbonds
in
of
the
the issuance
from 9 o'clock A. M. to 6 o'clock P. of said sum of money the question of to me voters.
LESTER STONE, Mayor.
that the said Council be duly aumor M.. on the 6th day of April, 1920.
question
with
ance
hereinafter Attest: ROY McMILLEN, City
the
That at the said election all the
incurring such debt shall, at a regum.H hv a. vote of the Qualified clue
That the ballots which will be used
qualified voters of the City of Clo- stated, place an X in the square folby me this Second day of
of thii aaid City of Clovia, who at the said election will be supplied by lar election of Officers for the City vis
lowing
words:
the
shall be privileged to vote for the
bo submitted to a vote of such quali
March, 1920.
liitid a property tax therein during the City Clerk to the Judges of said
Bonds
City
of
Issuance
Hall
For
the
LESTER STONE, Mayor.
fied electors of the City aa shall in election of the aaid Municipal Offic
year, to issue said
the preceding
election and by them furnished to the the next preceding year have paid a era, but none but such qualified elec
If you are opposed to the issuance
bonds of said City:
voters.
tori as shall in the next preceding of the bonds place an X in the square
property tax therein and
Now, Therefore, Be It Ordained by
Phone No. 97 for Job printing.
That at tho said election, all quail
year have paid property tax therein following the words:
the City Council of the City of Clo- Tied voters of the City of Clovis shall of thoso voting upon the question by
in
deposited
ballot
separate
a
ballot
vm, Now Mexico:
be privileged to vote for tho election
That at the time for the holding of of the said municipal officers, but box, shall vote in favor of creating
such debt:
for
election
City
the next regular
none but such qualliicd voters, as de
Now, Therefore, Be it Ordained by
Mayor, aldermen and other officers fined by the Constitution and Laws of
tha City Council of the City of Clovis
t,
on the first Tues
of the City,
Mexico who have puid a property New Mexico:
New
day of April, A. u. luzu, an election tax therein during tho year precedThat at the time of tho holding of
he held between the hours and at the ing said election will be permitted to
the next regular election of Officers
place or places for tho holding of vote upon the question of the issuance
being the First
for the City,
said election for said officers, and of the bonus.
Tuesday of April, A. D. Nineteen
there be submitted to tho voto of the
said election the bal Hundred and Twenty, there be subThat
the
at
(limlified votera of the auid City of lots to be cast in the aaid bond clec
mitted to a vote of such qualified
Clovis, who have paid a propetry tax tion shall be deposited in a separate
Regardless of the scarcity of merchandise in om: line we have
of the City as shall in the
therein during the preceding year, bullot box in each of the said polling electors
next preceding year have paid n propIho question aa to whether or not places.
a full and complete line of
erty tax therein the question as to
there shall be issued by tho City of
that tne Daiiou to do iurnisnoa to whether or not there shall be issued
Clovis the negotiable bonds of the the quulified voters at said bond elecby the City of Clovis negotiable bonds
said City in the sum of twenty thous- tion are to be printed and to be in
of said City in tho sum of Fifty
and rinllura 1120.000). tho money de substantially the following form:
Thousand Dollars for the purpose of
rived from tho sale of tho said bonds
OFFICIAL BALLOT
erecting a City Hall in and for the
to be expended in tho improving 01 No
No
said City.
prices never before heard of. Don't send to Sear's & Roebuck
the streets of the said City of Clovis,
City of Clovis, New Moxico. ElecBe it r urther Ordained, that such
Be It Further Ordained that such tion upon the question of incurring
bonds,
if
issued,
shall
not
run
for
bonds, if issued, shall bear interest at an indebtedness in the amount of
prices and
before you see our prices, for we can discount
more than Thirty Years, shall bear
the rate of not exceeding six per Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000) interest at the
not
rate
exceeding
of
centum
per annum, payable by the issuance of bonds in said Six per centum per annum payable
will do it. Call and see for yourself. "We have the goods and must
shall become due and amount for the purpose of improving
debe
shall
of
such
payable at such time or limes noi ex- tho streets in said City.
nomination, be payable at such place
sell and will make the prices right.
ceeding thirty years from their date,
INSTRUCTION TO VOTERS
hall h of such denominations, be Election Tuesday, April 6th, 1920. or places within or without the City,
and shall be disposed of in such manI. B. L. OSBOFvNE
payable at such place or places withIf you are qualified elector with- ner as the City Council shall deterin or without the City, and shall be in the City of Clovis and have
disposed of in such manner as the paid a property tax therein for the mine.
Be It Further Ordained, that the
City Council ahall determine.
year immediately preceding this elec- ballots to be cast at said election shall
Be It Further Ordained that the tion, you have a right to vote on the
be deposited in a separate ballot box
ballots to be cast at said election shall hereinafter stated question.
and shall read:
be deposited in a separate bullot box
If you are in favor of authorising
and shall read;
tho issuance of the bonds in accord FOR THE ISSUANCE OF
ance with the hereinafter stated
CITY HALL BONDS
FOR THE ISSUANCE OF
question, plnce an "X" in the square
STREET IMPROVEMENT
AGAINST THE ISSUANCE
following the words:
BONDS
For tho Issuance of Street ImproveOF CITY HALL BONDS
ment L'onds.
AGAINST THE ISSUANCE OF '
STREET IMPROVEMENT
If you are opposed to tho issunnco and anyone desiring to vote In favor
I
I
BONDS
of the bonds, place an "X" in the of the issuance of said bonds shall
plnce an X in tho first square, and
square, following the words:
and anyono desiring to vote In favor Against the issuance ol street Im- anyone desiring to voto against the
ahull
of the insunnce of said bonds
issuance of bonds shall place an X
We have secured a wonderful assortment of blouses at quite
plnco a cross In tho first square, while provement Bonds.
in the second square.
CloCity
of
"Shall
tho
Question:
the
preto
Tho City Clerk is instructed
anyone desiring to vote airaifft
reasonable prices and want to give our customers the benefit of
issuance of the bonds shall plnce a vis, New Mexico, incur an indebted- pare the ballots nnj give notico of
the
of
Twenty
in
amount
Thous
ness
by
law.
said election ns required
crosi in tho second squuro.
these bargains. From the 25th until after Easter we are making
und Dollars ($20,000) to bo evidThe City Clerk is Instructed to
by
negotiable
maturing
bonds
enced
of
the bullota and Kive notice
PUBLIC NOTICE AND PROCLAthis special offer and if you arc in need of a blouse, and you know
not exceeding thirty years after (lute,
said election aa required by law.
MATION FOR CITY HALL BOND
mill to beat' interest not t.) exceed six
ELECTION.
per centum (tl'r) per annum, for the
arc, come sec us.
PUBLIC NOTICE AND PROCLA-MATIO- purpose of improving tho streets
Tueiday, April Sixth, 1920
in
OF STREET IMPROVE- suid City of Clovis?"
Notico id hcivby given, thnt purte
coat
We have just received a big shipment of nice
MENT BOND ELECTION
suant to Ordlw.pce Nv 135 duly
FOR 1IIK ISSUANCE OF
City
t!ie
City
of
tho
Council
by
passed
19Z0.
6,
April
Tueiday,
STREET IMPROVEMENT
suits and also we have the Easter dresses for Misses and girls.
of Clovis, New Mexico, which OrdinNotice Is hereby given that purBONDS
ance was approved by tho Mayor of
duly
suant to Ordinnnco No. 134
said City, attested by the City Clerk,
Sec us before buying.
passed by the Cit y Council of the City AGAINST THE ISSUANCE
and heretofore published In accordof Clovis, New Mexico, which ordin- OF STREET IMPROVEMENT
ance with law, the bond election
MRS. S. GRISAMORE
ance was approved by the Mayor of
BONDS
is hereby called in the City of Clovis,
said City, attested by the City Clerk
That on the bnck of each ballot New Mexico, at tho time and at tho
and heretofore published in accordance with law, a bond election is here- shall appear the fuo similo signature plnce or places hereinafter set forth
at which election there will be submit
by colled in the City of Clovis, New of the City Clerk and the words:
Mexico, at tho time and at the "Official Ballot, Street Improvement ted to tho qunlified electors of the
Bond Election, Tuesday, April 6th, said City ot Clovis as shall in the
plnces hereinafter set forth, at
next preceding year have paid a propbo
1020.
will
which election
thoro
In witness whereof tho City Coun- erty tax therein on the following
submitted to the qimlifiod electors
of the said city of Clovis who have cil of tho City of Clovis, New Mex- question :
Shall the City of Clovia, Now
paid a property tax thy m for the ico, hns duly authorized the issuance
Mexico, incur an Indebtedness In
year Immediately prccr g the date ana legal publication of the foregothe amount of Fifty Thousand
of said clcction.the l
ring ques ing notice and proclamation by the
Dollars, to be evidenced by bonds
affirmative vote of five duly qualition:
City
Counwhich shall mature in not loss
fied member! of the said
"Shall the City of Clovis, New
than tan years, nor mora than
cil this first day of March, 1920. in
Maxlco, Incur an Indebtedness in
thirty years for the purpose of
.
regular session of tho aaid Council.
lis amount of Twenty Thousand
Mayor.
reeling a City Hall ia and for
LESTER 8TONE,
Dollars ($20,000) to ba evidCityT
City
Clork.
said
Atteat: ROY McMILLEN.
enced by negotiable bends ma
Approved by me this 2nd day of
Pursuant to law, the following
taring not exceeding thirty
residents of the City of Clonamed
March, mo.
yeare after date, and to bear
LESTER STONE, Mayor.
vis, New Mexico, were heretofore by
interact not to exceed tlx par
I
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One of the biggest and best sales of Pure Bred Cattle that has ever been held in
Eastern New Mexico will be held at the

TOM

6

S BARN, CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
TT

UlTft

Tl

n

TT

IP

TT

Tl

nieao Keemeicea neireraras
-

head of cows, ages 2 to 5 years, some with calf by side, rest bred. About lfi head of Heifer Yearlings.
32 Bulls, ages 1 to 4 years old. 1 extra fine Herd Bull of the highest class and quality.
The above cattle are of the highest class and this is an ideal time for the farmers and stock raisers of
this county to get first class stock at their own price. No show ring cattle but just as good. All raised here
and acclimated, so why go elsewhere to buy when you can buy right at home.
23

a

TO BUYERS THAT COME FROM ELSEWHERE: We have ample hotels and rooming houses to take
care of you. Good railroad connections.
TABULATED PEDIGREES: We will have tabulated pedigrees of these cattle catologued which those,
Mexico.
interested may obtain by writing to Fred E. Dennis, Clovis,-New

We earnestly invite one and all to attend this sale.
We will provide a big tent in case the weather is bad.

REIEPyllieK THE DATE
TERMS OF SALE:

APRIL 7, 10 A.

(11.

Time up till one year will be given if desired or 5 per cent discount for cash.

M. W. LANCASTE1R, Manager
Col. Geo. Drybread and others Auctioneers
2L

Dennis & Son, Clerks
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Its either a town of -- he and imporI treat all diseases and disorders of
When you think fire Insurance,
tance or an overgrown country town. think Baker Bros. Agency. That's a women and
attend confinement
Vote that Peoples' Ticket.
cases. Dr. H. R. Giboon.
(adv) good habit to form.

LOCAL MENTION
Flu and ita after effects are
treated by Osteopathy,

tfc

Mrs. W. W. Ftennckin of Amarillo
Candidutes of the Peoples' Ticket
will visit here the lutter part of the
will give Clovis a clean cut, honest,
week at the homo of her sister, Mrs.
administration.
efficient business
E. M. Chapman.

Voto the Peoples' Ticket.

You get all you borrow when we
make your furm loans. Buker Bros.

Candidates of the Peoples' Ticket
aru in position to handle the affairs
Agency.
of the City of Clovis efficiently
they have been uble to success
Every man of them is able to Rive
flovis an honest, efficient business fully manage their own affairs. Vote
Vote thut Peoples' the Peoples' Ticket.
(adv.)
administration.
(adv)
Ticket.
Lamar Cobb of El Paso, represent
Mrs. S. B. Cupplcs of Melrose has ing the Portland Cement Association,
moved to Grady and will bo actively has been in Clovis this week in the
connected with the First National interest of inducing the city council
Hunk of Crady which will open for to decide upon cement paving for
Clovis.
very short time.
business in

(adv.)

Grain is still being hnuled to Clo
vis at a i'vely rute.
One day this
from
week the News man nolic-.twenty to thirty wagons in lino at tlio
Clovis Mill & Elevator Co., waiting
their turn to be unloaded.

See C. Jackson for
ter Co. stock. Price
(15 to $20, effective
ad and specifications
nal this week. Will
paper next week.

appear

in

.

As indorsed by the Central Labor Body
of Clovis.

this

It

4f4,k

eavin

Citizens Ticket

Bryan Harvesadvances from
April 15th. See
in Clovis Jour-

Dr. J. B. Westerfield returned the
The frame buildings south of the
Lynn 4 Withcrspcon grocery have first of the week from a trip to points
Oklahoma.
been torn down and the material will in Kunsas, Arkansas and
says Clovis is growing faster than
be used in constructing other build Ho
town he visited and that it really
ings.
The removal of theso old any
help the looks of takes a ti'ip away from home to ap
will
structures
preciate what a good town we have.
' '
The effect of the present election Mitchell Street.
Let us show you the New Round
Onk Range Saves you money, tem- will be reflected not only now, but
We have loaned more than a half
Mrs. B. F. Pankey, wife of Lieuten years from now. Vote the Peo
per and good nature.
dollars on Curry and Qiay
million
pies' Ticket. It means a better Clo tenant Governor Pankey, is in Clovis
BARRY HARDWARE CO.
county farms and we are still going
guest
is
home
at
week
the
a
this
and
vis.
(adv.)
strong. Baker Bros. Agency,
of Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Singleton.
The effect of the present election
stockattending
is
Gov.
Pankey
the
The
Board
of
County
Commission'
will be reflected not only now, but
The boy or girl who expects to ac
at Roswell and
be in quartcryl session next men's convention
ten years from now. Voto the Peo era will
complish very much should realize
in
while
Clovis
day
spend
to
plans
a
Among
week.
other
business
come
to
nies' Ticket. It means a better Cle
that one of the first steps in the right
(adv.) up before the board will be making enroutc home.
vis,
direction is to become a member of
appropriations for the schools for
Sunday school. If you are not
some
and
Ticket
Vote
Peonies
iret
year.
tho
A. B. Austin hns recently sold the next
identified with any other school, be
of
past
experience
the
of
the
benefit
half block of land in thu Liebelt ad
J. C. Rhoton of Grady was in town E. T. Jernienn at present Alderman at the Christian Church next Sunday
dition where his chicken ranch was
(adv) morning at 9:45, special music and a
the
latter part of the week and spent from Ward Four.
located to Dr. G. P. Miller, who plans
bunch of workers. You will not be
Saturday in Melrose in the interest of
to erect some residences there.
Mrs. G. P. Kuykendall and Miss asked direct questions if you have not
li is candidacy for County
Superintendent. He says the day was so bad Minnie Rogers, are at Senath. Mo.,' prepared your lesson, but we will welMrs. C. V. Steed is detained in
discussion
your
ideas
for
come
where she is at the bedside of thut ho did not get to see many of where they were called on account of
Superintendent.
the serious illness and death of their
jlt.rj the voters.
her mother who is quite sick,
S. Rogers.
Mrs.
Mrs.
J.
mother,
Mrs.
recently.
father died there
The people of Marlin, Texas, would Rogers spent Bcveral weeks last sumSteed asks the News to tell her
to huve Joe C. McCleUund for mer in Clovis and is known to a
like
likely
be
she
not
will
friends that
You can huve hinf.
Voto number of people here.
nlile to return hero for two or three Mayor.
(adv)
Ticket.
Peoples'
that
be
possibly
will
unable
weeks yet and
A. B. Austin returned the first of
to see any of the voters of the county
Mr. und Mrs. G. P. Robertson of the week from a trip to points in
the
election
date.
and
now
between
Mr.
Olney, Texas, were here this week vis eastern Texas and Arkansas.
Candidates of the Peonies' Ticket it'g at tnc home or airs, iiouertson s Austin says that country is getting
W. Reagan. They stopped much rain now and the farmers are
are in position to handle the affairs' brother, E.
home from a trip to wanting the rain to let up.
enroutc
here
efficiently
be
Clovis
City
of
of the
'
California.
cause they have been able to successTho Centrul Meat Market which
fully manage their own affairs. Vote
occupied the building next door
has
in
the
hnd
Sam
confidence
Uncle
(adv.)
the Peoples1 Ticket.
ability of Walter J. Stnlcup, promot to the postoffice has sold the remainYou der of its stock to Ned Houk and will
cd from privato to Lieutenant.
4
GHTi
,J"' can make use of that ability. Vote discontinue business about the first
"III,"
(adv) of May, A. B. Austin & Co. will move
the Peoples' Ticket.
Rcfular Communication,
BAKER'S FOOT EASE
into this building and occupy it unCLOVIS LODCE, A. F. k A. M.
buildings are completed
Will atop that bad odor. Take all
new
of
til
their
be
will
A
Contractor
General
Tuesday
Next
Niht
great help in administering the City on Grand Avenue. The Farmers the soreness out of your feet, and
4
P. A. La Shiar. Secretary
affairs. J. W. Mordecai is that man. State Bank will occupy the Austin makes you feel cool.
For sale at the SHOE SHOP,
(adv) corner, commencing about May 1st.
Vote the Peoples' Ticket.

T'l

The

The people of Marlin, Texas, would
liko to have Joe C. McClelland for
Mayor. You can have him. Vote
(adv)
thut Peoples' Ticket.

A. B. Austin

For Mayor

Lent A. Wright

For City Clerk

L. B. Gregg

For City Treasurer
Alderman Ward

0. Griffith

M.

1

Alderman Ward 2

J. Morton

L.

C. Anthony
Aldermen Ward 3
and J. D. Looper

Alderman Ward

4-

-

D. C.Houk

(Political Adv.)
Try some of our popular Gennett
They will
Records.
Phonograph
please you.
CROFT MUSIC CO.
Regrets won't build that house.
Better insure it against fire with
Baker Bros. Agency.

Don't ask your friends to go on
your bond. Let us fix it up for you.
Baker Bros. Agency,

Refular Meeting
CLOVIS COMMANDERY
Will be held at Masonic Hall
Second and Fourth Friday
nights of each month.
at 8:00 O'clock.
All Sir Knights residing in
this jurisdiction are invited.
R. J. Neal, Recorder.

lie inrore

Curry County Commissioners have been asked to increase budget for the schools.
Taxes are high and teachers are scarce. Shall we have low taxes and ptor teachers,
poor schools, and an uneducated civilization, or higher taxes, competent teachers, and

f

gOOd SChOOlS?'

V

..

Clovis schools by actual figures have more children
largest schools in the state.
Clovis schools

rank 8 in salary paid to teachers.

Clovis schools

rank

8 in

--

.

per teacher than ten other of the

s

percent of budget paid, to teachers.

Clovis schools

are losing ten of their best teachers.

this demand.

Same condition exists there.

The middlewest can not supply

Commissioners are honestly trying to do the best for the public.
day. What shall we do with our schools?

They meet next Mon-

E. W. BQWYEIL Sup ermtendent

m

o

s
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Time to Get
Hail Insurance
AT THE HOME OF
The Hartford Fire Insurance Co.

(36) East In Curry County, New
Mexico, and the North half of lots
two and three in block nine, and lot
four (4) in block nine (S) all in
Womble Hiff. Sub. to the town of
Texas, and which said
Hereford,
property plaintiff alleges is community property, and for the further
object of securing alimony and at
torney's fees for the plaintiff and
You are further notified that unions you appear, answer, demur or
otherwise plead in said cause and
court on or before the 23th day of
April, A. D. 1020, judgment will bo
rendered ajtainst you in favor of said
plaintiff by defaujt, nnd plaintiff
will apply to the court for the relief
prayed for in her said complaint.
Witness my hand and seal this l'lth
.lay of March, 1920.
(Seal)
W. C. ZERWEU,
Clerk
County Clerk and
of the District Court.

7 ME
DAY

III

TOR

Business Is Good!

25 YEARS

FRANCISCO WOMAN HAS
GAINED THIRTY POUNDS BY
TAKING TANLAC.

SAN

e
A full lino of Moline Listers and
"I had not seen a well day in
years until I started tnkinjj
Cultivators. These are the old
Teniae." said Mrs. Virginia Stapp, of
Valencia St., San Francisco, Cal.
Moline line. The prices are right
"1 wus beginning to think," she
continued, "that I would have to bear
6n these implements.,
my wreched health us long sin liv.'d.
I had
no appetite, and when I
to eat a few bites I could not
ilye.-.- l
it and as I could get no
u,vni.th or nourishment I fell off
twenty-fivpounds in weight. I
NOTICE OF SUIT
h.irdly knew what it was to be withIn the District Court of Curry Counout a headache. All my life I have
ty, New Mexico.
All grades of Mobiloil at prices
ceii so constipated that every day
Giissie Davis, Plaintiff.
for .vein I had 'o take a laxative.
that will save you money.
No, 1583
V3.
.My tongue was always coaled nnd I
Thomas K. Davis, Defendant.
had a bad taste in my mouth all the
To the defendant, Thomas K. Davis,
tine. My condition was fo bad that
in the above suit:
could get little sleep, but would roll
You will take notice that a suit
toss about all night lung.
has been filed against you and i:
"Hi t all that is changed now, for
now pending in the PiKtnct Court u
ince taking Tanlac I am able to eat
Curry County, New Mexico, in which
an; thing I please without any bad
Classic Davis is plaintiff and Thoiti;
after effects and I have actually
K. Davis is defendant and numherc
thUIy pounds. 1 haven't had
:i.:e.
I."8.1 on the docket of tuiil court.
You are further notified that l!u a headache in so long 1 have almost
gotten about them. My constipn-'.- .
iveneral objects of saiil suit are a.
d condition Ins been relieved and I
follows: to procure n decree of divorce dissolving the marriage rela- liv ver have that bad taste or oaled
F. B, FAYN3, Manafjcr
tions existing between the plaintiff li..,gue any more. I bleep nine to
my
do
night,
every
can
hours
V'i
and defendant.
You are further notified thai if you h.ii.M work with ease nnd I have so
new life ami energy that I j t
f. il to appear or plead i'l this cause til
Uco SpoeSv. agues, the famous fast In tlic I'nibiit- - (Vui't of furry Counon or before the 10th day of May. f.
fii.e all
time."
I
ty, Stale ' f New Mexico.
$111.1, Clovis, N. M.
will be rendered
1020, judgment
Tanlac is sold in Clovis by Mean truck chasis.
of the estate, of Jeff
tf. In llf m
against you in said cause by default 1'hnrimicy, in Texico by Red Cross Jac!.man-I!arkc- r
Motor Co.
11. Mo'ire, di'ccnsed.
and the plaintiff will apply to the Pharmacy, nnd in Melrose by Irwin
Notice nf Appointment of Adniinis-li-.'t- i'
court for the relief sought for in I- Tool.
(Advertisement.)
I
v tfid netve
to Creditors.
the complaint herein.
Vt
,r
of i".- - Hi;.-'"V. A. Havener is attorney for, the
tr
Notice is hereby Riven, that letters
Apron
Side The ladies of the fnp ney ,':. t,i .
i.y
I'M h
( lunch
plaintiff and his past office !M
of iidmi'iijt'aliun on the estate of
will hold un apron rur.t
t .: "-- i
ll. ill'. Cat-.- i 'i
' r
address is Clovis, New Mexico.
t " t;. 't
r.if;
r.i
ale at Harry Hardware Co. store on ley
Jeff I). Mmirc, deceased, were irrant-- .
U.
n
Ik- r
li.it
In witness whereof I have here- Saturday, April 10th.
to the imih r itrni il by the Probate
r. i
t..r r
n,i ll..:t
ci'i.
my hand and affixed the seal
unto
f'e'a rrk .V"ii.. no in tor? !! HI.... en Cmiil of the County of Curry, State
We will take in your second hand Via
r.irf-ics ll.- s.
of said court this 1 2th day of March,
l'.Uh day of
mi 'hi
of N'ev,' Mcn-c- o,
i.:.!!.
I'nen (In 1.. (.! nr..) i:
fiiinit ire in exchange for new goods.
1920.
A. 1). I!)20.
eort'nrs.
March.
c:if.
r-Clevis Furniture ' and Undertaking
t irrh
Aficr y,ii l.ti'v tiVa
W. C. ZERWER,
(Seal)
All persons having claims against
M tielm" f"r ii sure-- ' tie "
"i will f - u
Company.
County Clerk.
y..
i.er it
ir
mrnt
(rreat linjn
i tut.' are tcipiiced to present
:i
t'.narrl. .!!!
Fturt K.'iliof tl-rlno nl en " nnil - t r'.il I ' it irrli. Senl and file same with the undersigned
er t tim'iriliiln. fr"c.
i.t the office tif It. K. Howell, in
P. J. CIII'NIIV
"). Toledo, 01. to.
Clovis, N'nv Mexico, for allowance
8olJ by ull lrui:i!il.
within twelve (12) months after the
date, hereof with necessary vouchers,
tin y will be forever precluded
or
r
front any benefit of said estate; or,
H
said claims may be filed with the
Clerk of said Court.
58
w
Datei) this the lllth day of March,
o
w
Mo-lin-

ro-liab-

1

man-aire-
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1

e

Plenty of money to loan on farms
Homes cn easy terms.

1

PLAINS BUYING AND
SELLING ASSOCIATION

.1

The Scheurich Agency
NOTICE OF SUIT
i no lijitr'nt Court of Curry County, New Mexico.
Jesbio firesett, Plaintiff.

i.

s.

No.

J

581

7iichard K, GrcHselt, Defendant.
To the defendant Richard R. Gressett.
You are hereby notified that n suit
has been filed nnd is now pending in
the District Court of Curry County,
.New Mexico, the same being number
1381 on the Civ'l Docket of ?aid
Court, in which Jessie Gressett is
plaintiff and you the said Richard R.
Gressett, are defendant; that ration

and Hatch, whose post office and
Ijiininess address is Clovis, New Mexico, are attorneys for the pluintiff.
That the general objects of said
suit are to dissolve the bonds of matrimony existing between you ami the
said plaintiff and to aw'ml the said
plaintiff a full, complete and unconditional divorce from you the said defendant; for the further object to
have the phr'ntiff awarded the custody and control of your two minor
children, for settlement of property
rights involving the Southwest Quarter of Section Five (5) in Township
Xorth of Range Thirty-siSix
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Merit That Makes Mileage
In Tires for the Smaller Car
Such extraordinary competence and carefulness as are characteristic of all Goodyear
manufacturelikewisc characterize Goodycar's
building of tires for the smaller cars.

Only very unusual experience and endeavor
make possible the high relative value built
into the 30x3-- , 30x3V'2--, and 31 x
Goodyear Tires in our Plant No. 2, the
world's largest factory devoted to these sizes.

for kidney and bladder troubles, pruv-el- ,
weak u ltd lame back, ihc uiiiiitisin
nnd irreyuliiritied of the kidney and
bladder in both men and women. If
not sold by your druiTKist will be sent
One
by mail on receipt of $1. :!".
small bottle often cures. Send for
Dr. K. W. Hull,
sworn testimonials.
202U Olive at., St. I.ouis, Mo. Sold
by druggists.
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Expert Welders

mf

tmp

ED. MELTON & SON
Blacksmith and
Machine Shop

v

iind iimanu rit.ijLt ttt
MMkuMlll Bnt,IUlMLAtiin KitUI.U
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS

EYERYWHtRE

Dr J. B. Westerfield
Physician ud Surf coo.

dr. c. l. McClelland

Physician end Surgeon
Office over Dcnhof Jew. Cc.
Residence, 014 N. Main St.
CLOVIS, N. M.

Office over Hunxhlne Shop
Office I'boue 2.11.
Ueslilence 200

'

DR. H. R. GIBSON

go to the

'

OSTEOPATH
Treats all diseases, botb scute and 4
chronic Office In New Tile
bulldlnx on corner north of fire
RtatWm and enst of Lyceum 4
theatre.

''

fill)
Tread

Time, Worry and Bitf Kx-iises S.ivcd liy Our Seien-lit'ii- !
"Welding Service.

I

m

Doublc-Cur-

Somebody

f..dUl A.kv.HvlIrM
IM.a.n j
M..tl.rl
I'lll.
i. 11.4 aiut u.14 wrtiikW
I...IM. M.Ud wttk Hlua

Office phone
ncHldenee
Clovis. New Mexico.

Fubric,

Good News For

CHICHESTER S PILLS

nearest Goodyear Service Station Dealer for
these tires, and for Goodyear Heavy Tourist
Tubes. He carries a stock.

30 x Vz Goodyear

Administrator.

A TEXAS WONDER

builds, a daily production averaging 20,000
tires of these smaller sizes alone makes them
easily available, regardless of the big demand,
to owners of Ford, Chevrolet, Dort, Maxwell, and other cars taking these sizes.

Goodyear Heavy Touri Tube are thick, strong tube that
reinforce casing properly. Why rink a Hood caring with a
chcar tube f Goodyear Heavy Toumt Tubes coul little more
(j
than tuHe. i.t le mem. jui jvj mm in uuir- -

1H20.

MRS. C. I). MOOHK,

sizes Goodyear

If you are one of these owners,

1.

A.

4-in-

In addition to the larger

3

DR.

L. M. BIGGS

Veterinary Sursjaon
Thone 331
Clovis, New Meilco

:i!K).

44444444444444444
4
4

J. POSTKR SCOTT, Jr MB.
mYSICIAN and SURGEON
Special attention Eye, Ear, Neee
and Threat
4 Office Over Sunshine Shop.
4 Office Pboue 40 ;
Res. Phone 18

44444444444444444
44444444444444444

4
4
4

4
4

4

4 We make a specialty of Field
4 Surveys, Appraisals and Consul- 4 tatlons on New Mexico Acreage.
113 South Main Street
4
4
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO.

4

CHIROPRACTOR
113 South Main St.

4

PHO.VB 101

4
4

JONES

Veterinarian.
4
200 West Otero Street.
4
4
4 l'uone 4B.
Clotls. N. M.

44

4 4
4
4
4
4
4
4

x

44444440
4404
THOMAS W.
4

4
4 L. ANSEL WHITE COMPANY 4
4 CONSULTING GEOLOGISTS 4

DR. C. O. WARRINIR

4
4
4
4

4

NOTICE TO ALL
4
PRATORIAN3
You will please pay your duel 4
In the future to H. E. Carlisle, 4
Recorder, at Clovis National 4
Bank.
H. E. Carlisle, Recorder 4

44444444444444444 44444444444444444
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PUBLIC NOTICE AND PROCLABOND
MATION OF SEWER
ELECTION.
11
Tuesday, April 6th, 1920
Notice is hereby given, that pursuant to Ordinance No. 133 duly
passed by the City Council of the
City of Clovis, New Mexico, approved
by the Mayor of said City and attest1
ed by the City Clerk and heretofore published in accordance with
law, a bond election is hareby called
in the City of Clovis, New Mexico, at
tho time and at the places hereinafter
set forth, at which election there will
be submitted to the qualified electors
Two Ton Capacity
of the City of Clovis who have paid a
property tax therein during the preceding year, the following question:
Shall the City of Clovis, New
'Best in thehongBm
Mexico, incur an indebtedness
of Thirty-thre- e
Thousand Dollars
($33,000) to b. evidenced by
negotiable bonds payable not ex
ceeding fifty years from their
date and to bear interest not to
per
exceed sis per centum
To save time is to make moncy-nie- rs
annum for the purpose of enlargof Traffic Trucks do both.
ing, improving and extending
the Sewer System and for the ac
quisition of necessary real estate,
Tlie Traffic saves hundreds of dolrights of way, privileges and
easements, and necessary appurlars in first cost, hundreds of dollars in
tenances for said system?
maintenance cost and cuts in half the
Pursuant to Law the following
named residents of the City of Clocost of hauling.
vis, New Mexico, were heretofore by
resolution of the said City Council
appointed Judges and Clerks of the
Do your hauling with a Traffic.
said election to be held for the elec
tion of municipal officers.
Ward No. 1 Judges John Mc- "Standardized and Standard sized."
Minn, C. W. Cole and J. P. Noble.
Clerks Bert Curless and W. E.
Marsh.
Let us show them to you.
Ward No. 2 Judges S. L. Rick-ettW. 15. Davis and W. C. Ends.
Clerks Hiiluh Mr.rtin and J. R.
Wnlton.
Ward No. 3 Judges M. W. Pugc,
VWNAA'WNAAAAAVWWVWSAAAArfVAAAAAVNAAAA
C. V. Steed and W. D. Sutherlin.
Clerks I. N. Jott and M. L. Lynn.
Ward No. 4 Judges John Wilson, T. S. Teeter and Ed De Bovrv.
Clerks G. V. Cornell und II. Bell.
the polling places for the said
That
1
election will be as follows:
Ward No. I Barry Hardware Co.
Ward No. 2 Union Mortgr'se Co.
Ward No. 3 Steed's UniA'i taking
Parlor.
11
Ward No. 4 City Hull.
The snid polls will be open from
nine o'clock A. M. until six o'clock P.
M. on the Sixth day of April, 1920.
The ballots which will be used at
the said election will be supplied by
the
City Clerk to the Judges of said
That at tho time of thqYolding of
ORDINANCE NO. 133
on election and by them furnished to the
tho next regular election,
in April, being voters.
An Ordinance calling nn flection to tho first Tuesday
At tho election all qualified voters
Hundred and
Sixth,
April
Nineteen
vote upon the issue of $113,000 of
submitted to the of the City of Clovis shall be privilionilH for the purpose of enlarging, Twenty, there be
electors of tne leged to vote for the election of the
improving and extending the newer vote of tho qualified paid
a property said Municipal officers, but none but
the J. F. Goodrich Rubber Company, Jkron, Ohio
system of the City of Clovis and for City of Clovis as have
during the preceding year, such qualified voters, as defined by
Cord Tire
Makers of tin Silver-towthe acquisition of necessary real es- tax therein
or not the Constitution and Laws of the
tate, right of way, privileges and the questionbo as to whether
issued by the City Of Mate of New Mexico, as have paid a
shall
easement, and necessary appurten- there
Clovis negotiable bonds of said City property tax in said City during the
ances for auch system.
Thirty-thre- e
Thousand1 preceding year will bo permitted to
WhereBt, the City Council of the in the sum of
money to vote upon the question of the issuance
City of Clovis, New Mexico, believes Dollars ($33,000) to secure
ho iinnH in enlnnrinir. imnrovinir and Of the bonds.
per annum for the purpose of enlargUnit for the public health and safety
That at the said election the ballots ing, improving
extending the sewer system of the
and extending the
and in anticipation of tho growth of
be
to
cast
said
election
bond
at tho
of Clovis and in tho acauirinir of
Sewer System and for the acquisition
th City of Clovis, it is necessary and Citv
deposited
separate
bo
a
bal
in
nppnHmrv real estate, riehts of wav. shall
of necessary real estate, rights of way
i
for the best interests of said City privileges
and easements, and the lot box in each of the said polling privileges and easements, and necesThous-i.nr- f
thnl the sum of Thirty-thre- e
nnniirtctinnrps
svsPlaces.
for said
sary appurtenances for said system?
Dnllnni 133.000 be snent in en nivnuurv
2
and 214 S. Main Street.
i
That the ballots to be furnished to
larging, improving and extending the tcm
qualified
voters
such
the
bond
at
BOND ISSUE
SEWER
Be It Further Ordained, that such
FOR
sewpr svxtem of the said Uty, ana
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
election are to bo printed and to be
:
i
kJ
i
j .u..n
liHll uv inouiu lis
in tho acquisition of necessary real UUIUIB. II BO UU lit
the following form:
flol- - " substantially
H.mrfrort
Hnnnn
Day 67; Night 14 and 203
nf
fine
inntinn
Telephones
and
privileges
way,
SEWER
BOND
of
rights
AGAINST
estate,
OFICIAL BALLOT
easements, and tho necessary appur Inrs ($100) or any multiple thereof,
ISSUE
No.
and shall benr interest at the rate not No.
Innnnrri for said SVStcm. and
That on the back of each ballot
Whereas, the said City of Clovis to exceed Six per centum (6r) per. City of Clovis, New Mexico,
upon
tho question of incurring shall appear the fac simile signature
and tion
payable
has not available funds to pay the
AMBULANCE SERVICE
City Clerk and tne worcis:
rout of enlanrinir. improving and ex shall become duo and payable at such an incieoieuness in me amoum oi of the
Thirty-threThousand Dollars ($33,- - Official Ballot Sewer Bond Elec- tending tho sewer system of saiil City, time or times, not exceeding Fifty
C. V. STEED,
t'on. Tuesday. Anril C. 1920.
l.r.n
venra from that dntc. and nt ouui oy tno issuance oi Donas in
and
In witness whereof, the City Coun
imWhereas, Oscar Dolhs, the City sued pliue or places within or with- said amount for the purpose of
cil of the City of Clovis, New Mexico,
112
Knginecr of said City of Clovis has out the State as the City Council shull proving, enlarging nnu extending the has duly authorized the issunnce and
Provided WM tho City sewer hvstem of said City.
filed with the City Clerk of suid City determine.
no
foregoing
publication
iriil
of
tho
TO
INSTRUCTIONS
VOTERS
a carefully prepared estimate 01 wie Council shall have tho rbht to nay Election, Tuesday, April
ice and proclamation by the affirma
0, 120.
approximate cost of improving, en- any such bonds at nny timo after
If you are a qualified elector in tive vote of live duly qualified
larging and extending the sewer sys- Twenty (20) years from their date.
the City of Clovis, New Mexico, and members of the snid City Council this
tem of snid City, ami
He It Further Ordained, thut the
irst day of March, 11)20, in regu
have paid a property tax therein dur
Whereas, tho sum of Thirty-threballots cast at said election shall be ing the preceding year, you hnvo a lar session of tho snid Council.
J. Walker Hunter
R. Edwards
Thousand Dollars ($33,000) does not deposited in a separate ballot box
LESTER STONE. Mayor.
ritfiit to vote on the question hereinexceed
that estimate which is in and shall read :
Attest: ROY McMILLEN, City Clerk.
after stated.
amount of $33,300, and
Approved by me this Second day
If you are in fnvor of authorizing
Whereas, before tho said improve- FOR SEWER BOND ISSUE
the issuance of the bonds in accord of March. 1020.
ment can bo made, it will be necesLESTER STONE, Mayor.
ance with the question hereinafter
sary for the City of Clovis to borrow
Live Stock and Commercial
stnted, place an "X" in the square
Thousand AGAINST SEWER BOND
tho sum of Thirty-threwords:
following
the
OF
SUIT
NOTICE
noISSUE
Dollars ($33,000) and to issue
For Sewer Bond Issue
pntiiihln hnnrta thnrefnr. and
If you are opposed to the Issuance
of
borrowing
W hereas, prior to tho
size
uniform
be
of
Such ballots shall
of the bonds place an "X" in the In the District Court of Curry Coun
said sum of money it is necessary that ami color and anyone desiring to vote square following the words:
ty, State of New Mexico.
the said Council shall cause the ques In favor of the issuance of said bonds Against Sewer Bond Issue
L.
C. Coplen, Plaintiff.
SUD'
tion nf Uanlnir uiil bonds 10 be
Farm Sales a Specialty
Shall the City of Clovis, New Mex
shall place a cross in the first square,
No. 1583
vs.
mittcd to vote of tho qualified elec- while anyono desiring to Tote against ico, incur an indebtedness of Thirty
R. Edwards of Illinois, four years experiCol.
tors of tho City of Clovis at havo paid the issuance of the bonds shall place
($33,000) to Eva Coplen, Defendant.
Dollars
Thousand
three
aunng
pre
me
property tax therein
ence, comes with recommendations that spells sucbe evidenced by negotiable bonds To the above named defendant, Eva
a cross in the second square.
MtHinir vomr'
exceeding
years
payable
Coplen:
not
fifty
cess in his line.
The City Clerk is instructed to
Now, Therefore, Be It Ordaired by
You will hereby take notice that a
the ballots and to give notice from their date and to bear interest
the City Council of the City of Clovis,
Col.
Walker Hunter, six years a resident of Cloper
not
exceed
six
to
centum
of said election as required by lav.
suit has been filed and la now pend
New Mexico:
vis, and has conducted some of the best sales ever
ing in the District Court of Curry
of the country.
held in this
County, State of New Mexico, in
dates at the office of
See
us
for
which L. C. Coplen, is plaintiff, and
1
you the aald Evr. Coplen, are defend
ant, aaid suit being numbered 1580
on the civil docket of said court, and
Mala
Clovis, N. M.
Phone 26.
that Rowclls & Reese, whose business
and post office address is Clovis, New
Mexico, are the attorneys for the
plaintiff in said suit
You will further take notice that
the general objects of said action are
To obtain by
as follows,
maintains a friendly
You can always depend on the bank
decree of di
absolute
plaintiff
an
and conbusiness relationship with its customers through careful small.
vorce from the defendant Eva Cor'sn
large or
that the plaintiff be granted all
scientious attention to their interests, whether
m and
the rights and privileges of a single
us
with
about
hesitancy
approaching
You need not feel any
and unmarried person.
you held off during the war
the people who
That building work
You will further take notice that
your first small deposit. This bank is made by
should be your first consideration during these hustlunless you appear, answer or other
deposit money in it.
on
suit
and
wise plead in said cause
ing days of peace.
chattel mortgage securor before the 15th day of May, 1920,
We make loans on either real estate or
This town needs more up to date and better homes to
the allegation of plaintiff's comthat
specialty.
our
loans
Cattle
ity.
make a real pleasure to live in.
plaint filed herein will be taken as
vou can't build a new one, a little of the right kind
true and confessed and that the
for,
court
tho
to
apply
of remodeling and painting will really restore
m plaintiff will
and will take judgment by default
present day standards.
against you, and will apply to the
in
prayed
for
as
court for the relief
RIGHT
WE HAVE THE MATERIAL TO DO
tho complaint filed herein.
Witness my hand and the seal of
said court this the 16th day of March,
A. D. 1920.
(Seal)
W. C. ZERWER,
"THE FARMER'S FRIEND"
Clovis. New Mexico
23.
Telonhone
Clerk
County Clerk and
a
of the District Court of Curry Coun
1
tp
ty. State of New Mexico.
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$1630 in Clovis.

performance of a tire
THE often dependent upon
the service given by the tube
inside the tire. It is false
economy to buy cheap tubes.
Start right and stay right

(6)

s,

by using Goodrich Red
Inner Tubes.

Skarda Auto Truck and
Tractor Co.

Goodrich

pfi INNER

V

to-w-
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Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.

'

208-210-21-

I

elec-nnnu-

Manager

e

Undertaking Parlors

West Grand Ave.

e

J.

Edwards & Hunter

e

Auctioneers

J.

J.

(0)

part

moxommmmwmmm

New Field Oil, Lease and Realty Co.
1068.

The Bank You Can Depend On
nmm

that

Build It Now!

to-w- it:

that

If

it

it to

IT

Citizen's Bank of Cloyis

Lone Star Lumber Co.

Ex-offt-

8--

8-- 4
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J. A. Xafzgar., who live south of
town, ha rccvr.tly purchased the
Lucas quarter suction adjoining his
place on the southeast.

APRONSALE
The ladies of the Catholic Church
will give nn Apron and Food Sale on

Assistant Attorney Gwxval Hur- Saturday, April 3rd, at Barry Hardry Kownitn of Santa i'e is sp.Minini;
ware store, There will be aprons
two or three d::ys in Clovi this week
large, small and medium, fancy or
httuuiinjr district court.
plain. You will be sure to find one
thnt will please you. In the food line
there will he all kinds of good things
to sell.
Everybody bo sure und attend this (g,
sale.

RULES AND. REGULATIONS
The Asso.'uition lias adopted tlu'
following rules mul regulation!:

Early Hospitals.
Hixpltiils were founded in very early
times In India, Persia and Arabia.
They were for the most part supported
BREEDING FEES
For
Sullions Breeding
Fees, by the kings. The Greeks maintained
shelter houses for the sick, but the
$l,ri.OO.
$.".00 down, balance when
best Institutions of this kind In
rolt stands pnd sucks. $20.00 to in- times were those of the Romans, ancient
which
sure living colt.
Due when coll were actually endowed.
stands and sucks. Ten dollars for
open season, not to include more than
Stenoj Among the Romins.
four leaps, or $7.!0 a single leap.
It Is not generally known that steFor JacksAll Jacks $12.50, $2.50
nography as a profession was followed
down, balance when colt stands and as long ago n the days of the Roman
sucks, or $15.00 to insure living colt. empire. Poets, who are sometimes
Open season $10.00.
nowadays for having private
$5.00 single
stenographers, had them In the fourth
leap,
These rule. must be applied to all century of our era.
as above mentioned. Any mare when
sold or traded, the season is due and
The One Exception.
mutt be pi;id by parties who bred
At a dinner of the I'.ullders' associamare.
tion Die president gave n nent turn
to one of his rimnrks. Said he: "A
LREED1NG PLACES
poor foundation will In the end cause
E. E. Hio;mu'.i, Horse and Jack, 7 the collapse of everything but scanmiles north and mile west of Clovis. dal." Boston Transcript.
Smith M. Pipkin, IIor.se and Jack, 1
wile east of, Claud.
Poor Pussy's Tall.
Wilson
Davis,
Hdivc, 15 miles
The restless jurl In the end of a kitnorth of Texico.
ten's tall Is attributed by French peasTom Morris, Jack, 3 miles north ants to a supposititious worm.
It Is
a common practice of theirs to chop
and 2 miles west of Clovis.
L. E. Bradshaw, Horse and Jack, oft the end of tho tall, to save the
animal suffering.
3 2 miles
southwest of Clovis.
V. Tate, Horse and Jack, 10 miles
northwest of Clovis.
Invention of Roller Coaster.
Tom Ross, Horse, Clovis, N. M.
The fact that he was deprived of the
Charlie Fields, Horse and Jack, 3 fun nf sliding downhill when a boy led
to the Invention of the roller coaster
miles south of Blacktower.
by U .N. Thompson, Inter famous aa
Wilson Davis, Horse and Jack, 12
the founder of Luua park.
wiles north of Terico.
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Curry County Horse and
Jack Men's Association
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ete Attire For Easter Wear
Our stock is at its best now'. If you delay another
week the size, color or style you want may not be here

rldl-;ule- d

Easter Frocks
flowered (Vcpe ( ieni'utl le in nuniil with
Kastci'tide, iis flowers ;ml its joyousiiccs, tire
lijjlitsoinc frocks of flowered Crepe (ieorgette.
Oi'

1

PREMIUM ON COLTS
We offer $75 for the best horse or
filly colt, regardless of mare. $50
forsecond. $25 for third. The same
premium will be offered for mule
colts.
Mr. N. W. Thompson has brought
to Curry County the best horses that
could be found which wo believe is the
best thing that could have been done
in this country to start the raising of
good stock. He has had thirty year?
of experience in raising the best
horses that he can possibly find. This
is what ho offers ut today. Mr.
Thompson also has such faith as to
give $50 as premium for the best
horse or filly colt which has already
been paid to the secretary. Ho nlsc
has a few of the highest class stallions to be found for sale yet. See
him if interested.
Wc have ten in our association and
would be glad to have that many
more, so please come in with us. The
dues arc only $2.50. If you wish to
join, write the secretary, V. Tute,
Clovis, New Meqico.
Yours for best wishes in raising
better stock.

Pugilistic Turn Necessary.
Mr. ItnfTerly says It's got so you're
obliged to s'art a bit of a fclit sometimes in order to make the minutes of
the previous meeting worth the trouble of being reud.

Grew Hair for Sale.
Peasant women of Italy, Dnlniatln
and Switzerland cultivate their Imlr
especially fur sale, twice a year, to
hair dealers,

To the more dreamy notes of

An

over

tho urcuW Ore of London

For the nights of Eastertide, when the dance
is on, there are gowns of much splendor, glittering and scintillating creations' in radfant
tir subtle shades, l'rices

$40, $59, $65, $75, $85, up to $125.00.

$75, $85 and $95.

X
X

.

VC-.- J

SILKEN HOSE
For the Easter Outfit

n

EASTER
HANDKERCHIEFS

Heautiful silk hose shimmering and strong to satisfy
sedate purses. Fancy silk
lace hose in the richest patterns, $7.00, $7.50 and $9.00
Plain black in heavy thread
silk.$3.50 and $4.00.

mm,

X

the ne A' high colored handkerchiefs.

faint fragrance, like a
subtle scent, wafted from
some distant field of flowers
lends charm to feminenity.
Such delecatc fragrance
(Mini nates from Mary (Jardcn
Mavis and Sarcnc

J?

with touches of color, and

WE

X

A

Company.

handker-

chiefs in pure white, white

VWAVWWAAWVVVW

lo

linen

Dainty

PERFUMES

We will take in your second hand
furniture in exchange for now goods.
Clovia Furniture and Undertaking

V. TATE, SecraUry.

semi-tailore-

$25, $27.50, $35, $45, $49, $55, $65,

1800.

E. HICKMAN, President

Kit-

w

Great Fire.
area of 4'M acres was Imniod
In

The materials have been selected with care
and adapted to each particular style. They
arc suits that have been tailored with extreme
caution. An expert custom tailor would find
it difficult to distinguish these suits from
those lie makes. The materials are many. The
colors arc the favorites of this season, and all
are made in the becoming tailored and
d
styles favored by highest fashion authorities. Prices

spring flinging

gowns respond deftly draped models
ten's Ear Crepe and Moon-gloCrepe.

London'

Curry County Horse and
Jack Men's Association
.

And (uite as suilnhle ;ire Taffeta aff.iirs
whose hillowy bouffants and hustles make one
think of balmy breezes and budding things.

5

my.

surprising how carefully every detail of
these suits is worked out. IIov carefully the
styles are designed to bring out women's best
line's and there are styles for slender, medium and stout types.
It is

$49.00 and $55.00.

m

Retain Cockney Accent.
In flic Bahama Islands, which were
settled more than 200 years ago by
Londoners, the Cockney dialect Is said
to be as strong us It Is In the

Umbrellas.
Cnihrctlas should be washed occasionally. Stand them open. In a bathtub, scrub thera with a small hand
srrub brush and rinse with a hath

An Interesting Display Of
Woman's New Spring Suits

Beautiful
The

chiefs.

silk

handker-

handkerchief

expresses so much personal-i- t
v.
X
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EASTER
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Spring Coats

GLOVES
Just received

For Style and Comfort

big shipment of kid gloves in black,
These
white and colors.
gloves are just in time to
finish out your Easter at-- t
n

ire.

have a wonderful assortment tif Camel's hair,

Plumette, (loldtono
X

.1
r5

1

v
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SILK CAMISOLES
Dainty enough to please
the most particular dressers
Camisoles in light and dark

CONSTANCETALMADGE
Constance Talmaf In "Two Weeks"
Just naughty enough to be nice
tcintilluting with humor and
spicy fun but never ovuraterpiiitf the
border of good taste. All of you will
hold your sides with laughter at this
delightful story of "Goldie Locks"
who vamps the three old crusty bachelor bears. With her costume in her
vanity box sho swims by the light of
the moon. But, horrors She is discovered and she ihocka the three
crusty bachelors. Its
story of a
chorus girl that quits her troupe,
1

flees on a truck, itopi at the home

colors.

Just what you want

Occasions

Wo.

X

tjl-

Paris Recommends
Blouses for All

x
X

to wear with your new dress
or blouse.

Trico-tin-

e,

Velour and Jersey.
Long dressy coats and short,
sport coats. All lengths of
coats are good this season'.
Select the length that is most,
becoming to your type.
Tin re

are all kinds of

lit-

tle touches to make each
coat a distinct style. Prices
$18.50, $20, $25, $35, $45, $55
$65, up to $95.

Mat

h blouse might be

ad-

mired for numerous little
original twists of fashion.
This might not be surprising
in one but in hosts of blouses
not the least related to one
another it is extraordinary
and (piite French. These
blouses have just arrived,
and therefore arc filled with
the man" new intricacies of
spring fashion.

oJ three bachelors and vamps them to

a finish. And as usual all three of
these woman haters fall in love with
her. But what can sho do with three
You'll enjoy
men in love with her?
It will carry
this delightful story.
you away from all your troubles for
two hours. ' And you want to see
Joe Martin the Monkey Comedian.
There with bells on and there's also
a Mutt and Jeff Comedy at the Lyceum, Saturday night, April 3rd,
1 f20.
Try to get in.

X
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